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Charm Branching Fractions
• Test approximate symmetries: SU(3)F, U-spin, Isospin

• Long-distance hadronic interactions - hard to 
calculate, even more important to get data.

• Still provide surprises - it is an experiment-led field.

• Input to B physics: U-spin tests, absolute charm B.F. 
for extracting B-rates from excl. B→DX decays.

• Search for direct CP violation and thus test the SM.

• Need to be measured because they are there.
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Since last time
Data since Charm2007

• New data from the B factories 
- used for wonderful charm 
analyses (including B.R.).

• New data and results from 
dedicated charm experiments 
FOCUS, CLEO-c.

• In particular a new large data 
sample of Ds mesons from 
CLEO-c running at                  
e+e–→ψ(4170)→DS+* DS–
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Masses of the D!s and D
+
s candidates for all

64 DT modes in data. The rectangles show the signal region (center)

and two sideband regions (diagonally o!set). There are 1089 events

in the signal region and 339 events in the combined sideband regions.

ple, in our Monte Carlo the final state K!K+!+ is an incoher-

ent mixture of K
"0
K+ (43%), "!+ (38%), K

"

0(1430)
0K+ (8%),

nonresonant production (7%) and f0(980)!
+ (4%). The recon-

struction e"ciency can depend significantly on which reso-

nances are produced. Knowledge of the relative contributions

of these intermediate states is incomplete. We compare in-

variant mass distributions of pairs of Ds daughters in data and

Monte Carlo, and use the resulting information on resonant

structures to reweight the assumed intermediate state compo-

nents. The resulting excursions in the e"ciency are taken as

systematic uncertainties. Where there is a significant com-

ponent that cannot be explicitly assigned to any intermediate

state, we find the worst-case variations between the dominant

components. As an illustration, for K!K+!+ we find that "!+

and K
"0
K+ have very similar (and lowest) e"ciencies, while

the nonresonant component is 7% higher and the others lie be-

tween these extremes. By selecting on theK!K+ and K!!+ in-

variant masses we ascribe 90% of reconstructed events to "!+

or K
"0
K+; varying the assumed e"ciency for the remaining

events within the limits above changes the inferred average

e"ciency, leading to a systematic uncertainty of 1.5%. The

uncertainties assigned vary from zero for the two-body final

states to 6% for K!K+!+!0 (where there is a large e"ciency

di!erence between "#+ and K
"0
K"+). We also include uncer-

tainties in the PDG 2007 fit values for B($# %%) (0.7%) and

B($$ # !+!!$) (3.1%), and correct for the di!erence between

the PDG fit for B(K0
S
# !+!!) and the value used in geant.

Systematic uncertainties for the simulation of track, K0
S
,

!0, and $ reconstruction and PID e"ciencies are determined

using partial versus full reconstruction of events in CLEO-c’s

&(2S ) and &(3770) datasets; the methods are shared with the

D0/D+ branching fraction analysis [13]. Tracking e"cien-

cies are verified using &(3770) # DD events for !± and

K±, and using &(2S ) # !+!!J/& for !±. Good agreement

is found, and an uncertainty of 0.3% per track is used, cor-

related among all tracks, with an additional uncertainty of

0.6% per kaon added in quadrature. Systematic e!ects in

the PID e"ciency are studied using &(3770) # DD events;

in general data has slightly lower e"ciency than the simu-

lations and corrections are applied. Because the corrections

are momentum-dependent this is also a!ected by the uncer-

tainty on the intermediate resonant states. The corrections

applied range from (!0.2 ± 0.2)% for !+$ to (!3.7 ± 1.4)%

for K!K+!+!0. Neutral kaon e"ciencies are verified using

DD events and the D+s # K0
S
K+ mode; a systematic uncer-

tainty of 1.9% per K0
S
candidate is used. The !0 e"ciency is

checked with &(2S ) # !0!0J/& decays, and the $ e"ciency

with &(2S )# $J/& events. In both cases there are discrepan-

cies between data and the simulation, and relative corrections

of (!3.9 ± 2.0)% per !0 and (!5.7 ± 4.0)% per $ are applied.

The nominal signal lineshapes used in the ST yield fits are

derived from the simulation, and the backgrounds are either

linear or quadratic. We determine systematic uncertainties in

the yields by relaxing each assumption separately: the mass

resolution is allowed to vary by an overall scale factor, and

the background is parameterized by a second-order polyno-

mial if the nominal fit uses a linear one, or vice versa. The

size of the resulting excursions vary from 0.2% (K!K+!+) to

8.6% (K!K+!+!0) for background shape and 0.1% (K0
S
K+) to

10.3% (!+$) for width.

The e"ciency for a reconstructed DT event to lie in the

signal region depends on the mass resolutions for both candi-

dates. Errors in modeling the resolution will thus cause errors

in the DT e"ciency which are correlated with the ST signal

lineshape uncertainties. To estimate this e!ect we use the best

fit results from the ST width check to determine the changes

expected in the DT e"ciency. The di!erence due to each de-

cay mode is taken as a systematic uncertainty competely cor-

related with the corresponding ST uncertainty. The range of

these e!ects is 0–8%.

In addition, we consider mode-dependent systematic uncer-

tainties arising from our modeling of averageD"sDs event mul-

tiplicity and detector noise (0–3%), the final state radiation

spectrum generated by photos (0.2–1.2%), and our simulation

of initial state radiation (0–0.8%).

Peaking backgrounds in ST events are found to be negli-

gible compared to the size of the background shape uncer-

tainties. Very small crossfeeds (of order 0.5% or less) are

expected between various DT modes and are included in the

fit; peaking DT backgrounds from other sources mostly arise

from D"D" reflections and are again found to be negligible.

Systematic uncertainties are propagated to the final results

by altering fit inputs (e"ciencies and yields) with appropri-

ate correlations and noting the variations in the results. The

analysis was validated on a simulated generic sample of open

and much more charm
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Outline
• The topological approach and symmetry tests

• D→PP, D→Vη

• Radiative charm decays and long-distance effects

• Baryonic decay of charm

• Absolute branching fractions, golden modes.

• Inclusive DS Branching Fractions

• Direct CP violation.
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Topologies
Topological Approach to Hadronic Decays
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Figure 1: Flavor topologies for describing charm decays. T : color-favored tree; C: color-suppressed tree; E exchange;
A: annihilation.

Table I Branching ratios, amplitudes, and graphical representations for Cabibbo-favored charmed particle decays.

Meson Decay B p! |A| Rep.

mode (%) (MeV) (10"6 GeV)

D0 K"!+ 3.82±0.07 861 2.49±0.03 T + E

K
0
!0 2.26±0.24 860 1.92±0.06 (C ! E)/

"
2

K
0
" 0.76±0.12 772 1.18±0.05 C/

"
3

K
0
"# 1.82±0.28 565 2.13±0.09 !(C + 3E)/

"
6

D+ K
0
!+ 2.94±0.12 863 1.38±0.02 C + T

D+
s

K
0
K+ 4.50±0.80 850 2.60±0.25 C + A

!+" 2.16±0.30 902 1.75±0.14 (T ! 2A)/
"

3

!+"# 4.80±0.60 743 2.88±0.20 2(T + A)/
"

6

The deviations from flavor SU(3) implicit in Ta-
ble II are well known. We shall discuss amplitudes
in units of 10!7 GeV. If one rescales the CF ampli-
tudes by the factor of tan!C , one predicts |A(D0 !
"+"!)| = |A(D0 ! K+K!)| = 5.78, to be com-
pared with a smaller observed value for "+"! and a
larger observed value (by a factor of

"
2) for K+K!.

One can account for some of this discrepancy via the
ratios of decay constants fK/f! = 1.22 and form fac-
tors f+(D ! K)/f+(D ! ") > 1. Furthermore,
one predicts |A(D0 ! "0"0)| = 4.45 (larger than ob-
served) and |A(D+ ! "+"0)| = 2.25 (smaller than
observed), which means that the "" isospin triangle
[associated with the fact that there are two indepen-
dent amplitudes with I = (0, 2) for three decays] has
a di!erent shape from that predicted by rescaling the

CF amplitudes. One predicts |A(D+ ! K+K
0
)| =

|A(Ds ! "+K0)| = 5.79; experimental values are

(11%,1%) higher. The decay D0 ! K0K
0

is for-

bidden by SU(3); the branching ratio of 2B(D0 !
K0

SK0
S) = (2.98± 0.68± 0.30± 0.60)# 10!4 reported

by CLEO [7] is more than a factor of two below that
quoted in Table II (based on the average in Ref. [5])
and so does o!er some evidence for the expected sup-
pression.

4.2. SCS decays involving !, !!

The amplitudes C and E extracted from Cabibbo-
favored charm decays imply values of C" = #C and
E" = #E which may be used in constructing am-
plitudes for singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D0 decays in-
volving $ and $". In Table III we write amplitudes
multiplied by factors so that they involve unit co-
e"cient of an amplitude SE" describing a discon-
nected “singlet” exchange amplitude for D0 decays
[8]. Similarly the decays D+ ! ("+$, "+$") and
D+

s ! (K+$, K+$") may be described in terms of a

2

T=Colour-favoured Tree C=Colour-suppressed Tree

E=Exchange A=Annihilation
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Topologies 
Topological Approach to Hadronic Decays

• Topological diagram:

• Includes all hadronic effects to all orders.

• Relies on SU(3)-flavour symmetry
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4.2. SCS decays involving !, !!

The amplitudes C and E extracted from Cabibbo-
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CF decay rates in terms of topology 
amplitudes.

7

two solutions are found [9]: in units of 10!7 GeV, SE0 "
#5:3$ 0:5% ! i#3:5$ 0:5% and SE0 " #!0:7$ 0:4% !

i#1:0$ 0:6%. In the first, jSE0j is uncomfortably large in
comparison with the ‘‘connected’’ amplitudes. The only
solution for SA0 ’ !6:1& 2:1i does not exhibit any sup-
pression in comparison with the connected SCS
amplitudes.

C. Sum rules for D0 ! #!0!0;!0";"";!0"0;""0%
It appears from the representations of the Cabibbo-

suppressed decays of D0 into two pseudoscalars chosen
from !0, ", "0 that the corresponding amplitudes depend
only on C0, E0, and SE0. There are five such decays and one
may write down sum rules relating the corresponding
amplitudes. Two such sum rules are as follows:

4
!!!
6

p
A#D0 ! !0"0% ! 5A#D0 ! ""%

& 4A#D0 ! ""0% " 0; (9)

8A#D0 ! !0!0% & 4
!!!
3

p
A#D0 ! !0"%

& 3A#D0 ! ""% " 0:
(10)

For each sum rule, one can draw a triangle whose sides are
given by the magnitudes of the amplitudes involved in the
corresponding sum rule. Using the measured values of

FIG. 2. Construction of Cabibbo-favored amplitudes from ob-
served processes. The sides C& T, C& A, and E& T
correspond to measured processes; the magnitudes of other
amplitudes listed in Table I are also needed to specify T, C,
E, and A.

TABLE III. Real and imaginary parts of amplitudes for SCS charm decays involving " and "0, in units of 10!7 GeV as predicted in
Ref. [10].

Amplitude Expression Re Im jAexpj
!

!!!
6

p
A#D0 ! !0"% 2E0 ! C0 & SE0 0.63 9.21 7:79$ 0:54!!

3
p
2 A#D0 ! !0"0% 1

2 #C0 & E0% & SE0 !2:95 0.62 3:54$ 0:35
3

2
!!
2

p A#D0 ! ""% C0 & SE0 !4:14 !2:25 5:91$ 0:34

! 3
!!
2

p
7 A#D0 ! ""0% 1

7 #C0 & 6E0% & SE0 !2:10 2.66 3:48$ 0:38!!!
3

p
A#D& ! !&"% T0 & 2C0 & 2A0 & SA0 !0:75 !6:77 8:21$ 0:26

!
!!
6

p
4 A#D& ! !&"0% 1

4 #T0 ! C0 & 2A0% & SA0 2.92 !0:01 3:72$ 0:15

!
!!!
3

p
A#D&

s ! "K&% !#T0 & 2C0% & SA0 1.85 4.50 8:05$ 0:88!!
6

p
4 A#D&

s ! "0K&% 1
4 #2T0 & C0 & 3A0% & SA0 2.59 !1:41 3:43$ 0:57

TABLE II. Branching ratios, amplitudes, decomposition in terms of reduced amplitudes, and predicted branching ratios for singly
Cabibbo-suppressed charm decays involving pions and kaons.

Meson Decay mode B (10!3) p' (MeV) jAj (10!7 GeV) Rep. Predicted B (10!3)

D0 !&!! 1:37$ 0:03a 921.9 4:57$ 0:05 !#T0 & E0% 2.23
!0!0 0:79$ 0:08a 922.6 3:46$ 0:18 !#C0 ! E0%=

!!!
2

p
1.27

K&K! 3:93$ 0:07b 791.0 8:35$ 0:08 #T0 & E0% 1.92
K0 !K0 0:37$ 0:06b 788.5 2:57$ 0:35 0 0

D& !&!0 1:28$ 0:08a 924.7 2:77$ 0:09 !#T0 & C0%=
!!!
2

p
0.87

K& !K0 6:17$ 0:20b 792.6 6:58$ 0:11 T0 ! A0 5.12

D&
s !&K0 2:44$ 0:30c 915.7 5:84$ 0:36 !#T0 ! A0% 2.56

!0K& 0:75$ 0:28c 917.1 3:24$ 0:60 !#C0 & A0%=
!!!
2

p
0.87

aFrom Ref. [4].
bReference [11] averaged with Ref. [4].
cReference [7] combined with [12].

FLAVOR SYMMETRYAND DECAYS OF CHARMED MESONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 77, 114020 (2008)

114020-3

Can construct complex 
topological amplitudes by 
relating (real) decay rates

B. Bhattacharya and J. L. Rosner  
Phys. Rev. D 77, 114020 (2008)
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Meson Decay B p! |A| Rep.

mode (%) (MeV) (10"6 GeV)

D0 K"!+ 3.82±0.07 861 2.49±0.03 T + E

K
0
!0 2.26±0.24 860 1.92±0.06 (C ! E)/

"
2

K
0
" 0.76±0.12 772 1.18±0.05 C/

"
3

K
0
"# 1.82±0.28 565 2.13±0.09 !(C + 3E)/

"
6

D+ K
0
!+ 2.94±0.12 863 1.38±0.02 C + T

D+
s

K
0
K+ 4.50±0.80 850 2.60±0.25 C + A

!+" 2.16±0.30 902 1.75±0.14 (T ! 2A)/
"

3

!+"# 4.80±0.60 743 2.88±0.20 2(T + A)/
"

6

The deviations from flavor SU(3) implicit in Ta-
ble II are well known. We shall discuss amplitudes
in units of 10!7 GeV. If one rescales the CF ampli-
tudes by the factor of tan!C , one predicts |A(D0 !
"+"!)| = |A(D0 ! K+K!)| = 5.78, to be com-
pared with a smaller observed value for "+"! and a
larger observed value (by a factor of

"
2) for K+K!.

One can account for some of this discrepancy via the
ratios of decay constants fK/f! = 1.22 and form fac-
tors f+(D ! K)/f+(D ! ") > 1. Furthermore,
one predicts |A(D0 ! "0"0)| = 4.45 (larger than ob-
served) and |A(D+ ! "+"0)| = 2.25 (smaller than
observed), which means that the "" isospin triangle
[associated with the fact that there are two indepen-
dent amplitudes with I = (0, 2) for three decays] has
a di!erent shape from that predicted by rescaling the

CF amplitudes. One predicts |A(D+ ! K+K
0
)| =

|A(Ds ! "+K0)| = 5.79; experimental values are

(11%,1%) higher. The decay D0 ! K0K
0

is for-

bidden by SU(3); the branching ratio of 2B(D0 !
K0

SK0
S) = (2.98± 0.68± 0.30± 0.60)# 10!4 reported

by CLEO [7] is more than a factor of two below that
quoted in Table II (based on the average in Ref. [5])
and so does o!er some evidence for the expected sup-
pression.

4.2. SCS decays involving !, !!

The amplitudes C and E extracted from Cabibbo-
favored charm decays imply values of C" = #C and
E" = #E which may be used in constructing am-
plitudes for singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D0 decays in-
volving $ and $". In Table III we write amplitudes
multiplied by factors so that they involve unit co-
e"cient of an amplitude SE" describing a discon-
nected “singlet” exchange amplitude for D0 decays
[8]. Similarly the decays D+ ! ("+$, "+$") and
D+

s ! (K+$, K+$") may be described in terms of a

2
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3.89±0.08
2.24±0.11
0.76±0.11
1.87±0.28
2.99±0.07
2.98±0.27
1.58±0.21
3.77±0.39

       Ds: CLEO Phys.Rev.Lett.99:191805,2007
Dº, D+: CLEO: Phys. Rev.  Lett. 100, 161804 (2008)
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CF decay rates and amplitudes
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Previously: 
(Charm2007)[1]:        
A ≈ –E, in contrast 
to expectation                
A ≈ –0.4E[2].

Latest data gives 
A ≈ –0.3E[3] 

[2] D.-N. Gao, Phys. Lett. B 645, 59 (2007)[1] B. Bhattacharya and J. L. Rosner, eConf C070805
[3] B. Bhattacharya and J. L. Rosner  

Phys. Rev. D 77, 114020 (2008)

in units of 10–7 GeV

Decay Analysis

Can analyze hadronic decays in flavor-topology terms, extracting
amplitudes for various terms:

T C

SE
E

A

SA

By exploiting SU(3), one can relate di!erent decays and search for
a consistent picture.
Some interesting things to look at:

SU(3): |A(D0 ! K!K+)| = |A(D0 ! !+!!)|

SU(3) + GIM: B(D0 ! K 0
SK 0

S ) should be zero

How large are disconnected graphs SA and SE?
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T=2.78

C=(2.04 ±0.71)  
     × exp(i[–151.5º±1.7º)]

E= (1.68 ±0.12) 
     × exp(i[116.7º±3.6º)]

A=(0.55 ± 0.39) 
    × exp(i[–64º+32º–8º)]
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SCS
• Same topological SU(3)-based approach as for CF

• Notation: SCS amplitudes get prime, i.e. T’, S’, E’ etc

• By SU(3) SCS amplitude = λ CF, i.e. T’ = λT etc

• By and large successful, but with some noticeable 
SU(3)-breaking effect:

9
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SCS
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Table II Branching ratios, amplitudes, and decomposition in terms of reduced amplitudes for singly-Cabibbo-suppressed
(SCS) charm decays involving pions and kaons.

Meson Decay B p! |A| Rep.

mode (10"3) (MeV) (10"7 GeV)

D0 !+!" 1.37±0.03 922 4.57±0.05 !(T # + E#)

!0!0 0.79±0.08 923 3.46±0.18 !(C# ! E#)/
"

2

K+K" 3.85±0.09 791 8.26±0.10 (T # + E#)

K0K
0

0.72±0.14 789 3.58±0.35 0

D+ !+!0 1.28±0.08 925 2.77±0.09 !(T # + C#)/
"

2

K+K
0

5.90±0.38 793 6.43±0.21 T # ! A#

D+
s

!+K0 2.46±0.40 916 5.87±0.48 !(T # ! A#)

!0K+ 0.75±0.28 917 3.24±0.60 !(C# + A#)/
"

2

Figure 2: Construction of Cabibbo-favored amplitudes
from observed processes. Here the sides C + T , C + A,
and E + T correspond to measured processes; the magni-
tudes of other amplitudes listed in Table I are also needed
to specify the reduced amplitudes T , C, E, and A.

disconnected singlet annihilation amplitude SA!, writ-
ten with unit coe!cient in Table III. For experimen-
tal values we have used new CLEO measurements as
reported in Ref. [9]. (See Table IV.)

We show in Fig. 3 the construction proposed in Ref.
[8] to obtain the amplitude SA!. Two solutions are
found. In one, |SA!| is uncomfortably large in com-
parison with the “connected” amplitudes, while in the
other |SA!| is smaller, but nonzero. Corresponding
studies of the D0 decays listed in Table III [10], which
await further analysis by the CLEO Collaboration,
will permit determination of the corresponding am-
plitude SE! if one or more consistent solutions are
found.

Figure 3: Graphical construction to obtain the discon-
nected singlet annihilation amplitude SA# from magni-
tudes of SCS D+ and D+

s
decays involving " and "#. Black:

D+ # "!+. Green: D+ # "#!+. Blue: D+
s

# "K+.
Red: D+

s
# "#K+. The small black circles show the solu-

tion regions.

5. Doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed decays

In Table V we expand amplitudes for doubly-
Cabibbo-suppressed decays in terms of the reduced
amplitudes T̃ ! " tan2 !CT , C̃ ! " tan2 !CC, Ẽ !

3
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5. Doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed decays

In Table V we expand amplitudes for doubly-
Cabibbo-suppressed decays in terms of the reduced
amplitudes T̃ ! " tan2 !CT , C̃ ! " tan2 !CC, Ẽ !

3

1.37±0.03
0.79±0.08
3.93±0.07
0.37±0.06
1.28±0.08
6.17±0.20
2.44±0.30
0.75±0.28

Expect from SU(3):
A(Dº→KºKº) = 0

_

Table by: B. Bhattacharya and J. 
L. Rosner  Phys. Rev. D 77, 

114020 (2008) (modifed)

D+ and Dº: combine PDG 08 averages 
with new CLEO results: 
Phys. Rev. D 77, 091106 (2008)

Ds results: CLEO
Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 161804 (2008)
Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 191805 (2007)
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1.37±0.03
0.79±0.08
3.93±0.07
0.37±0.06
1.28±0.08
6.17±0.20
2.44±0.30
0.75±0.28

Expect from SU(3):
A(Dº→K+Kº) =     
A(Ds+→π+Kº).

_
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two solutions are found [9]: in units of 10!7 GeV, SE0 "
#5:3$ 0:5% ! i#3:5$ 0:5% and SE0 " #!0:7$ 0:4% !

i#1:0$ 0:6%. In the first, jSE0j is uncomfortably large in
comparison with the ‘‘connected’’ amplitudes. The only
solution for SA0 ’ !6:1& 2:1i does not exhibit any sup-
pression in comparison with the connected SCS
amplitudes.

C. Sum rules for D0 ! #!0!0;!0";"";!0"0;""0%
It appears from the representations of the Cabibbo-

suppressed decays of D0 into two pseudoscalars chosen
from !0, ", "0 that the corresponding amplitudes depend
only on C0, E0, and SE0. There are five such decays and one
may write down sum rules relating the corresponding
amplitudes. Two such sum rules are as follows:

4
!!!
6

p
A#D0 ! !0"0% ! 5A#D0 ! ""%

& 4A#D0 ! ""0% " 0; (9)

8A#D0 ! !0!0% & 4
!!!
3

p
A#D0 ! !0"%

& 3A#D0 ! ""% " 0:
(10)

For each sum rule, one can draw a triangle whose sides are
given by the magnitudes of the amplitudes involved in the
corresponding sum rule. Using the measured values of

FIG. 2. Construction of Cabibbo-favored amplitudes from ob-
served processes. The sides C& T, C& A, and E& T
correspond to measured processes; the magnitudes of other
amplitudes listed in Table I are also needed to specify T, C,
E, and A.

TABLE III. Real and imaginary parts of amplitudes for SCS charm decays involving " and "0, in units of 10!7 GeV as predicted in
Ref. [10].

Amplitude Expression Re Im jAexpj
!

!!!
6

p
A#D0 ! !0"% 2E0 ! C0 & SE0 0.63 9.21 7:79$ 0:54!!

3
p
2 A#D0 ! !0"0% 1

2 #C0 & E0% & SE0 !2:95 0.62 3:54$ 0:35
3

2
!!
2

p A#D0 ! ""% C0 & SE0 !4:14 !2:25 5:91$ 0:34

! 3
!!
2

p
7 A#D0 ! ""0% 1

7 #C0 & 6E0% & SE0 !2:10 2.66 3:48$ 0:38!!!
3

p
A#D& ! !&"% T0 & 2C0 & 2A0 & SA0 !0:75 !6:77 8:21$ 0:26

!
!!
6

p
4 A#D& ! !&"0% 1

4 #T0 ! C0 & 2A0% & SA0 2.92 !0:01 3:72$ 0:15

!
!!!
3

p
A#D&

s ! "K&% !#T0 & 2C0% & SA0 1.85 4.50 8:05$ 0:88!!
6

p
4 A#D&

s ! "0K&% 1
4 #2T0 & C0 & 3A0% & SA0 2.59 !1:41 3:43$ 0:57

TABLE II. Branching ratios, amplitudes, decomposition in terms of reduced amplitudes, and predicted branching ratios for singly
Cabibbo-suppressed charm decays involving pions and kaons.

Meson Decay mode B (10!3) p' (MeV) jAj (10!7 GeV) Rep. Predicted B (10!3)

D0 !&!! 1:37$ 0:03a 921.9 4:57$ 0:05 !#T0 & E0% 2.23
!0!0 0:79$ 0:08a 922.6 3:46$ 0:18 !#C0 ! E0%=

!!!
2

p
1.27

K&K! 3:93$ 0:07b 791.0 8:35$ 0:08 #T0 & E0% 1.92
K0 !K0 0:37$ 0:06b 788.5 2:57$ 0:35 0 0

D& !&!0 1:28$ 0:08a 924.7 2:77$ 0:09 !#T0 & C0%=
!!!
2

p
0.87

K& !K0 6:17$ 0:20b 792.6 6:58$ 0:11 T0 ! A0 5.12

D&
s !&K0 2:44$ 0:30c 915.7 5:84$ 0:36 !#T0 ! A0% 2.56

!0K& 0:75$ 0:28c 917.1 3:24$ 0:60 !#C0 & A0%=
!!!
2

p
0.87

aFrom Ref. [4].
bReference [11] averaged with Ref. [4].
cReference [7] combined with [12].
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pression in comparison with the connected SCS
amplitudes.

C. Sum rules for D0 ! #!0!0;!0";"";!0"0;""0%
It appears from the representations of the Cabibbo-

suppressed decays of D0 into two pseudoscalars chosen
from !0, ", "0 that the corresponding amplitudes depend
only on C0, E0, and SE0. There are five such decays and one
may write down sum rules relating the corresponding
amplitudes. Two such sum rules are as follows:

4
!!!
6

p
A#D0 ! !0"0% ! 5A#D0 ! ""%

& 4A#D0 ! ""0% " 0; (9)

8A#D0 ! !0!0% & 4
!!!
3

p
A#D0 ! !0"%

& 3A#D0 ! ""% " 0:
(10)

For each sum rule, one can draw a triangle whose sides are
given by the magnitudes of the amplitudes involved in the
corresponding sum rule. Using the measured values of

FIG. 2. Construction of Cabibbo-favored amplitudes from ob-
served processes. The sides C& T, C& A, and E& T
correspond to measured processes; the magnitudes of other
amplitudes listed in Table I are also needed to specify T, C,
E, and A.

TABLE III. Real and imaginary parts of amplitudes for SCS charm decays involving " and "0, in units of 10!7 GeV as predicted in
Ref. [10].

Amplitude Expression Re Im jAexpj
!

!!!
6

p
A#D0 ! !0"% 2E0 ! C0 & SE0 0.63 9.21 7:79$ 0:54!!

3
p
2 A#D0 ! !0"0% 1

2 #C0 & E0% & SE0 !2:95 0.62 3:54$ 0:35
3

2
!!
2

p A#D0 ! ""% C0 & SE0 !4:14 !2:25 5:91$ 0:34

! 3
!!
2

p
7 A#D0 ! ""0% 1

7 #C0 & 6E0% & SE0 !2:10 2.66 3:48$ 0:38!!!
3

p
A#D& ! !&"% T0 & 2C0 & 2A0 & SA0 !0:75 !6:77 8:21$ 0:26

!
!!
6

p
4 A#D& ! !&"0% 1

4 #T0 ! C0 & 2A0% & SA0 2.92 !0:01 3:72$ 0:15

!
!!!
3

p
A#D&

s ! "K&% !#T0 & 2C0% & SA0 1.85 4.50 8:05$ 0:88!!
6

p
4 A#D&

s ! "0K&% 1
4 #2T0 & C0 & 3A0% & SA0 2.59 !1:41 3:43$ 0:57

TABLE II. Branching ratios, amplitudes, decomposition in terms of reduced amplitudes, and predicted branching ratios for singly
Cabibbo-suppressed charm decays involving pions and kaons.

Meson Decay mode B (10!3) p' (MeV) jAj (10!7 GeV) Rep. Predicted B (10!3)

D0 !&!! 1:37$ 0:03a 921.9 4:57$ 0:05 !#T0 & E0% 2.23
!0!0 0:79$ 0:08a 922.6 3:46$ 0:18 !#C0 ! E0%=

!!!
2

p
1.27

K&K! 3:93$ 0:07b 791.0 8:35$ 0:08 #T0 & E0% 1.92
K0 !K0 0:37$ 0:06b 788.5 2:57$ 0:35 0 0

D& !&!0 1:28$ 0:08a 924.7 2:77$ 0:09 !#T0 & C0%=
!!!
2

p
0.87

K& !K0 6:17$ 0:20b 792.6 6:58$ 0:11 T0 ! A0 5.12

D&
s !&K0 2:44$ 0:30c 915.7 5:84$ 0:36 !#T0 ! A0% 2.56

!0K& 0:75$ 0:28c 917.1 3:24$ 0:60 !#C0 & A0%=
!!!
2

p
0.87

aFrom Ref. [4].
bReference [11] averaged with Ref. [4].
cReference [7] combined with [12].
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D+ and Dº: combine PDG 08 averages 
with new CLEO results: 
Phys. Rev. D 77, 091106 (2008)

Table by: B. Bhattacharya and J. L. 
Rosner  Phys. Rev. D 77, 114020 (2008)

Ds results: CLEO
Phys. Rev. Lett. 100, 161804 (2008)
Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 191805 (2007)
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SCS decays with η(‘)

• Do we need additional (OZI-suppressed) Singlet 
Amplitudes?
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Singlet-Annihilation (S-A)

Decay Analysis

Can analyze hadronic decays in flavor-topology terms, extracting
amplitudes for various terms:

T C

SE
E

A

SA

By exploiting SU(3), one can relate di!erent decays and search for
a consistent picture.
Some interesting things to look at:

SU(3): |A(D0 ! K!K+)| = |A(D0 ! !+!!)|

SU(3) + GIM: B(D0 ! K 0
SK 0

S ) should be zero

How large are disconnected graphs SA and SE?

Peter Onyisi Hadronic Charm Decays: Experimental Review ICHEP, 1 Aug 2008 10

Singlet-Exchange (S-E)

Decay Analysis

Can analyze hadronic decays in flavor-topology terms, extracting
amplitudes for various terms:

T C

SE
E

A

SA

By exploiting SU(3), one can relate di!erent decays and search for
a consistent picture.
Some interesting things to look at:

SU(3): |A(D0 ! K!K+)| = |A(D0 ! !+!!)|

SU(3) + GIM: B(D0 ! K 0
SK 0

S ) should be zero

How large are disconnected graphs SA and SE?

Peter Onyisi Hadronic Charm Decays: Experimental Review ICHEP, 1 Aug 2008 10
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SCS decays with η(‘)

• Decays of Dº to η(‘) in term of 
SU(3) topological amplitudes:
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Decay Analysis

Can analyze hadronic decays in flavor-topology terms, extracting
amplitudes for various terms:

T C

SE
E

A

SA

By exploiting SU(3), one can relate di!erent decays and search for
a consistent picture.
Some interesting things to look at:

SU(3): |A(D0 ! K!K+)| = |A(D0 ! !+!!)|

SU(3) + GIM: B(D0 ! K 0
SK 0

S ) should be zero

How large are disconnected graphs SA and SE?

Peter Onyisi Hadronic Charm Decays: Experimental Review ICHEP, 1 Aug 2008 10

2!2A!Ds

!!"K!#!A!Ds

!!"!K!#

!!6A!Ds

!!$!
K
0#

!3!3A!Ds

!!$0
K

!#"0.

Moreover, any three amplitudes selected from A(D0

!$0$0), A(D0!$0"), A(D0!$0"!), A(D0!""),
and A(D0!""!) with appropriate coefficients can form a

triangle.

D. Decays involving ! and !!

The amplitudes for decays involving " and "! contain
unknown contributions corresponding to disconnected quark

diagrams, such as SE! and SA! in the decays to PP . A

satisfactory description of Cabibbo-favored decays to PP

was obtained in Ref. %1& without the help of such contribu-
tions, but the Cabibbo-favored decays to PV final states in-

volving such contributions were not seen to follow a pattern

describable through the flavor-topology approach. In the

present subsection we discuss a test for the amplitudes SE!
and SA! which can determine whether a flavor-topology de-
scription is suitable for singly Cabibbo-suppressed decays of

charmed mesons to PP .

We express all amplitudes involving " or "! in Table IV
in terms of an unknown parameter SE! or SA! with a unit
coefficient: For example,

#!6A!D0!$0"!#"2E!#C!!SE!, !14#

!3
2

A!D0!$0"!#"
1

2
!C!!E!#!SE!, !15#

3

2!2
A!D0!""#"C!!SE!, !16#

#
3!2
7

A!D0!""!#"
1

7
!C!!6E!#!SE!, !17#

with four similar expressions !two for D! and two for D
s

!)

involving SA!. Assuming SE!"SA!"0 one can then plot
these expressions in the complex plane, obtaining figures

whose origins can be shifted by an amount corresponding to

the unknown amplitude SE! or SA!. The amplitudes plotted
are summarized in Table VIII and described in Figs. 1 and 2.

The points for these D0 decays all lie on a line, since the

coefficients of C! and E! always sum to 1. This is another

way of expressing the linear dependence of the various de-

cays mentioned in the previous subsection. In the case of D!

and D
s

! decays this linear dependence is not present.

The rates for D!!$!" and D
!!$!"! have been

measured. Consequently, one may use them to draw circles

about the corresponding points to search for common inter-

sections. The line between each of these common intersec-

tion points and the origin corresponds to the complex ampli-

tude SA! needed to reproduce the data. One solution

corresponds to very small SA!, while the other corresponds

to a value comparable to the other amplitudes. Measurement

of rates for D
s

!!"K! and D
s

!!"!K! will permit a choice

between these two solutions and a test of consistency of the

description. A corresponding construction also will clearly be

possible for D0 decays once these are measured.

In principle similar techniques would be suitable for PV

decays. The decays D0!$0' and D0!$0( involve just

the one unknown singlet amplitude SE
P
! , allowing a two-

fold solution in the manner of Fig. 2. Similarly, the decays

D
0!")0 and D0!"!)0 involve SEV

! , and again there will
be a two-fold solution. One can then test whether the four

possible combinations of these solutions are compatible with

the observed branching ratios for D0!"' , D0!"!' , and
D
0!"( , which involve both SE

P
! and SE

V
! .

In the case of D! and D
s

! singly Cabibbo-suppressed

decays to PV , the presence of A
P
! and A

V
! in many ampli-

TABLE VIII. Complex amplitudes describing singly Cabibbo-

suppressed charmed meson decays to PP involving " and/or "!.
Real and imaginary parts of amplitudes are given in units of

10#6 GeV. An additional unknown term SE! contributes to each of
the first four decays and SA! to the last four.

Amplitude Expression Re Im

#!6A(D0!$0") 2E!#C! 0.082 0.905

#!3A(D0!$0"!)/2 1
2 (C!!E!) #0.280 0.060

3A(D0!"")/2!2 C! #0.401 #0.222

# 3!2A(D0!""!)/7 1
7 (C!!6E!) #0.194 0.261

!3A(D!!$!") T!!2C!!2A! 0.001 #0.873

#!6A(D!!$!"!)/4 1
4 (T!#C!!2A!) 0.301 #0.052

#!3A(D
s

!!"K!) #(T!!2C!) 0.199 0.444

!6A(D
s

!!"!K!)/4
1
4 (2T!!C!!3A!) 0.276 #0.217

FIG. 1. Real and imaginary parts of amplitudes for D0 decays

to PP final states involving " and/or "!. The origin may be shifted
by an arbitrary amount SE!. !: #!6A(D0!$0"); $:
(!3/2)A(D0!$0"!); ": (3/2!2)A(D0!""); !: #(3!2/
7)A(D0!""!).
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Decay Analysis

Can analyze hadronic decays in flavor-topology terms, extracting
amplitudes for various terms:

T C

SE
E

A

SA

By exploiting SU(3), one can relate di!erent decays and search for
a consistent picture.
Some interesting things to look at:

SU(3): |A(D0 ! K!K+)| = |A(D0 ! !+!!)|

SU(3) + GIM: B(D0 ! K 0
SK 0

S ) should be zero

How large are disconnected graphs SA and SE?
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Decay Analysis

Can analyze hadronic decays in flavor-topology terms, extracting
amplitudes for various terms:

T C

SE
E

A

SA

By exploiting SU(3), one can relate di!erent decays and search for
a consistent picture.
Some interesting things to look at:

SU(3): |A(D0 ! K!K+)| = |A(D0 ! !+!!)|

SU(3) + GIM: B(D0 ! K 0
SK 0

S ) should be zero

How large are disconnected graphs SA and SE?

Peter Onyisi Hadronic Charm Decays: Experimental Review ICHEP, 1 Aug 2008 10

(the prime in C’, E’, SE’ indicates the SCS amplitude)

‘

‘

‘
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• Measured SCS B.R.:
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CLEO: Phys.Rev.D77:092003,2008
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TABLE IV: Table of branching fractions, SU(3) representations [8], decay momenta, and invariant amplitudes for
D ! PP Cabibbo-favored decays. The last column shows the fitted branching fractions as described in the text.
The branching fractions, Bexp, are taken from recent CLEO measurements [10, 18, 19] when available, otherwise we
use PDG values [11].

Mode Representation Bexp p! A Bfit

(%) (MeV) (10"6 GeV) (%)
D0 ! K"!+ T + E 3.891 ± 0.077 861 2.52 ± 0.02 3.899
D0 ! K̄0!0 1#

2
(C " E) 2.238 ± 0.109 860 1.91 ± 0.05 2.208

D0 ! K̄0" 1#
3
C 0.76 ± 0.11 772 1.18 ± 0.09 0.76

D0 ! K̄0"$ "1#
6
(C + 3E) 1.87 ± 0.28 565 2.16 ± 0.16 1.95

D+ ! K̄0!+ (C + T ) 2.986 ± 0.067 862 1.39 ± 0.02 2.99
D+

s ! K̄0K+ (C + A) 2.98 ± 0.17 850 2.12 ± 0.06 3.02
D+

s ! "!+ 1#
3
(T " 2A) 1.58 ± 0.21 902 1.50 ± 0.10 1.47

D+
s ! "$!+ 2#

6
(T + A) 3.77 ± 0.39 743 2.55 ± 0.13 3.61

TABLE V: SU(3) representations [8], measured branching fractions (from this analysis), decay momenta, and invariant
amplitudes for selected Cabibbo-suppressed decays. The branching fraction uncertainties are obtained from the
quadrature sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainties.

Mode Representation Representation Bexp p! A
(SE$ = 0) (SE$ #= 0) (10"4) (MeV) (10"7 GeV)

D0 ! "!0 1#
6
(C$ " 2E$) 1#

6
(C$ " 2E$ " SE$) 6.4 ± 1.1 846 3.26 ± 0.28

D0 ! "$!0 1#
3
(C$ + E$) 1#

3
(C$ + E$ + 2SE$) 8.1 ± 1.6 678 4.09 ± 0.40

D0 ! "" 2
#

2
3 C$ 2

#
2

3 (C$ + SE$) 16.7 ± 1.9 755 5.57 ± 0.32
D0 ! ""$ "1

3
#

2
(C$ + 6E$) "1

3
#

2
(C$ + 6E$ + 7SE$) 12.6 ± 2.7 537 5.74 ± 0.61

T ! = 6.44 ± 0.30, (4a)

C! = 4.73 ± 0.39ei("151±2)! = (!4.15 ± 0.38) + i(!2.25± 0.15), (4b)

E! = 3.89 ± 0.28ei("117±4)! = (!1.76 ± 0.24) + i(3.48 ± 0.29), (4c)

A! = 1.25 ± 0.86ei("64+32
"8

)! = (0.55 ± 0.34) + i(!1.14± 0.83). (4d)

TABLE VI: Solutions for the topological amplitudes using Cabibbo-suppressed decays. The fit results are compared
to the values from Cabibbo-favored decays, scaled by # $ tan $C = 0.2317.

Amplitude Magnitude %CE (%)
(10"7 GeV)

CS #%CF CS CF
C 5.8 ± 0.3 4.7 ± 0.4 - -
E 3.5 ± 0.3 3.9 ± 0.3 77 ± 7 92 ± 4
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TABLE IV: Table of branching fractions, SU(3) representations [8], decay momenta, and invariant amplitudes for
D ! PP Cabibbo-favored decays. The last column shows the fitted branching fractions as described in the text.
The branching fractions, Bexp, are taken from recent CLEO measurements [10, 18, 19] when available, otherwise we
use PDG values [11].

Mode Representation Bexp p! A Bfit

(%) (MeV) (10"6 GeV) (%)
D0 ! K"!+ T + E 3.891 ± 0.077 861 2.52 ± 0.02 3.899
D0 ! K̄0!0 1#

2
(C " E) 2.238 ± 0.109 860 1.91 ± 0.05 2.208

D0 ! K̄0" 1#
3
C 0.76 ± 0.11 772 1.18 ± 0.09 0.76

D0 ! K̄0"$ "1#
6
(C + 3E) 1.87 ± 0.28 565 2.16 ± 0.16 1.95

D+ ! K̄0!+ (C + T ) 2.986 ± 0.067 862 1.39 ± 0.02 2.99
D+

s ! K̄0K+ (C + A) 2.98 ± 0.17 850 2.12 ± 0.06 3.02
D+

s ! "!+ 1#
3
(T " 2A) 1.58 ± 0.21 902 1.50 ± 0.10 1.47

D+
s ! "$!+ 2#

6
(T + A) 3.77 ± 0.39 743 2.55 ± 0.13 3.61

TABLE V: SU(3) representations [8], measured branching fractions (from this analysis), decay momenta, and invariant
amplitudes for selected Cabibbo-suppressed decays. The branching fraction uncertainties are obtained from the
quadrature sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainties.

Mode Representation Representation Bexp p! A
(SE$ = 0) (SE$ #= 0) (10"4) (MeV) (10"7 GeV)

D0 ! "!0 1#
6
(C$ " 2E$) 1#

6
(C$ " 2E$ " SE$) 6.4 ± 1.1 846 3.26 ± 0.28

D0 ! "$!0 1#
3
(C$ + E$) 1#

3
(C$ + E$ + 2SE$) 8.1 ± 1.6 678 4.09 ± 0.40

D0 ! "" 2
#

2
3 C$ 2

#
2

3 (C$ + SE$) 16.7 ± 1.9 755 5.57 ± 0.32
D0 ! ""$ "1

3
#

2
(C$ + 6E$) "1

3
#

2
(C$ + 6E$ + 7SE$) 12.6 ± 2.7 537 5.74 ± 0.61

T ! = 6.44 ± 0.30, (4a)

C! = 4.73 ± 0.39ei("151±2)! = (!4.15 ± 0.38) + i(!2.25± 0.15), (4b)

E! = 3.89 ± 0.28ei("117±4)! = (!1.76 ± 0.24) + i(3.48 ± 0.29), (4c)

A! = 1.25 ± 0.86ei("64+32
"8

)! = (0.55 ± 0.34) + i(!1.14± 0.83). (4d)

TABLE VI: Solutions for the topological amplitudes using Cabibbo-suppressed decays. The fit results are compared
to the values from Cabibbo-favored decays, scaled by # $ tan $C = 0.2317.

Amplitude Magnitude %CE (%)
(10"7 GeV)

CS #%CF CS CF
C 5.8 ± 0.3 4.7 ± 0.4 - -
E 3.5 ± 0.3 3.9 ± 0.3 77 ± 7 92 ± 4
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FIG. 2: Distribution of Mbc for the two-body Cabibbo-suppressed decay modes: (a) D+ ! !"+, (b) D+ ! !!"+, (c)
D0 ! !"0, (d) D0 ! !!"0, (e) D0 ! !!, and (f) D0 ! !!!. The superimposed curve is a fit to the data as described
in the text.

We now apply an SU(3) diagrammatic analysis to test the validity of the SU(3) flavor decomposition
approach to charm meson decays [4, 7, 8]. Two-body D meson decays can be described using an SU(3)
diagrammatic approach in terms of an external tree diagram, T ; a color-suppressed tree diagram, C; an
exchange diagram, E; an annihilation diagram, A; and a singlet exchange diagram, SE. The SE contribution
represents the matrix element that produces an ! or !! through its coupling to the SU(3) singlet portion of
these mesons. Such contributions are OZI-suppressed, and thus expected to be small. These five diagrams
are shown in Fig. 1.

We first update the fitted diagrammatic amplitudes obtained from Cabibbo-favored decays [8]. Table IV
shows the SU(3) representations, the measured branching fractions, decay momentum (p"), and invariant
amplitudes for Cabibbo-favored D ! PP decays. The lifetime of the D mesons and the D ! K̄0(!, !!)
branching fractions are taken from the PDG [11], whereas the other six branching fractions are taken from
recent CLEO measurements [10, 18, 19]. The eight branching fraction measurements are fit to four topological
amplitudes and three relative strong phases. The phases of C, E and A are measured with respect to T ,
which is taken to be real. The phase, "AB is the angle subtended from amplitude B to amplitude A. The
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approach to charm meson decays [4, 7, 8]. Two-body D meson decays can be described using an SU(3)
diagrammatic approach in terms of an external tree diagram, T ; a color-suppressed tree diagram, C; an
exchange diagram, E; an annihilation diagram, A; and a singlet exchange diagram, SE. The SE contribution
represents the matrix element that produces an ! or !! through its coupling to the SU(3) singlet portion of
these mesons. Such contributions are OZI-suppressed, and thus expected to be small. These five diagrams
are shown in Fig. 1.

We first update the fitted diagrammatic amplitudes obtained from Cabibbo-favored decays [8]. Table IV
shows the SU(3) representations, the measured branching fractions, decay momentum (p"), and invariant
amplitudes for Cabibbo-favored D ! PP decays. The lifetime of the D mesons and the D ! K̄0(!, !!)
branching fractions are taken from the PDG [11], whereas the other six branching fractions are taken from
recent CLEO measurements [10, 18, 19]. The eight branching fraction measurements are fit to four topological
amplitudes and three relative strong phases. The phases of C, E and A are measured with respect to T ,
which is taken to be real. The phase, "AB is the angle subtended from amplitude B to amplitude A. The
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• Allowing for non-zero SE’
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2!2A!Ds

!!"K!#!A!Ds

!!"!K!#

!!6A!Ds

!!$!
K
0#

!3!3A!Ds

!!$0
K

!#"0.

Moreover, any three amplitudes selected from A(D0

!$0$0), A(D0!$0"), A(D0!$0"!), A(D0!""),
and A(D0!""!) with appropriate coefficients can form a

triangle.

D. Decays involving ! and !!

The amplitudes for decays involving " and "! contain
unknown contributions corresponding to disconnected quark

diagrams, such as SE! and SA! in the decays to PP . A

satisfactory description of Cabibbo-favored decays to PP

was obtained in Ref. %1& without the help of such contribu-
tions, but the Cabibbo-favored decays to PV final states in-

volving such contributions were not seen to follow a pattern

describable through the flavor-topology approach. In the

present subsection we discuss a test for the amplitudes SE!
and SA! which can determine whether a flavor-topology de-
scription is suitable for singly Cabibbo-suppressed decays of

charmed mesons to PP .

We express all amplitudes involving " or "! in Table IV
in terms of an unknown parameter SE! or SA! with a unit
coefficient: For example,

#!6A!D0!$0"!#"2E!#C!!SE!, !14#

!3
2

A!D0!$0"!#"
1

2
!C!!E!#!SE!, !15#

3

2!2
A!D0!""#"C!!SE!, !16#

#
3!2
7

A!D0!""!#"
1

7
!C!!6E!#!SE!, !17#

with four similar expressions !two for D! and two for D
s

!)

involving SA!. Assuming SE!"SA!"0 one can then plot
these expressions in the complex plane, obtaining figures

whose origins can be shifted by an amount corresponding to

the unknown amplitude SE! or SA!. The amplitudes plotted
are summarized in Table VIII and described in Figs. 1 and 2.

The points for these D0 decays all lie on a line, since the

coefficients of C! and E! always sum to 1. This is another

way of expressing the linear dependence of the various de-

cays mentioned in the previous subsection. In the case of D!

and D
s

! decays this linear dependence is not present.

The rates for D!!$!" and D
!!$!"! have been

measured. Consequently, one may use them to draw circles

about the corresponding points to search for common inter-

sections. The line between each of these common intersec-

tion points and the origin corresponds to the complex ampli-

tude SA! needed to reproduce the data. One solution

corresponds to very small SA!, while the other corresponds

to a value comparable to the other amplitudes. Measurement

of rates for D
s

!!"K! and D
s

!!"!K! will permit a choice

between these two solutions and a test of consistency of the

description. A corresponding construction also will clearly be

possible for D0 decays once these are measured.

In principle similar techniques would be suitable for PV

decays. The decays D0!$0' and D0!$0( involve just

the one unknown singlet amplitude SE
P
! , allowing a two-

fold solution in the manner of Fig. 2. Similarly, the decays

D
0!")0 and D0!"!)0 involve SEV

! , and again there will
be a two-fold solution. One can then test whether the four

possible combinations of these solutions are compatible with

the observed branching ratios for D0!"' , D0!"!' , and
D
0!"( , which involve both SE

P
! and SE

V
! .

In the case of D! and D
s

! singly Cabibbo-suppressed

decays to PV , the presence of A
P
! and A

V
! in many ampli-

TABLE VIII. Complex amplitudes describing singly Cabibbo-

suppressed charmed meson decays to PP involving " and/or "!.
Real and imaginary parts of amplitudes are given in units of

10#6 GeV. An additional unknown term SE! contributes to each of
the first four decays and SA! to the last four.

Amplitude Expression Re Im

#!6A(D0!$0") 2E!#C! 0.082 0.905

#!3A(D0!$0"!)/2 1
2 (C!!E!) #0.280 0.060

3A(D0!"")/2!2 C! #0.401 #0.222

# 3!2A(D0!""!)/7 1
7 (C!!6E!) #0.194 0.261

!3A(D!!$!") T!!2C!!2A! 0.001 #0.873

#!6A(D!!$!"!)/4 1
4 (T!#C!!2A!) 0.301 #0.052

#!3A(D
s

!!"K!) #(T!!2C!) 0.199 0.444

!6A(D
s

!!"!K!)/4
1
4 (2T!!C!!3A!) 0.276 #0.217

FIG. 1. Real and imaginary parts of amplitudes for D0 decays

to PP final states involving " and/or "!. The origin may be shifted
by an arbitrary amount SE!. !: #!6A(D0!$0"); $:
(!3/2)A(D0!$0"!); ": (3/2!2)A(D0!""); !: #(3!2/
7)A(D0!""!).
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amplitudes one finds that the angles of such triangles are
nontrivial (i.e., none of them are very near zero or 180!).
One may thus infer that the relevant amplitudes have non-
trivial relative strong phases.

One can also write a sum rule that relates the squares of
magnitudes of the amplitudes instead of the amplitudes
themselves:

8jA"D0 ! !0"0#j2 $ 16jA"D0 ! !0!0#j2

% 16jA"D0 ! !0"#j2 $ 9jA"D0 ! ""#j2: (11)

The magnitudes of the decay amplitudes are well quanti-
fied. The above relationship thus may easily be tested using
the amplitudes from Table II (D0 ! !0!0) and Table IV
(D0 ! !0";!0"0;""). In the present case we find

8jA"D0 ! !0"0#j2 $ 16jA"D0 ! !0!0#j2 % 325& 33;

(12)

16jA"D0 ! !0"#j2 $ 9jA"D0 ! ""#j2 % 440& 39;

(13)

in units of 10'14 GeV2. Evidently there is little more than a
two-sigma deviation from the identity. This is another
signature of deviation from flavor-SU(3) symmetry since
one has already assumed such a symmetry in writing
representations for the relevant decays.

V. DOUBLY CABIBBO-SUPPRESSED DECAYS

In Table V we expand amplitudes for doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed decays in terms of the reduced amplitudes ~T (

FIG. 3 (color online). Graphical construction to obtain the disconnected singlet annihilation amplitudes SE0 (left) and SA0 (right)
from magnitudes of SCS D0, D$, and D$

s decays involving " and "0. Left: D0 decays to indicated final states. Right: D$ or D$
s

decays to indicated final states. The small circles with arrows pointing to them show the solution regions. The arrows denote the
complex amplitudes 'SE0 (left) and 'SA0 (right).

TABLE IV. Branching ratios and amplitudes for D0, D$, and D$
s SCS decays involving "

and "0.

Meson Decay mode B (10'4) p) (MeV) jAj (10'7 GeV)

D0 !0" 6:10& 0:85a 846.2 3:18& 0:22
!0"0 8:1& 1:6b 678.0 4:09& 0:41
"" 16:7& 1:9b 754.6 5:57& 0:32
""0 12:6& 2:7b 536.8 5:74& 0:62

D$ !$" 34:3& 2:1a 848.4 4:74& 0:15
!$"0 45:2& 3:6a 680.5 6:08& 0:24

D$
s K$" 14:1& 3:1c 835.0 4:65& 0:51

K$"0 15:8& 5:3c 646.1 5:60& 0:94

aAverage of Refs. [4,9].
bReference [9].
cReference [7] combined with [12].
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21 May 2009, non-leptonic decays session, Charm 2009, Leimen

SCS decays with η(‘)

• Measuring SE’

• Two solutions (units: 10–7 GeV):

SE’ = (5.3±0.5) + i(3.5±0.5)

or

SE’ = (-0.7±0.4) + i(1.0±0.6)

17

amplitudes one finds that the angles of such triangles are
nontrivial (i.e., none of them are very near zero or 180!).
One may thus infer that the relevant amplitudes have non-
trivial relative strong phases.

One can also write a sum rule that relates the squares of
magnitudes of the amplitudes instead of the amplitudes
themselves:

8jA"D0 ! !0"0#j2 $ 16jA"D0 ! !0!0#j2

% 16jA"D0 ! !0"#j2 $ 9jA"D0 ! ""#j2: (11)

The magnitudes of the decay amplitudes are well quanti-
fied. The above relationship thus may easily be tested using
the amplitudes from Table II (D0 ! !0!0) and Table IV
(D0 ! !0";!0"0;""). In the present case we find

8jA"D0 ! !0"0#j2 $ 16jA"D0 ! !0!0#j2 % 325& 33;

(12)

16jA"D0 ! !0"#j2 $ 9jA"D0 ! ""#j2 % 440& 39;

(13)

in units of 10'14 GeV2. Evidently there is little more than a
two-sigma deviation from the identity. This is another
signature of deviation from flavor-SU(3) symmetry since
one has already assumed such a symmetry in writing
representations for the relevant decays.

V. DOUBLY CABIBBO-SUPPRESSED DECAYS

In Table V we expand amplitudes for doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed decays in terms of the reduced amplitudes ~T (

FIG. 3 (color online). Graphical construction to obtain the disconnected singlet annihilation amplitudes SE0 (left) and SA0 (right)
from magnitudes of SCS D0, D$, and D$

s decays involving " and "0. Left: D0 decays to indicated final states. Right: D$ or D$
s

decays to indicated final states. The small circles with arrows pointing to them show the solution regions. The arrows denote the
complex amplitudes 'SE0 (left) and 'SA0 (right).

TABLE IV. Branching ratios and amplitudes for D0, D$, and D$
s SCS decays involving "

and "0.

Meson Decay mode B (10'4) p) (MeV) jAj (10'7 GeV)

D0 !0" 6:10& 0:85a 846.2 3:18& 0:22
!0"0 8:1& 1:6b 678.0 4:09& 0:41
"" 16:7& 1:9b 754.6 5:57& 0:32
""0 12:6& 2:7b 536.8 5:74& 0:62

D$ !$" 34:3& 2:1a 848.4 4:74& 0:15
!$"0 45:2& 3:6a 680.5 6:08& 0:24

D$
s K$" 14:1& 3:1c 835.0 4:65& 0:51

K$"0 15:8& 5:3c 646.1 5:60& 0:94

aAverage of Refs. [4,9].
bReference [9].
cReference [7] combined with [12].
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singly Cabibbo-suppressed (SCS) charm decays involving
pions and kaons. The ratio of primed (SCS) to unprimed
(CF) amplitudes is assumed to be tan!C ! 0:2317. One
then finds, in units of 10"7 GeV,

T0 ! 6:44; (5)

C0 ! "4:15" 2:25i; (6)

E0 ! "1:76# 3:48i; (7)

A0 ! 0:55" 1:14i: (8)

The deviations from flavor SU(3) in Table II are well
known. One predicts B$D0 ! "#""% larger than ob-
served and B$D0 ! K#K"% smaller than observed. One
can account for some of this discrepancy via the ratios of
decay constants fK=f" ! 1:2 and form factors f#$D !
K%=f#$D ! "%> 1. Furthermore, one predicts B$D0 !
"0"0% larger than observed and B$D# ! "#"0% smaller
than observed, which means that the "" isospin triangle
[associated with the fact that there are two independent
amplitudes with I ! $0; 2% for three decays] has a different
shape from that predicted by rescaling the CF amplitudes.
One predicts equal decay amplitudes for D# ! K# !K0 and

Ds ! "#K0; the experimental branching ratio for the
former is about 20% above the predicted value.
The decay D0 ! K0 !K0 is forbidden by SU(3); the

branching ratio of 2B$D0 ! K0
SK

0
S% ! $2:92& 0:64&

0:18% ' 10"4 reported by CLEO [11] is more than a factor
of 2 below the average in Ref. [4]. Estimates of SU(3)-
breaking effects lead to predictions for B$D0 ! K0 !K0%
ranging from a few parts in 104 [13] to 3' 10"3 [14].

B. SCS decays involving !, !0

The amplitudes C and E extracted from Cabibbo-
favored charm decays imply values of C0 ! #C and E0 !
#E which may be used in constructing amplitudes for
singly Cabibbo-suppressed D0 decays involving $ and
$0. In Table III we write amplitudes multiplied by factors
so that they involve a unit coefficient of an amplitude SE0

describing a disconnected ‘‘singlet’’ exchange amplitude
for D0 decays [10]. Similarly the decays D# !
$"#$;"#$0% and D#

s ! $K#$; K#$0% may be described
in terms of a disconnected singlet annihilation amplitude
SA0, written with unit coefficient in Table III. For experi-
mental values we have used new CLEO measurements as
reported in Ref. [12] (see Table IV).
We show in Fig. 3 the construction proposed in

Refs. [10] to obtain the amplitudes SE0 and SA0. For SE0,

TABLE I. Branching ratios [7,9], amplitudes, and graphical representations for Cabibbo-favored charmed particle decays.

Meson Decay mode B (%) p( (MeV) jAj (10"6 GeV) Rep. Predicted B (%)

D0 K""# 3:891& 0:077 861.1 2:52& 0:02 T # E 3.90
!K0"0 2:238& 0:109 860.4 1:91& 0:05 $C" E%=

!!!
2

p
2.21

!K0$ 0:76& 0:11 771.9 1:18& 0:09 C=
!!!
3

p
0.76

!K0$0 1:87& 0:28 564.9 2:16& 0:16 "$C# 3E%=
!!!
6

p
1.95

D# !K0"# 2:986& 0:067 862.4 1:39& 0:02 C# T 2.99

D#
s

!K0K# 2:98& 0:17 850.3 2:12& 0:06 C# A 3.02
"#$ 1:58& 0:21 902.3 1:50& 0:10 $T " 2A%=

!!!
3

p
1.47

"#$0 3:77& 0:39 743.2 2:55& 0:13 2$T # A%=
!!!
6

p
3.61

FIG. 1. Flavor topologies for describing charm decays. T: color-favored tree; C: color-suppressed tree; E: exchange; A:
annihilation.
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SCS decays with η(‘)

• Decay of D+(s) to η(‘) in term of 
SU(3) topological amplitudes:

18

Decay Analysis

Can analyze hadronic decays in flavor-topology terms, extracting
amplitudes for various terms:

T C

SE
E

A

SA

By exploiting SU(3), one can relate di!erent decays and search for
a consistent picture.
Some interesting things to look at:

SU(3): |A(D0 ! K!K+)| = |A(D0 ! !+!!)|

SU(3) + GIM: B(D0 ! K 0
SK 0

S ) should be zero

How large are disconnected graphs SA and SE?

Peter Onyisi Hadronic Charm Decays: Experimental Review ICHEP, 1 Aug 2008 10

(the prime in T’, C’, SA’ indicate the SCS amplitude)

two solutions are found [9]: in units of 10!7 GeV, SE0 "
#5:3$ 0:5% ! i#3:5$ 0:5% and SE0 " #!0:7$ 0:4% !

i#1:0$ 0:6%. In the first, jSE0j is uncomfortably large in
comparison with the ‘‘connected’’ amplitudes. The only
solution for SA0 ’ !6:1& 2:1i does not exhibit any sup-
pression in comparison with the connected SCS
amplitudes.

C. Sum rules for D0 ! #!0!0;!0";"";!0"0;""0%
It appears from the representations of the Cabibbo-

suppressed decays of D0 into two pseudoscalars chosen
from !0, ", "0 that the corresponding amplitudes depend
only on C0, E0, and SE0. There are five such decays and one
may write down sum rules relating the corresponding
amplitudes. Two such sum rules are as follows:

4
!!!
6

p
A#D0 ! !0"0% ! 5A#D0 ! ""%

& 4A#D0 ! ""0% " 0; (9)

8A#D0 ! !0!0% & 4
!!!
3

p
A#D0 ! !0"%

& 3A#D0 ! ""% " 0:
(10)

For each sum rule, one can draw a triangle whose sides are
given by the magnitudes of the amplitudes involved in the
corresponding sum rule. Using the measured values of

FIG. 2. Construction of Cabibbo-favored amplitudes from ob-
served processes. The sides C& T, C& A, and E& T
correspond to measured processes; the magnitudes of other
amplitudes listed in Table I are also needed to specify T, C,
E, and A.

TABLE III. Real and imaginary parts of amplitudes for SCS charm decays involving " and "0, in units of 10!7 GeV as predicted in
Ref. [10].

Amplitude Expression Re Im jAexpj
!

!!!
6

p
A#D0 ! !0"% 2E0 ! C0 & SE0 0.63 9.21 7:79$ 0:54!!

3
p
2 A#D0 ! !0"0% 1

2 #C0 & E0% & SE0 !2:95 0.62 3:54$ 0:35
3

2
!!
2

p A#D0 ! ""% C0 & SE0 !4:14 !2:25 5:91$ 0:34

! 3
!!
2

p
7 A#D0 ! ""0% 1

7 #C0 & 6E0% & SE0 !2:10 2.66 3:48$ 0:38!!!
3

p
A#D& ! !&"% T0 & 2C0 & 2A0 & SA0 !0:75 !6:77 8:21$ 0:26

!
!!
6

p
4 A#D& ! !&"0% 1

4 #T0 ! C0 & 2A0% & SA0 2.92 !0:01 3:72$ 0:15

!
!!!
3

p
A#D&

s ! "K&% !#T0 & 2C0% & SA0 1.85 4.50 8:05$ 0:88!!
6

p
4 A#D&

s ! "0K&% 1
4 #2T0 & C0 & 3A0% & SA0 2.59 !1:41 3:43$ 0:57

TABLE II. Branching ratios, amplitudes, decomposition in terms of reduced amplitudes, and predicted branching ratios for singly
Cabibbo-suppressed charm decays involving pions and kaons.

Meson Decay mode B (10!3) p' (MeV) jAj (10!7 GeV) Rep. Predicted B (10!3)

D0 !&!! 1:37$ 0:03a 921.9 4:57$ 0:05 !#T0 & E0% 2.23
!0!0 0:79$ 0:08a 922.6 3:46$ 0:18 !#C0 ! E0%=

!!!
2

p
1.27

K&K! 3:93$ 0:07b 791.0 8:35$ 0:08 #T0 & E0% 1.92
K0 !K0 0:37$ 0:06b 788.5 2:57$ 0:35 0 0

D& !&!0 1:28$ 0:08a 924.7 2:77$ 0:09 !#T0 & C0%=
!!!
2

p
0.87

K& !K0 6:17$ 0:20b 792.6 6:58$ 0:11 T0 ! A0 5.12

D&
s !&K0 2:44$ 0:30c 915.7 5:84$ 0:36 !#T0 ! A0% 2.56

!0K& 0:75$ 0:28c 917.1 3:24$ 0:60 !#C0 & A0%=
!!!
2

p
0.87

aFrom Ref. [4].
bReference [11] averaged with Ref. [4].
cReference [7] combined with [12].
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two solutions are found [9]: in units of 10!7 GeV, SE0 "
#5:3$ 0:5% ! i#3:5$ 0:5% and SE0 " #!0:7$ 0:4% !

i#1:0$ 0:6%. In the first, jSE0j is uncomfortably large in
comparison with the ‘‘connected’’ amplitudes. The only
solution for SA0 ’ !6:1& 2:1i does not exhibit any sup-
pression in comparison with the connected SCS
amplitudes.

C. Sum rules for D0 ! #!0!0;!0";"";!0"0;""0%
It appears from the representations of the Cabibbo-

suppressed decays of D0 into two pseudoscalars chosen
from !0, ", "0 that the corresponding amplitudes depend
only on C0, E0, and SE0. There are five such decays and one
may write down sum rules relating the corresponding
amplitudes. Two such sum rules are as follows:

4
!!!
6

p
A#D0 ! !0"0% ! 5A#D0 ! ""%

& 4A#D0 ! ""0% " 0; (9)

8A#D0 ! !0!0% & 4
!!!
3

p
A#D0 ! !0"%

& 3A#D0 ! ""% " 0:
(10)

For each sum rule, one can draw a triangle whose sides are
given by the magnitudes of the amplitudes involved in the
corresponding sum rule. Using the measured values of

FIG. 2. Construction of Cabibbo-favored amplitudes from ob-
served processes. The sides C& T, C& A, and E& T
correspond to measured processes; the magnitudes of other
amplitudes listed in Table I are also needed to specify T, C,
E, and A.

TABLE III. Real and imaginary parts of amplitudes for SCS charm decays involving " and "0, in units of 10!7 GeV as predicted in
Ref. [10].

Amplitude Expression Re Im jAexpj
!

!!!
6

p
A#D0 ! !0"% 2E0 ! C0 & SE0 0.63 9.21 7:79$ 0:54!!

3
p
2 A#D0 ! !0"0% 1

2 #C0 & E0% & SE0 !2:95 0.62 3:54$ 0:35
3

2
!!
2

p A#D0 ! ""% C0 & SE0 !4:14 !2:25 5:91$ 0:34

! 3
!!
2

p
7 A#D0 ! ""0% 1

7 #C0 & 6E0% & SE0 !2:10 2.66 3:48$ 0:38!!!
3

p
A#D& ! !&"% T0 & 2C0 & 2A0 & SA0 !0:75 !6:77 8:21$ 0:26

!
!!
6

p
4 A#D& ! !&"0% 1

4 #T0 ! C0 & 2A0% & SA0 2.92 !0:01 3:72$ 0:15

!
!!!
3

p
A#D&

s ! "K&% !#T0 & 2C0% & SA0 1.85 4.50 8:05$ 0:88!!
6

p
4 A#D&

s ! "0K&% 1
4 #2T0 & C0 & 3A0% & SA0 2.59 !1:41 3:43$ 0:57

TABLE II. Branching ratios, amplitudes, decomposition in terms of reduced amplitudes, and predicted branching ratios for singly
Cabibbo-suppressed charm decays involving pions and kaons.

Meson Decay mode B (10!3) p' (MeV) jAj (10!7 GeV) Rep. Predicted B (10!3)

D0 !&!! 1:37$ 0:03a 921.9 4:57$ 0:05 !#T0 & E0% 2.23
!0!0 0:79$ 0:08a 922.6 3:46$ 0:18 !#C0 ! E0%=

!!!
2

p
1.27

K&K! 3:93$ 0:07b 791.0 8:35$ 0:08 #T0 & E0% 1.92
K0 !K0 0:37$ 0:06b 788.5 2:57$ 0:35 0 0

D& !&!0 1:28$ 0:08a 924.7 2:77$ 0:09 !#T0 & C0%=
!!!
2

p
0.87

K& !K0 6:17$ 0:20b 792.6 6:58$ 0:11 T0 ! A0 5.12

D&
s !&K0 2:44$ 0:30c 915.7 5:84$ 0:36 !#T0 ! A0% 2.56

!0K& 0:75$ 0:28c 917.1 3:24$ 0:60 !#C0 & A0%=
!!!
2

p
0.87

aFrom Ref. [4].
bReference [11] averaged with Ref. [4].
cReference [7] combined with [12].
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Decay Analysis

Can analyze hadronic decays in flavor-topology terms, extracting
amplitudes for various terms:

T C

SE
E

A

SA

By exploiting SU(3), one can relate di!erent decays and search for
a consistent picture.
Some interesting things to look at:

SU(3): |A(D0 ! K!K+)| = |A(D0 ! !+!!)|

SU(3) + GIM: B(D0 ! K 0
SK 0

S ) should be zero

How large are disconnected graphs SA and SE?

Peter Onyisi Hadronic Charm Decays: Experimental Review ICHEP, 1 Aug 2008 10
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‘

amplitudes one finds that the angles of such triangles are
nontrivial (i.e., none of them are very near zero or 180!).
One may thus infer that the relevant amplitudes have non-
trivial relative strong phases.

One can also write a sum rule that relates the squares of
magnitudes of the amplitudes instead of the amplitudes
themselves:

8jA"D0 ! !0"0#j2 $ 16jA"D0 ! !0!0#j2

% 16jA"D0 ! !0"#j2 $ 9jA"D0 ! ""#j2: (11)

The magnitudes of the decay amplitudes are well quanti-
fied. The above relationship thus may easily be tested using
the amplitudes from Table II (D0 ! !0!0) and Table IV
(D0 ! !0";!0"0;""). In the present case we find

8jA"D0 ! !0"0#j2 $ 16jA"D0 ! !0!0#j2 % 325& 33;

(12)

16jA"D0 ! !0"#j2 $ 9jA"D0 ! ""#j2 % 440& 39;

(13)

in units of 10'14 GeV2. Evidently there is little more than a
two-sigma deviation from the identity. This is another
signature of deviation from flavor-SU(3) symmetry since
one has already assumed such a symmetry in writing
representations for the relevant decays.

V. DOUBLY CABIBBO-SUPPRESSED DECAYS

In Table V we expand amplitudes for doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed decays in terms of the reduced amplitudes ~T (

FIG. 3 (color online). Graphical construction to obtain the disconnected singlet annihilation amplitudes SE0 (left) and SA0 (right)
from magnitudes of SCS D0, D$, and D$

s decays involving " and "0. Left: D0 decays to indicated final states. Right: D$ or D$
s

decays to indicated final states. The small circles with arrows pointing to them show the solution regions. The arrows denote the
complex amplitudes 'SE0 (left) and 'SA0 (right).

TABLE IV. Branching ratios and amplitudes for D0, D$, and D$
s SCS decays involving "

and "0.

Meson Decay mode B (10'4) p) (MeV) jAj (10'7 GeV)

D0 !0" 6:10& 0:85a 846.2 3:18& 0:22
!0"0 8:1& 1:6b 678.0 4:09& 0:41
"" 16:7& 1:9b 754.6 5:57& 0:32
""0 12:6& 2:7b 536.8 5:74& 0:62

D$ !$" 34:3& 2:1a 848.4 4:74& 0:15
!$"0 45:2& 3:6a 680.5 6:08& 0:24

D$
s K$" 14:1& 3:1c 835.0 4:65& 0:51

K$"0 15:8& 5:3c 646.1 5:60& 0:94

aAverage of Refs. [4,9].
bReference [9].
cReference [7] combined with [12].
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SCS decays with η(‘)

• Measuring SA’ using the same approach as previously

• Solution (units: 10–7 GeV)

SA’ ≈ –6.1 + 2.1 i

• No zero solution.

• No OZI suppression for SA’?
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amplitudes one finds that the angles of such triangles are
nontrivial (i.e., none of them are very near zero or 180!).
One may thus infer that the relevant amplitudes have non-
trivial relative strong phases.

One can also write a sum rule that relates the squares of
magnitudes of the amplitudes instead of the amplitudes
themselves:

8jA"D0 ! !0"0#j2 $ 16jA"D0 ! !0!0#j2

% 16jA"D0 ! !0"#j2 $ 9jA"D0 ! ""#j2: (11)

The magnitudes of the decay amplitudes are well quanti-
fied. The above relationship thus may easily be tested using
the amplitudes from Table II (D0 ! !0!0) and Table IV
(D0 ! !0";!0"0;""). In the present case we find

8jA"D0 ! !0"0#j2 $ 16jA"D0 ! !0!0#j2 % 325& 33;

(12)

16jA"D0 ! !0"#j2 $ 9jA"D0 ! ""#j2 % 440& 39;

(13)

in units of 10'14 GeV2. Evidently there is little more than a
two-sigma deviation from the identity. This is another
signature of deviation from flavor-SU(3) symmetry since
one has already assumed such a symmetry in writing
representations for the relevant decays.

V. DOUBLY CABIBBO-SUPPRESSED DECAYS

In Table V we expand amplitudes for doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed decays in terms of the reduced amplitudes ~T (

FIG. 3 (color online). Graphical construction to obtain the disconnected singlet annihilation amplitudes SE0 (left) and SA0 (right)
from magnitudes of SCS D0, D$, and D$

s decays involving " and "0. Left: D0 decays to indicated final states. Right: D$ or D$
s

decays to indicated final states. The small circles with arrows pointing to them show the solution regions. The arrows denote the
complex amplitudes 'SE0 (left) and 'SA0 (right).

TABLE IV. Branching ratios and amplitudes for D0, D$, and D$
s SCS decays involving "

and "0.

Meson Decay mode B (10'4) p) (MeV) jAj (10'7 GeV)

D0 !0" 6:10& 0:85a 846.2 3:18& 0:22
!0"0 8:1& 1:6b 678.0 4:09& 0:41
"" 16:7& 1:9b 754.6 5:57& 0:32
""0 12:6& 2:7b 536.8 5:74& 0:62

D$ !$" 34:3& 2:1a 848.4 4:74& 0:15
!$"0 45:2& 3:6a 680.5 6:08& 0:24

D$
s K$" 14:1& 3:1c 835.0 4:65& 0:51

K$"0 15:8& 5:3c 646.1 5:60& 0:94

aAverage of Refs. [4,9].
bReference [9].
cReference [7] combined with [12].
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singly Cabibbo-suppressed (SCS) charm decays involving
pions and kaons. The ratio of primed (SCS) to unprimed
(CF) amplitudes is assumed to be tan!C ! 0:2317. One
then finds, in units of 10"7 GeV,

T0 ! 6:44; (5)

C0 ! "4:15" 2:25i; (6)

E0 ! "1:76# 3:48i; (7)

A0 ! 0:55" 1:14i: (8)

The deviations from flavor SU(3) in Table II are well
known. One predicts B$D0 ! "#""% larger than ob-
served and B$D0 ! K#K"% smaller than observed. One
can account for some of this discrepancy via the ratios of
decay constants fK=f" ! 1:2 and form factors f#$D !
K%=f#$D ! "%> 1. Furthermore, one predicts B$D0 !
"0"0% larger than observed and B$D# ! "#"0% smaller
than observed, which means that the "" isospin triangle
[associated with the fact that there are two independent
amplitudes with I ! $0; 2% for three decays] has a different
shape from that predicted by rescaling the CF amplitudes.
One predicts equal decay amplitudes for D# ! K# !K0 and

Ds ! "#K0; the experimental branching ratio for the
former is about 20% above the predicted value.
The decay D0 ! K0 !K0 is forbidden by SU(3); the

branching ratio of 2B$D0 ! K0
SK

0
S% ! $2:92& 0:64&

0:18% ' 10"4 reported by CLEO [11] is more than a factor
of 2 below the average in Ref. [4]. Estimates of SU(3)-
breaking effects lead to predictions for B$D0 ! K0 !K0%
ranging from a few parts in 104 [13] to 3' 10"3 [14].

B. SCS decays involving !, !0

The amplitudes C and E extracted from Cabibbo-
favored charm decays imply values of C0 ! #C and E0 !
#E which may be used in constructing amplitudes for
singly Cabibbo-suppressed D0 decays involving $ and
$0. In Table III we write amplitudes multiplied by factors
so that they involve a unit coefficient of an amplitude SE0

describing a disconnected ‘‘singlet’’ exchange amplitude
for D0 decays [10]. Similarly the decays D# !
$"#$;"#$0% and D#

s ! $K#$; K#$0% may be described
in terms of a disconnected singlet annihilation amplitude
SA0, written with unit coefficient in Table III. For experi-
mental values we have used new CLEO measurements as
reported in Ref. [12] (see Table IV).
We show in Fig. 3 the construction proposed in

Refs. [10] to obtain the amplitudes SE0 and SA0. For SE0,

TABLE I. Branching ratios [7,9], amplitudes, and graphical representations for Cabibbo-favored charmed particle decays.

Meson Decay mode B (%) p( (MeV) jAj (10"6 GeV) Rep. Predicted B (%)

D0 K""# 3:891& 0:077 861.1 2:52& 0:02 T # E 3.90
!K0"0 2:238& 0:109 860.4 1:91& 0:05 $C" E%=

!!!
2

p
2.21

!K0$ 0:76& 0:11 771.9 1:18& 0:09 C=
!!!
3

p
0.76

!K0$0 1:87& 0:28 564.9 2:16& 0:16 "$C# 3E%=
!!!
6

p
1.95

D# !K0"# 2:986& 0:067 862.4 1:39& 0:02 C# T 2.99

D#
s

!K0K# 2:98& 0:17 850.3 2:12& 0:06 C# A 3.02
"#$ 1:58& 0:21 902.3 1:50& 0:10 $T " 2A%=

!!!
3

p
1.47

"#$0 3:77& 0:39 743.2 2:55& 0:13 2$T # A%=
!!!
6

p
3.61

FIG. 1. Flavor topologies for describing charm decays. T: color-favored tree; C: color-suppressed tree; E: exchange; A:
annihilation.
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SU(3)F and η sum rules
• Expect from SU(3)F

• Find

• ca 2σ off
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amplitudes one finds that the angles of such triangles are
nontrivial (i.e., none of them are very near zero or 180!).
One may thus infer that the relevant amplitudes have non-
trivial relative strong phases.

One can also write a sum rule that relates the squares of
magnitudes of the amplitudes instead of the amplitudes
themselves:

8jA"D0 ! !0"0#j2 $ 16jA"D0 ! !0!0#j2

% 16jA"D0 ! !0"#j2 $ 9jA"D0 ! ""#j2: (11)

The magnitudes of the decay amplitudes are well quanti-
fied. The above relationship thus may easily be tested using
the amplitudes from Table II (D0 ! !0!0) and Table IV
(D0 ! !0";!0"0;""). In the present case we find

8jA"D0 ! !0"0#j2 $ 16jA"D0 ! !0!0#j2 % 325& 33;

(12)

16jA"D0 ! !0"#j2 $ 9jA"D0 ! ""#j2 % 440& 39;

(13)

in units of 10'14 GeV2. Evidently there is little more than a
two-sigma deviation from the identity. This is another
signature of deviation from flavor-SU(3) symmetry since
one has already assumed such a symmetry in writing
representations for the relevant decays.

V. DOUBLY CABIBBO-SUPPRESSED DECAYS

In Table V we expand amplitudes for doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed decays in terms of the reduced amplitudes ~T (

FIG. 3 (color online). Graphical construction to obtain the disconnected singlet annihilation amplitudes SE0 (left) and SA0 (right)
from magnitudes of SCS D0, D$, and D$

s decays involving " and "0. Left: D0 decays to indicated final states. Right: D$ or D$
s

decays to indicated final states. The small circles with arrows pointing to them show the solution regions. The arrows denote the
complex amplitudes 'SE0 (left) and 'SA0 (right).

TABLE IV. Branching ratios and amplitudes for D0, D$, and D$
s SCS decays involving "

and "0.

Meson Decay mode B (10'4) p) (MeV) jAj (10'7 GeV)

D0 !0" 6:10& 0:85a 846.2 3:18& 0:22
!0"0 8:1& 1:6b 678.0 4:09& 0:41
"" 16:7& 1:9b 754.6 5:57& 0:32
""0 12:6& 2:7b 536.8 5:74& 0:62

D$ !$" 34:3& 2:1a 848.4 4:74& 0:15
!$"0 45:2& 3:6a 680.5 6:08& 0:24

D$
s K$" 14:1& 3:1c 835.0 4:65& 0:51

K$"0 15:8& 5:3c 646.1 5:60& 0:94

aAverage of Refs. [4,9].
bReference [9].
cReference [7] combined with [12].
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One may thus infer that the relevant amplitudes have non-
trivial relative strong phases.

One can also write a sum rule that relates the squares of
magnitudes of the amplitudes instead of the amplitudes
themselves:
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The magnitudes of the decay amplitudes are well quanti-
fied. The above relationship thus may easily be tested using
the amplitudes from Table II (D0 ! !0!0) and Table IV
(D0 ! !0";!0"0;""). In the present case we find

8jA"D0 ! !0"0#j2 $ 16jA"D0 ! !0!0#j2 % 325& 33;

(12)

16jA"D0 ! !0"#j2 $ 9jA"D0 ! ""#j2 % 440& 39;

(13)

in units of 10'14 GeV2. Evidently there is little more than a
two-sigma deviation from the identity. This is another
signature of deviation from flavor-SU(3) symmetry since
one has already assumed such a symmetry in writing
representations for the relevant decays.

V. DOUBLY CABIBBO-SUPPRESSED DECAYS

In Table V we expand amplitudes for doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed decays in terms of the reduced amplitudes ~T (

FIG. 3 (color online). Graphical construction to obtain the disconnected singlet annihilation amplitudes SE0 (left) and SA0 (right)
from magnitudes of SCS D0, D$, and D$

s decays involving " and "0. Left: D0 decays to indicated final states. Right: D$ or D$
s

decays to indicated final states. The small circles with arrows pointing to them show the solution regions. The arrows denote the
complex amplitudes 'SE0 (left) and 'SA0 (right).

TABLE IV. Branching ratios and amplitudes for D0, D$, and D$
s SCS decays involving "

and "0.

Meson Decay mode B (10'4) p) (MeV) jAj (10'7 GeV)

D0 !0" 6:10& 0:85a 846.2 3:18& 0:22
!0"0 8:1& 1:6b 678.0 4:09& 0:41
"" 16:7& 1:9b 754.6 5:57& 0:32
""0 12:6& 2:7b 536.8 5:74& 0:62

D$ !$" 34:3& 2:1a 848.4 4:74& 0:15
!$"0 45:2& 3:6a 680.5 6:08& 0:24

D$
s K$" 14:1& 3:1c 835.0 4:65& 0:51

K$"0 15:8& 5:3c 646.1 5:60& 0:94

aAverage of Refs. [4,9].
bReference [9].
cReference [7] combined with [12].
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nontrivial (i.e., none of them are very near zero or 180!).
One may thus infer that the relevant amplitudes have non-
trivial relative strong phases.

One can also write a sum rule that relates the squares of
magnitudes of the amplitudes instead of the amplitudes
themselves:
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in units of 10'14 GeV2. Evidently there is little more than a
two-sigma deviation from the identity. This is another
signature of deviation from flavor-SU(3) symmetry since
one has already assumed such a symmetry in writing
representations for the relevant decays.

V. DOUBLY CABIBBO-SUPPRESSED DECAYS

In Table V we expand amplitudes for doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed decays in terms of the reduced amplitudes ~T (

FIG. 3 (color online). Graphical construction to obtain the disconnected singlet annihilation amplitudes SE0 (left) and SA0 (right)
from magnitudes of SCS D0, D$, and D$

s decays involving " and "0. Left: D0 decays to indicated final states. Right: D$ or D$
s

decays to indicated final states. The small circles with arrows pointing to them show the solution regions. The arrows denote the
complex amplitudes 'SE0 (left) and 'SA0 (right).

TABLE IV. Branching ratios and amplitudes for D0, D$, and D$
s SCS decays involving "

and "0.

Meson Decay mode B (10'4) p) (MeV) jAj (10'7 GeV)

D0 !0" 6:10& 0:85a 846.2 3:18& 0:22
!0"0 8:1& 1:6b 678.0 4:09& 0:41
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U-spin and Dº→KS,Lπº
• Naively, might expect Γ(Dº→KSπº) = Γ(Dº→KLπº). 

• But in these decays CF A(Dº→Kºπº) and the DCS 
A(Dº→Kºπº) interfere with a different relative sign.[1]

• Dº→KL,Sπº asymmetry allow a test of U-spin 
symmetry.[1]

• U-spin, s↔d, expected to be better than full SU(3)f

• Important for certain strategies for extracting the CKM 
angle γ in decays with tree and penguin contributions, 
such as B→ππ ↔ Bs→KK.

21

_

 [1] I. Bigi and H. Yamamoto, Physics Letters 349 (1995) 363-366 
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U-spin and Dº→KS,Lπº
• D→Kºπº                                  D→Kºπº

• A(D→KSπº) = ACF – ADCS,   A(D→KLπº) = ACF + ADCS

•  
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!tan2!CT, ~C " !tan2!CC, ~E " !tan2!CE, and ~A "
!tan2!CA.

With tan!C # 0:2317 one predicts jA$D0 !
K%"!&j # 1:35' 10!7 GeV and jA(D% !
K%$"0;#;#0&) # $0:98; 0:86; 0:83& ' 10!7 GeV. The ex-
perimental amplitudes for D0 ! K%"! and D% ! K%"0

are, respectively, 14% and $26* 8&% above the flavor-SU
(3) predictions. Reference [15] has demonstrated the fea-
sibility of testing the predictions forD% ! K%$#;#0&with
the full CLEO-c data sample.

A. D0 ! $K0!0; !K0!0& interference
The decays D0 ! K0"0 and D0 ! !K0"0 are related to

one another by the U-spin interchange s $ d, and SU(3)
symmetry breaking is expected to be extremely small in
this relation [16]. Graphs contributing to these processes
are shown in Fig. 4.

The CLEO Collaboration [17] has reported the asym-
metry

R$D0& " "$D0 ! KS"
0& ! "$D0 ! KL"

0&
"$D0 ! KS"

0& % "$D0 ! KL"
0& (14)

to have the value R$D0& # 0:108* 0:025* 0:024, consis-
tent with the expected value [16,18] R$D0& # 2tan2!C ’
0:107. One expects the same R$D0& if "0 is replaced by #
or #0 [16].

B. D% ! $K0!%; !K0!%& interference
In contrast to the case of D0 ! $K0"0; !K0"0&, the de-

cays D% ! $K0"%; !K0"%& are not related to one another

by a simple U-spin transformation. Amplitudes contribut-
ing to these processes are shown in Fig. 5. Although both
processes receive color-suppressed (C or ~C) contributions,
the Cabibbo-favored process receives a color-favored tree
(T) contribution, while the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed
(DCS) process receives an annihilation ( ~A) contribution.
In order to calculate the asymmetry between KS and KL

production in these decays due to interference between CF
and DCS amplitudes, one can use the determination of the
CF amplitudes discussed previously and the relation be-
tween them and DCS amplitudes. Thus, we define

R$D%& " "$D% ! KS"
%& ! "$D% ! KL"

%&
"$D% ! KS"

%& % "$D% ! KL"
%& (15)

and predict

R$D%& # !2Re
~C% ~A

T % C
# 2tan2!C Re

C% A

T % C

# !0:006%0:033
!0:028; (16)

where the error is assumed to be dominated by its dominant
source, the uncertainty in jAj (see Fig. 2). This is consistent
with the observed value R$D%& # 0:022* 0:016* 0:018
[17]. The relative phase of C% A and T % C is nearly 90+,
as can be seen from Fig. 2. The real part of their ratio hence
is small. If one uses instead amplitudes based on fitting all
CF decays except D%

s ! !K0K%, as in Ref. [10], one pre-
dicts instead R$D%& # 0:013* 0:035.
A similar exercise can be applied to the decays D%

s !
K%K0 and D%

s ! K% !K0, which are related by U-spin to
the D% decays discussed here. The corresponding ratio

R$D%
s & "

"$D%
s ! KSK

%& ! "$D%
s ! KLK

%&
"$D%

s ! KSK
%& % "$D%

s ! KLK
%& (17)

is predicted to be

TABLE V. Branching ratios, amplitudes, and representations in terms of reduced amplitudes for doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decays.

Meson Decay mode B (10!4) p, (MeV) jAj (10!7 GeV) Rep.

D0 K%"! 1:45* 0:04a 861.1 1:54* 0:02 ~T % ~E
K0"0 b 860.4 b $ ~C! ~E&=

!!!
2

p

K0# b 771.9 b ~C=
!!!
3

p

K0#0 b 564.9 b !$ ~C% 3 ~E&=
!!!
6

p

D% K0"% b 862.6 b ~C% ~A
K%"0 2:37* 0:32a 864.0 1:23* 0:08 $ ~T ! ~A&=

!!!
2

p

K%# c 775.8 - ! ~T=
!!!
3

p

K%#0 c 570.8 - $ ~T % 3 ~A&=
!!!
6

p

D%
s K0K% b 850.3 b ~T % ~C

aReference [4].
bAmplitude involves interference between DCS process shown and the corresponding CF decay to !K0 % X.
cStudied in Reference [15].

FIG. 4. Graphs contributing to D0 ! $K0"0; !K0"0&.
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!tan2!CT, ~C " !tan2!CC, ~E " !tan2!CE, and ~A "
!tan2!CA.

With tan!C # 0:2317 one predicts jA$D0 !
K%"!&j # 1:35' 10!7 GeV and jA(D% !
K%$"0;#;#0&) # $0:98; 0:86; 0:83& ' 10!7 GeV. The ex-
perimental amplitudes for D0 ! K%"! and D% ! K%"0

are, respectively, 14% and $26* 8&% above the flavor-SU
(3) predictions. Reference [15] has demonstrated the fea-
sibility of testing the predictions forD% ! K%$#;#0&with
the full CLEO-c data sample.

A. D0 ! $K0!0; !K0!0& interference
The decays D0 ! K0"0 and D0 ! !K0"0 are related to

one another by the U-spin interchange s $ d, and SU(3)
symmetry breaking is expected to be extremely small in
this relation [16]. Graphs contributing to these processes
are shown in Fig. 4.

The CLEO Collaboration [17] has reported the asym-
metry

R$D0& " "$D0 ! KS"
0& ! "$D0 ! KL"

0&
"$D0 ! KS"

0& % "$D0 ! KL"
0& (14)

to have the value R$D0& # 0:108* 0:025* 0:024, consis-
tent with the expected value [16,18] R$D0& # 2tan2!C ’
0:107. One expects the same R$D0& if "0 is replaced by #
or #0 [16].

B. D% ! $K0!%; !K0!%& interference
In contrast to the case of D0 ! $K0"0; !K0"0&, the de-

cays D% ! $K0"%; !K0"%& are not related to one another

by a simple U-spin transformation. Amplitudes contribut-
ing to these processes are shown in Fig. 5. Although both
processes receive color-suppressed (C or ~C) contributions,
the Cabibbo-favored process receives a color-favored tree
(T) contribution, while the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed
(DCS) process receives an annihilation ( ~A) contribution.
In order to calculate the asymmetry between KS and KL

production in these decays due to interference between CF
and DCS amplitudes, one can use the determination of the
CF amplitudes discussed previously and the relation be-
tween them and DCS amplitudes. Thus, we define

R$D%& " "$D% ! KS"
%& ! "$D% ! KL"

%&
"$D% ! KS"

%& % "$D% ! KL"
%& (15)

and predict

R$D%& # !2Re
~C% ~A

T % C
# 2tan2!C Re

C% A

T % C

# !0:006%0:033
!0:028; (16)

where the error is assumed to be dominated by its dominant
source, the uncertainty in jAj (see Fig. 2). This is consistent
with the observed value R$D%& # 0:022* 0:016* 0:018
[17]. The relative phase of C% A and T % C is nearly 90+,
as can be seen from Fig. 2. The real part of their ratio hence
is small. If one uses instead amplitudes based on fitting all
CF decays except D%

s ! !K0K%, as in Ref. [10], one pre-
dicts instead R$D%& # 0:013* 0:035.
A similar exercise can be applied to the decays D%

s !
K%K0 and D%

s ! K% !K0, which are related by U-spin to
the D% decays discussed here. The corresponding ratio

R$D%
s & "

"$D%
s ! KSK

%& ! "$D%
s ! KLK

%&
"$D%

s ! KSK
%& % "$D%

s ! KLK
%& (17)

is predicted to be

TABLE V. Branching ratios, amplitudes, and representations in terms of reduced amplitudes for doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decays.

Meson Decay mode B (10!4) p, (MeV) jAj (10!7 GeV) Rep.

D0 K%"! 1:45* 0:04a 861.1 1:54* 0:02 ~T % ~E
K0"0 b 860.4 b $ ~C! ~E&=

!!!
2

p

K0# b 771.9 b ~C=
!!!
3

p

K0#0 b 564.9 b !$ ~C% 3 ~E&=
!!!
6

p

D% K0"% b 862.6 b ~C% ~A
K%"0 2:37* 0:32a 864.0 1:23* 0:08 $ ~T ! ~A&=

!!!
2

p

K%# c 775.8 - ! ~T=
!!!
3

p

K%#0 c 570.8 - $ ~T % 3 ~A&=
!!!
6

p

D%
s K0K% b 850.3 b ~T % ~C

aReference [4].
bAmplitude involves interference between DCS process shown and the corresponding CF decay to !K0 % X.
cStudied in Reference [15].

FIG. 4. Graphs contributing to D0 ! $K0"0; !K0"0&.
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Dº→KL,Sπ0 D+→KL,Sπ+ experimentally

• Challenging: Invisible KL, 
difficult πº.

• CLEO-c: 

• e+ e– → ψ(3770)→DD

100% of beam energy 
converted to DD pair ⇒ 
kinematic constraints.

• Extremely clean 
environment, good 
calorimeter
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Dº→KL,Sπ0, at CLEO-c

• Clean missing mass-squared peak 
at mKº2=0.28GeV2

• Lines: MC simulation. Crosses: 
Data.

• Result
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Dº→KLπº
at CLEO-c

• In good agreement with U-spin prediction of 2tan2θ=0.109

As in the tagged D0 ! K0
S!

0 study, the tag !D recon-
struction efficiency is higher when the D decays to K0

L!;
therefore, we apply correction factors determined from
Monte Carlo simulations. The efficiency for observing
D ! K0

L!, given that the tag was found, is also determined
in these simulations. It is essentially the efficiency for
finding the ! without any fake extra particles.

For the D0 ! K0
L!

0 branching fraction measurement,
the same three !D0 decay modes are selected with the same
requirements as in the tagged D0 ! K0

S!
0 study (except

for a minor difference in the order of applying cuts for the
K!!"!0 tag, which results in a slight difference in num-
ber of tags). Combining these !D0 candidates with !0

candidates and rejecting events with extra tracks, !0’s, or
"’s, we obtain the M2

miss plot shown in Fig. 1.
A number of backgrounds slip through our extra track,

!0, and " vetoes and appear in the M2
miss plot. The modes

K0
S!

0 and "!0 appear as peaks at essentially the same
location as K0

L!
0, !0!0 peaks at M2

miss # 0:0 GeV2, and
K$0!0 peaks at 0:8 GeV2. Monte Carlo simulations of
these backgrounds are shown in Fig. 1. Other, lesser back-
grounds also appear to the right of the K0

L!
0 peak.

To determine the signal and estimate the background, we
define a M2

miss signal region 0.1 to 0:5 GeV2, as well as low
and high sidebands: "0:1 to 0:1 GeV2 and 0.8 to
1:2 GeV2. The backgrounds are split into three groups:
D0 ! K0

S!
0 and D0 ! "!0, D0 ! !0!0, and all other

backgrounds. For D0 ! K0
S!

0 and D0 ! "!0, we use
Monte Carlo simulation to determine efficiencies for the

background subtraction. For D0 ! !0!0, we scale the
contribution to the signal region according to the yield in
the low sideband. For the sum of all other backgrounds, we
follow the same procedure with the high sideband. In total,
about 10% of the events in the signal region are back-
ground, with half coming from K0

S!
0, 1=10 from each of

"!0 and !0!0, and 3=10 from various other decays.
After subtracting all the backgrounds, we obtain the

yields and compute branching fractions, times quantum
correlation factors, in Table III.

Systematic uncertainties come from the effect on signal
efficiency of the veto on extra tracks (%0:3%), the veto on
extra !0’s (%1:6%), the veto on "’s (%0:5%), and the
uncertainty in the location and width of the signal peak
(%1:4%). Other uncertainties come from the background
estimate (%1:0%), "E sideband subtraction (%0:5%), and
the tag bias correction factor (%0:2%). These total %2:5%.
As in D0 ! K0

S!
0, !0 efficiency (%3:8%) is the largest

systematic uncertainty; it cancels in the comparison of
D0 ! K0

S!
0 and D0 ! K0

L!
0.

We have determined B&D0 ! K0
L!

0'&1! Cf' for three
different flavor tags f. Using the values of Cf deter-
mined from the D0 ! K0

S!
0 measurements, we calculate

B&D0 ! K0
L!

0' for each tag mode. Finally, we average the
results and find B&D0 ! K0

L!
0' ( &0:998% 0:049%

0:030% 0:038'%, where the last uncertainty is from the
!0 efficiency.

The analysis of D! ! K0
L!

! is similar to D0 ! K0
L!

0,
though there are a few differences. Since we reconstruct a
!! instead of a !0, the M2

miss resolution is better. Also, we
do not need to correct for quantum correlation. The most
significant difference in procedure is that we perform a
likelihood fit for the signal and background yields instead
of counting events in a signal region.

We reconstruct tag D"’s in six decay modes: D" !
K!!"!", K!!"!"!0, K0

S!
", K0

S!
"!0, K0

S!
"!"!!,

and K!K"!". As before, candidates must have "E con-
sistent with zero. We select one candidate per charge per
mode based on the best value of "E. We fit the MBC
distribution for each mode to determine the number of
tags, and then pass all candidates with MBC near the peak
to be combined with !! candidates.

FIG. 1 (color online). Missing mass squared distribution, with
all tag modes combined, for D0 ! X!0, after removing events
with extra tracks, !0’s, or "’s. The points with error bars are
data, and the solid line is a Monte Carlo simulation. The dashed,
colored lines represent simulations of the peaking backgrounds
D0 ! !0!0, K0

S!
0, "!0, and K$0!0. The difference in the peak

position is due to a minor discrepancy in our calorimeter
simulation at large photon energies; the signal region, marked
with arrows, encompasses the peak in both distributions.

TABLE III. Efficiencies, yields, and results for D0 ! K0
L!

0.
No systematic uncertainties are included in the quoted results.

Tag mode K!!" K!!"!0 K!!"!"!!

Efficiency 55.21% 52.72% 49.88%
Tag yield—raw 48 095 68 000 75 113
Sideband subtracted 47 440 64 280 71 040
Signal yield—raw 367.0 414.5 466.5
Background subtracted 334.8 363.1 418.0
Tag bias correction 1.000 1.037 1.057
B&K0

L!
0'&1! Cf' (%) 1:28% 0:08 1:03% 0:06 1:12% 0:06
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!
D0 ! KS!0

"
" !

!
D0 ! KL!0

"

! (D0 ! KS!0) + ! (D0 ! KL!0)
= 0.108± 0.025± 0.024
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D+→KL,Sπ+ at CLEO-c

• Similar logic as for Dº, but no U-
spin symmetry.

• Still, prediction based on topology 
and SU(3) flavour possible, expect 

• Result
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As in the tagged D0 ! K0
S!

0 study, the tag !D recon-
struction efficiency is higher when the D decays to K0

L!;
therefore, we apply correction factors determined from
Monte Carlo simulations. The efficiency for observing
D ! K0

L!, given that the tag was found, is also determined
in these simulations. It is essentially the efficiency for
finding the ! without any fake extra particles.

For the D0 ! K0
L!

0 branching fraction measurement,
the same three !D0 decay modes are selected with the same
requirements as in the tagged D0 ! K0

S!
0 study (except

for a minor difference in the order of applying cuts for the
K!!"!0 tag, which results in a slight difference in num-
ber of tags). Combining these !D0 candidates with !0

candidates and rejecting events with extra tracks, !0’s, or
"’s, we obtain the M2

miss plot shown in Fig. 1.
A number of backgrounds slip through our extra track,

!0, and " vetoes and appear in the M2
miss plot. The modes

K0
S!

0 and "!0 appear as peaks at essentially the same
location as K0

L!
0, !0!0 peaks at M2

miss # 0:0 GeV2, and
K$0!0 peaks at 0:8 GeV2. Monte Carlo simulations of
these backgrounds are shown in Fig. 1. Other, lesser back-
grounds also appear to the right of the K0

L!
0 peak.

To determine the signal and estimate the background, we
define a M2

miss signal region 0.1 to 0:5 GeV2, as well as low
and high sidebands: "0:1 to 0:1 GeV2 and 0.8 to
1:2 GeV2. The backgrounds are split into three groups:
D0 ! K0

S!
0 and D0 ! "!0, D0 ! !0!0, and all other

backgrounds. For D0 ! K0
S!

0 and D0 ! "!0, we use
Monte Carlo simulation to determine efficiencies for the

background subtraction. For D0 ! !0!0, we scale the
contribution to the signal region according to the yield in
the low sideband. For the sum of all other backgrounds, we
follow the same procedure with the high sideband. In total,
about 10% of the events in the signal region are back-
ground, with half coming from K0

S!
0, 1=10 from each of

"!0 and !0!0, and 3=10 from various other decays.
After subtracting all the backgrounds, we obtain the

yields and compute branching fractions, times quantum
correlation factors, in Table III.

Systematic uncertainties come from the effect on signal
efficiency of the veto on extra tracks (%0:3%), the veto on
extra !0’s (%1:6%), the veto on "’s (%0:5%), and the
uncertainty in the location and width of the signal peak
(%1:4%). Other uncertainties come from the background
estimate (%1:0%), "E sideband subtraction (%0:5%), and
the tag bias correction factor (%0:2%). These total %2:5%.
As in D0 ! K0

S!
0, !0 efficiency (%3:8%) is the largest

systematic uncertainty; it cancels in the comparison of
D0 ! K0

S!
0 and D0 ! K0

L!
0.

We have determined B&D0 ! K0
L!

0'&1! Cf' for three
different flavor tags f. Using the values of Cf deter-
mined from the D0 ! K0

S!
0 measurements, we calculate

B&D0 ! K0
L!

0' for each tag mode. Finally, we average the
results and find B&D0 ! K0

L!
0' ( &0:998% 0:049%

0:030% 0:038'%, where the last uncertainty is from the
!0 efficiency.

The analysis of D! ! K0
L!

! is similar to D0 ! K0
L!

0,
though there are a few differences. Since we reconstruct a
!! instead of a !0, the M2

miss resolution is better. Also, we
do not need to correct for quantum correlation. The most
significant difference in procedure is that we perform a
likelihood fit for the signal and background yields instead
of counting events in a signal region.

We reconstruct tag D"’s in six decay modes: D" !
K!!"!", K!!"!"!0, K0

S!
", K0

S!
"!0, K0

S!
"!"!!,

and K!K"!". As before, candidates must have "E con-
sistent with zero. We select one candidate per charge per
mode based on the best value of "E. We fit the MBC
distribution for each mode to determine the number of
tags, and then pass all candidates with MBC near the peak
to be combined with !! candidates.

FIG. 1 (color online). Missing mass squared distribution, with
all tag modes combined, for D0 ! X!0, after removing events
with extra tracks, !0’s, or "’s. The points with error bars are
data, and the solid line is a Monte Carlo simulation. The dashed,
colored lines represent simulations of the peaking backgrounds
D0 ! !0!0, K0

S!
0, "!0, and K$0!0. The difference in the peak

position is due to a minor discrepancy in our calorimeter
simulation at large photon energies; the signal region, marked
with arrows, encompasses the peak in both distributions.

TABLE III. Efficiencies, yields, and results for D0 ! K0
L!

0.
No systematic uncertainties are included in the quoted results.

Tag mode K!!" K!!"!0 K!!"!"!!

Efficiency 55.21% 52.72% 49.88%
Tag yield—raw 48 095 68 000 75 113
Sideband subtracted 47 440 64 280 71 040
Signal yield—raw 367.0 414.5 466.5
Background subtracted 334.8 363.1 418.0
Tag bias correction 1.000 1.037 1.057
B&K0

L!
0'&1! Cf' (%) 1:28% 0:08 1:03% 0:06 1:12% 0:06
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The M2
miss distribution, with all tag modes added to-

gether, is shown in Fig. 2. The lines show a fit used to
determine the signal yield. The most prominent feature is
the signal peak at the K0

L mass squared (!0:25 GeV2). A
number of backgrounds are also present. First, fake D"

candidates produce a background which is estimated from
an MBC sideband. All of the other backgrounds come from
other D# decays. The largest of these are D# ! K0

S!
#

(dashed, green peak under the signal), "!# (shoulder on
the right side tail of the signal), !0!# and ##$# (peak on
the left of the plot), !K0!#!0, and !#!0!0. The shapes
and efficiencies of these backgrounds are determined from
Monte Carlo simulations. The yields of the signal peak and
the "!#, !0!#, and ##$# backgrounds are allowed to
vary in the fit; all other yields are fixed based on the
efficiencies.

Although Fig. 2 shows all tag modes together, we ac-
tually fit each tag mode separately. We calculate a branch-
ing fraction from each tag mode using the tag bias
correction factor, efficiency, tag D" yield, and signal
D# ! K0

L!
# yield for that mode. The tag bias correction

varies from 1.005 (for K#!"!") to 1.047 (for
K0

S!
"!"!#). The efficiency averages to 81.6%, and de-

pends little on tag mode. There are a total of 165$ 103

tags, and a total D# ! K0
L!

# yield of 2023% 54 events.
The values of the branching fraction calculated from each
tag mode are averaged to produce the final result.

Systematic uncertainties include those from: pion recon-
struction efficiency (%0:3%) and particle identification
(%0:25%), tag bias correction factor (%0:2%), charge of
the tag D (%0:5%), extra track and extra !0 vetoes
(%1:1%), signal peak shape (%0:7%), signal peak width

(%1:6%), contribution of fake D" tags (%0:4%), and M2
miss

background yields [%0:8% from statistical uncertainty in
K0

S!
# background, %0:3% from B&D# ! K0

S!
#', and

%0:5% from all other backgrounds]. The total systematic
uncertainty is %2:4%.

We find a branching fraction B&D# ! K0
L!

#' (
&1:460% 0:040% 0:035% 0:005'%. The final uncertainty
is due to the input value of B&D# ! K0

S!
#'.

To compare D ! K0
S! and D ! K0

L!, we compute the
asymmetries

 R&D' ) B&D ! K0
S!' "B&D ! K0

L!'
B&D ! K0

S!' #B&D ! K0
L!'

:

The D0 asymmetry (in which the systematic uncertainty
for !0 efficiency cancels) is R&D0' ( 0:108% 0:025%
0:024. Using B&D# ! K0

S!
#' ( &1:526% 0:022%

0:038'% [6], the D# asymmetry is R&D#' ( 0:022%
0:016% 0:018.

The asymmetry between D0 ! K0
S!

0 and D0 ! K0
L!

0

is consistent with SU(3) symmetry, and, in particular, the
U-spin subgroup of SU(3). U-spin predicts A&D0 !
K0!0'=A&D0 ! !K0!0' ( "tan2%C, where %C is the
Cabibbo angle. This prediction is relatively insensitive to
SU(3) breaking [8]. The amplitude ratio can also be pre-
dicted from diagrams for these two processes; both have
spectator and exchange diagrams which differ only by a
factor of "tan2%C. However derived, the amplitude ratio
implies that the asymmetry is R&D0' ( 2tan2%C. Using
tan%C ( 0:233% 0:001 [9], we calculate R&D0' (
0:109% 0:001, in good agreement with our measurement.

There is no corresponding U-spin argument for the D#

decays, so no simple prediction is possible. Diagrams for
the Cabibbo-favored and doubly-suppressed decays are
different. Both internal and external spectator diagrams
contribute to D# ! !K0!#, while D# ! K0!# has inter-
nal spectator and annihilation diagrams. Approximate pre-
dictions are, however, possible under certain assumptions.
One analysis [10], based on flavor SU(3) with an estimate
of symmetry-breaking effects, finds R&D#' * 0:04, con-
sistent with our measurement. This analysis also points out
that the small asymmetry found for D# decays can be
interpreted as a large strong phase between two contribut-
ing amplitudes in the case of D# decays, while the larger
asymmetry in the D0 decays is consistent with a small
strong phase.

We gratefully acknowledge the effort of the CESR staff
in providing us with excellent luminosity and running
conditions. This work was supported by the A. P. Sloan
Foundation, the National Science Foundation, the US
Department of Energy, and the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Missing mass squared distribution, with
all tag modes combined, for D# ! X!#, after removing events
with extra tracks or !0’s. The solid line shows a fit for the D# !
K0

L!
# yield. The many dashed lines represent the various

components of the fit, added cumulatively. The small peak under
the signal is the contribution of D# ! K0

S!
# events that are not

removed by the extra track and !0 vetoes.
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Discovery of DS+→KSπ+(π–π+) at FOCUS
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float, and fitting only above the D+ mass peak. The variation in the D+
s !

K0
S!+ yield, again weighted by the uncertainty squared, gives the systematic

uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty on the yield from the fit variations is
9.0 events which corresponds to a relative uncertainty of 8.0% and translates
into a systematic uncertainty on the branching ratio of "fit

sys = 0.008. Adding
the cut and fit systematic uncertainties in quadrature gives a total systematic
uncertainty on the branching ratio of 0.013.

V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

In conclusion we have presented the first evidence of the Cabibbo suppressed
decay mode D+

s ! K0
S!!!+!+ and measured the relative branching ratio of

!(D+
s "K0

S
!!!+!+)

!(D+
s "K0

S
K!!+!+)

= 0.18± 0.04± 0.05. A naive expectation for this branching

ratio is tan2#C = 0.054. Compared with this expectation the branching ratio
is more than 3 times larger. One contributing factor is there is more phase
space available in the D+

s ! K0
S!!!+!+ decay than in the D+

s ! K0
SK!!+!+

decay. Another factor is that the K0
S in the denominator of the ratio comes

from a K0. In the numerator the K0
S may be the result of either a K0 or

a K0 decay. Perhaps a better understanding of this ratio would result from

reporting the ratio
!(D+

s "K0
S
!!!+!+)

!(D+
s "K0

S
K!!+!+)+!(D+

s "K0
S
K+!+!!)

. Using the branching

ratio reported in reference [11] for
!(D+

s "K0
S
K+!+!!)

!(D+
s "K0

S
K!!+!+)

= 0.586 ± 0.052 ± 0.043

we find
!(D+

s "K0
S
!!!+!+)

!(D+
s "K0

S
K!!+!+)+!(D+

s "K0
S
K+!+!!)

" 0.11.

We also present evidence for D+
s ! K0

S!+ and measure its branching fraction

relative to D+
s ! K0

SK+:
!(D+

s "K0
S
!+)

!(D+
s "K0

S
K+)

= 0.104±0.024±0.013. This branching

ratio is also larger than tan2 #C , but is slightly smaller than predictions [4,5,6]
which range from 14% to 17%. The results are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
Branching ratios, event yields, and e!ciency ratios for modes involving a K0

S . All
branching ratios are inclusive of subresonant modes.

Decay Mode Ratio of Events E!ciency Ratio Branching Ratio

!(D+
s"K0

S
!!!+!+)

!(D+
s "K0

S
K!!+!+)

179±36
763±32 1.34 0.18 ± 0.04 ± 0.05

!(D+
s "K0

S
!+)

!(D+
s"K0

S
K+)

113±26
777±36 1.39 0.104 ± 0.024 ± 0.013
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Fig. 3. Invariant mass distributions for K0
SK+ (left) and K0

S!+ (right). The fits
are over the entire mass range. Most of the background is modeled by a quadratic
polynomial. The remaining background is due to reflections and is a di!erent shade.
The K0

SK+ mode has a large reflection component from D+
s !K0

s K+!0 below the
D+ peak and a small reflection component from D+!K0

s !+ under the D+
s peak.

The K0
s !+ has small reflection contributions below (under) the D+ peak from K0

S!+

decays from D+ (D+
s ). All signal and reflection shapes come from a Monte Carlo

simulation.
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where "0 is the uncertainty on the default measurement.

For each of the cut variants, both the D+
s ! K0

S#+ and D+
s ! K0

SK+ sam-
ples are changed the same (with the exception of particle identification cuts).
The variations are consistent with statistical fluctuations and the systematic
uncertainty is determined from the standard deviation which is dominated by
the D+

s !K0
S#+ variations. The systematic uncertainty from the cut variant

is "cut
sys = 0.010.

The systematic uncertainty in estimating the yield of D+
s !K0

SK+ events is
negligible compared to estimating the yield of D+

s !K0
S#+ events. Therefore,

for the fit variants we vary how the K0
S#+ mass plot is fitted. Some of the

variations include fitting with a Gaussian, allowing the mass and width to
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Fig. 3. Invariant mass distributions for K0
SK+ (left) and K0

S!+ (right). The fits are over the entire mass range. Most of the background is modeled by a quadratic

polynomial. The remaining background is due to reflections and is a different shade. The K0
SK+ mode has a large reflection component from D+

s ! K0
s K+!0

below the D+ peak and a small reflection component from D+ ! K0
s !+ under the D+

s peak. The K0
s !+ has small reflection contributions below (under) the D+

peak from K0
SK+ decays from D+ (D+

s ). All signal and reflection shapes come from a Monte Carlo simulation.

the production and D+
s decay vertices were varied according to

the K0
S decay type. The L/"L cuts varied from 7–11. This mode

also required Iso2 < 2%.
The normalization channel is the Cabibbo favored D+

s !
K0

SK+. The selection criteria for this channel (with the excep-
tion of particle identification) are identical to D+

s ! K0
S!+.

The momentum of the D+
s and the charged hadron in the D+

s

decay must be greater than 45 GeV/c and 12 GeV/c, respec-
tively. To reduce the effect of long-lived decays and reinterac-
tions, the proper decay time must be less than 2.5 ps with an
uncertainty less than 0.12 ps. To help separate charm from com-
binatoric background, a momentum asymmetry cut on the two

body D+
s decay was used: |p(K0

S)"p(h+)

p(K0
S)+p(h+)

| < 0.75.

For the K+ candidate the negative log-likelihood kaon hy-
pothesis, WK = "2 ln(kaon likelihood) must be favored over
the corresponding pion hypothesis W! by W! " WK > 4
while for the signal mode, the !+ candidate must have WK "
W! > "1. The first cut serves to dramatically reduce the po-
tentially large D+ ! K0

S!+ background which peaks at the
D+

s mass when reconstructed as K0
SK+ while the second cut

reduces D+
(s) ! K0

SK+ background which is smaller to be-
gin with and peaks below the D+

s mass when reconstructed as
D+

s ! K0
S!+.

Fitting the D+
s ! K0

S!+ mass plot is complicated by the
presence of the large D+ ! K0

S!+ signal. Since the resolu-
tion of the state is relatively poor (" # 13 MeV/c2) there is
very little space between the D+ and D+

s peaks to estimate the
background. The fit used to obtain the central value has five
contributions. The first contribution is the D+ ! K0

S!+ sig-
nal which is fit with a distribution obtained from smoothing a
Monte Carlo sample of reconstructed D+ ! K0

S!+ events. The

mean and yield are fitted parameters. The second contribution is
the D+

s ! K0
S!+ signal which is also fit with a distribution ob-

tained from smoothing a Monte Carlo sample of reconstructed
D+

s ! K0
S!+ events. In this case, the mean is fixed. The third

and fourth contributions are reflections from D+
s ! K0

SK+

and D+ ! K0
SK+. The reflection shapes are obtained from

Monte Carlo samples of generated D+
(s) ! K0

SK+ events re-
constructed as D+

s ! K0
S!+. The level is found by taking the

same generated events, reconstructing them properly, and de-
termining the yield. This Monte Carlo yield is then compared
to the yield of the data D+

s ! K0
SK+ and D+ ! K0

SK+ and
this factor multiplies the reflection shapes. Finally, the fifth
contribution is a quadratic polynomial to account for generic
combinatorial background.

The K0
SK+ mass plot is also fit with five contributions.

The D+
s ! K0

SK+ and D+ ! K0
SK+ are fit with functions

obtained from smoothing reconstructed Monte Carlo samples.
The masses and yields are fitted in both cases. The reflec-
tion from D+ ! K0

S!+ is also obtained from Monte Carlo
and fixed based on the number of reconstructed D+ ! K0

S!+

events in data. The fourth contribution, a reflection from D+
s !

K0
SK+!0 is allowed in the fit. The shape is obtained from

Monte Carlo simulation but the level is allowed to vary in the
fit since the branching fraction is poorly known and we do not
have a fully reconstructed sample available. As before, the fifth
contribution is generic combinatoric background which is mod-
eled with a quadratic polynomial.

From the K0
S!+ fit shown in Fig. 3 we obtain a D+

s yield of
113±26 events. The K0

SK+ fit presented in Fig. 3 gives a yield
of 777 ± 36 D+

s events and the number of events found for the
D+

s ! K0
SK+!0 reflection is consistent with PDG branching

ratios and our efficiency.
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s !+ under the D+
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s ). All signal and reflection shapes come from a Monte Carlo simulation.
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s ! K0
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s ). All signal and reflection shapes come from a Monte Carlo simulation.
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SK+ and
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uncertainty less than 0.12 ps. To help separate charm from com-
binatoric background, a momentum asymmetry cut on the two

body D+
s decay was used: |p(K0

S)"p(h+)

p(K0
S)+p(h+)

| < 0.75.

For the K+ candidate the negative log-likelihood kaon hy-
pothesis, WK = "2 ln(kaon likelihood) must be favored over
the corresponding pion hypothesis W! by W! " WK > 4
while for the signal mode, the !+ candidate must have WK "
W! > "1. The first cut serves to dramatically reduce the po-
tentially large D+ ! K0

S!+ background which peaks at the
D+

s mass when reconstructed as K0
SK+ while the second cut

reduces D+
(s) ! K0

SK+ background which is smaller to be-
gin with and peaks below the D+

s mass when reconstructed as
D+

s ! K0
S!+.

Fitting the D+
s ! K0

S!+ mass plot is complicated by the
presence of the large D+ ! K0

S!+ signal. Since the resolu-
tion of the state is relatively poor (" # 13 MeV/c2) there is
very little space between the D+ and D+

s peaks to estimate the
background. The fit used to obtain the central value has five
contributions. The first contribution is the D+ ! K0

S!+ sig-
nal which is fit with a distribution obtained from smoothing a
Monte Carlo sample of reconstructed D+ ! K0

S!+ events. The

mean and yield are fitted parameters. The second contribution is
the D+

s ! K0
S!+ signal which is also fit with a distribution ob-

tained from smoothing a Monte Carlo sample of reconstructed
D+

s ! K0
S!+ events. In this case, the mean is fixed. The third

and fourth contributions are reflections from D+
s ! K0

SK+

and D+ ! K0
SK+. The reflection shapes are obtained from

Monte Carlo samples of generated D+
(s) ! K0

SK+ events re-
constructed as D+

s ! K0
S!+. The level is found by taking the

same generated events, reconstructing them properly, and de-
termining the yield. This Monte Carlo yield is then compared
to the yield of the data D+

s ! K0
SK+ and D+ ! K0

SK+ and
this factor multiplies the reflection shapes. Finally, the fifth
contribution is a quadratic polynomial to account for generic
combinatorial background.

The K0
SK+ mass plot is also fit with five contributions.

The D+
s ! K0

SK+ and D+ ! K0
SK+ are fit with functions

obtained from smoothing reconstructed Monte Carlo samples.
The masses and yields are fitted in both cases. The reflec-
tion from D+ ! K0

S!+ is also obtained from Monte Carlo
and fixed based on the number of reconstructed D+ ! K0

S!+

events in data. The fourth contribution, a reflection from D+
s !

K0
SK+!0 is allowed in the fit. The shape is obtained from

Monte Carlo simulation but the level is allowed to vary in the
fit since the branching fraction is poorly known and we do not
have a fully reconstructed sample available. As before, the fifth
contribution is generic combinatoric background which is mod-
eled with a quadratic polynomial.

From the K0
S!+ fit shown in Fig. 3 we obtain a D+

s yield of
113±26 events. The K0

SK+ fit presented in Fig. 3 gives a yield
of 777 ± 36 D+

s events and the number of events found for the
D+

s ! K0
SK+!0 reflection is consistent with PDG branching

ratios and our efficiency.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2007.12.050
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2007.12.050
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Dº→Vη
Predictions

• For Dº→VP, use same topological approach as for 
Dº→PP. Ignore Zweig-suppressed “singlet” topology 
(which was needed for D+(s)→Pη). 

• Predict SCS B.R. based on CF rates. 

• Global fit to topological amplitudes gives two solutions.
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Mode
 Theory B.F. /10–3

 B. Bhattacharya, J. L. Rosner, arXiv:0812.3167v1 
[hep-ph] (2008)

Sol A Sol B
Dº→φη 0.93 ± 0.09 1.4 ± 0.1
Dº→ωη 1.4 ± 0.09 1.27 ± 0.09

Dº→K*º η 0.038 ± 0.004 0.037 ± 0.004
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Dº→Vη 
Status until March
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Mode  Theory B.F. /10–3

 B. Bhattacharya, J. L. Rosner, arXiv:0812.3167v1 [hep-ph] (2008)

Experiment until 
recently

Sol A Sol B

Dº→φη 0.93 ± 0.09 1.4 ± 0.1 0.14 ± 0.04 (BELLE) [1]

Dº→ωη 1.4 ± 0.09 1.27 ± 0.09

Dº→K*º η 0.038 ± 0.004 0.037 ± 0.004

[1] Phys.Rev.Lett.92:101803,2004 [2] Caitlin Malone on behalf of the BaBar Collaboration at APS April Meeting 2009
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Dº→Vη
• BaBar analysed 467 fb-1 data (on and off resonance) 

• About 1 billion D mesons in sample

• Preliminary result shown in April 2009 APS Meeting*:
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N = 513 ± 26
*) Caitlin Malone on behalf of the BaBar Collaboration at APS April Meeting 2009

N=117 ± 37N = 4450 ± 103
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Dº→Vη
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Mode
 Theory B.F. /10–3

 B. Bhattacharya, J. L. Rosner, arXiv:
0812.3167v1 [hep-ph] (2008)

Experiment 
until 

recently

BaBar Results (preliminary)
April 08 [2]

Sol A Sol B BF yield

Dº→φη 0.93 ± 0.09 1.4 ± 0.1 0.14 ± 0.04 [1] 0.21 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 513 ± 26

Dº→ωη 1.4 ± 0.09 1.27 ± 0.09 2.21 ± 0.08 ± 0.22 4450 ± 103

Dº→K*º η 0.038 ± 0.004 0.037 ± 0.004 0.048 ± 0.010 ± 0.004 117 ± 37

[2] Caitlin Malone on behalf of the BaBar Collaboration at APS April Meeting 2009[1] BELLE: Phys.Rev.Lett.92:101803,2004
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Radiative Charm Decays
• In contrast to radiative B decays, radiative charm 

decays are dominated by long-distance contribution

• Rich laboratory for QCD
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the BABAR detector at the PEP-II e+e! asymmetric-energy collider operating at center-of-mass
energies 10.58 and 10.54 GeV. We measure the branching fractions relative to the well-studied
decay D0

! K!!+ and find B(D0
! K̄"0")/B(D0

! K!!+) = (8.43 ± 0.51 ± 0.70) " 10!3 and
B(D0

! #")/B(D0
! K!!+) = (7.15 ± 0.78 ± 0.69) " 10!4, where the first error is statistical and

the second is systematic. This is the first measurement of B(D0
! K̄"0").

PACS numbers: 13.25.Ft, 12.38.Qk, 12.40Vv, 11.30.Hv, 13.20.Fc

In the b-quark sector, radiative decay processes have
provided a rich field in which to study the Standard
Model of particle physics. Decays such as B ! !"
have yielded measurements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrix element |Vtd| [1, 2]. These decays are
dominated by short-range electroweak processes, whereas
long-range contributions are suppressed. The situation is
reversed in the charm sector, where radiative decays are
expected to be dominated largely by non-perturbative
processes, examples of which are shown schematically in
Fig. 1. Long-range contributions to radiative charm de-

u

u
D0

c

W +

!
(a)

s

s

D0 K̄P

(c)

D0 K̄D

(d)

*0 0

c

u

(b)
W + d

u

K *0
s
¯

" "

" "

*0 *

¯

¯

D0

¯

¯

FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams for the long-range electromagnetic
contributions to D0

! V ", V = K̄"0, #. Figures (a) and (b)
show sample vector dominance processes, while (c) and (d)
are examples of pole diagrams, where the circles signify the
weak transition and P represents a pseudoscalar meson.

cays are expected to increase the branching fractions for
these modes to values of the order of 10!5, whereas short-
range interactions are predicted to yield rates at the 10!8

level. Given the expected dominance of long-range pro-
cesses, radiative charm decays provide a laboratory in
which to test these QCD-based calculations.

Numerous theoretical models have been developed to
describe these radiative charm decays [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
The two most comprehensive studies [5, 9] predict very
similar amplitudes for the dominant diagrams shown in
Fig. 1. The first paper bases predictions on Vector Me-
son Dominance (VMD) calculations, while the second
paper uses Heavy-Quark E!ective Theory in conjunc-
tion with Chiral-Lagrangians. Though each approach
arrives at similar estimates for the magnitudes of the
individual decay amplitudes, Ref. [5] predicts that the
pole diagrams, shown in Figs. 1 (c) and (d), interfere
destructively and cancel nearly completely. Ref. [9]
makes no such predictions. Precise measurements of
B(D0 ! V ", V = K̄"0, #) may provide insight into the

Mode Experimental Theoretical[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
B.F. ("10!5) B.F. ("10!5)

D0
! #" (2.43+0.66

!0.57(stat.)+0.12
!0.14(sys.) [10] 0.1 # 3.4

D0
! K̄"0" < 76 (90% C.L.) [11] 7# 80

D0
! $0" < 24 (90% C.L.) [11] 0.1 # 6.3

D0
! %" < 24 (90% C.L.) [11] 0.1 # 0.9

TABLE I: The current experimental status and theoretical
predictions for the branching fractions (B.F.) of radiative
charm decays with vector mesons.

amount of interference between pole diagrams.
The first observation of a radiative, but color-

suppressed, D0 decay process was made by the Belle
collaboration with a measurement of B(D0 ! #") =
(2.43+0.66

!0.57(stat.)+0.12
!0.14(sys.)) " 10!5 [10]. CLEO II con-

ducted searches for other radiative decays and established
the current upper limit of B(D0 ! K̄"0") < 7.6 " 10!4

at 90% confidence level (C.L.), as well as upper limits on
B(D0 ! !0") and B(D0 ! $") [11]. Table I summarizes
theoretical predictions and current experimental results.

In this paper we present the first observation of the
Cabibbo-favored radiative decay D0 ! K̄"0", as well as
an improved branching fraction measurement of the pre-
viously observed decay D0 ! #". The analysis is based
on 387.1 fb!1 of data recorded by the BABAR detector at
the PEP-II e+e! asymmetric-energy collider operating
at center-of-mass (CM) energies of

#
s = 10.58 GeV and

10.54 GeV, and uses approximately 5 " 108 e+e! ! cc
events.

The BABAR detector is described in detail else-
where [12]. Charged particle momenta are measured with
a 5-layer double-sided silicon vertex tracker and a 40-
layer drift chamber. Charged hadron identification is pro-
vided by measurements of the specific ionization energy
loss, dE/dx, in the tracking system and of the Cherenkov
angle obtained from a ring-imaging Cherenkov detec-
tor. An electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of 6580
CsI(Tl) crystals measures shower energy and position for
electrons and photons. These detector elements are lo-
cated inside, and coaxial with, the cryostat of a supercon-
ducting solenoidal magnet, which provides a 1.5 T mag-
netic field. The instrumented flux return of the magnet
allows discrimination between muons and pions.

A detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of the BABAR

detector based on GEANT 4 [13] is used to validate the
analysis and determine the reconstruction e"ciencies.

diagrams from BaBar, Phys. Rev. D 78, 071101 (2008)
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Radiative Charm Decays
• Status until recently:
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the BABAR detector at the PEP-II e+e! asymmetric-energy collider operating at center-of-mass
energies 10.58 and 10.54 GeV. We measure the branching fractions relative to the well-studied
decay D0

! K!!+ and find B(D0
! K̄"0")/B(D0

! K!!+) = (8.43 ± 0.51 ± 0.70) " 10!3 and
B(D0

! #")/B(D0
! K!!+) = (7.15 ± 0.78 ± 0.69) " 10!4, where the first error is statistical and

the second is systematic. This is the first measurement of B(D0
! K̄"0").

PACS numbers: 13.25.Ft, 12.38.Qk, 12.40Vv, 11.30.Hv, 13.20.Fc

In the b-quark sector, radiative decay processes have
provided a rich field in which to study the Standard
Model of particle physics. Decays such as B ! !"
have yielded measurements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrix element |Vtd| [1, 2]. These decays are
dominated by short-range electroweak processes, whereas
long-range contributions are suppressed. The situation is
reversed in the charm sector, where radiative decays are
expected to be dominated largely by non-perturbative
processes, examples of which are shown schematically in
Fig. 1. Long-range contributions to radiative charm de-
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FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams for the long-range electromagnetic
contributions to D0

! V ", V = K̄"0, #. Figures (a) and (b)
show sample vector dominance processes, while (c) and (d)
are examples of pole diagrams, where the circles signify the
weak transition and P represents a pseudoscalar meson.

cays are expected to increase the branching fractions for
these modes to values of the order of 10!5, whereas short-
range interactions are predicted to yield rates at the 10!8

level. Given the expected dominance of long-range pro-
cesses, radiative charm decays provide a laboratory in
which to test these QCD-based calculations.

Numerous theoretical models have been developed to
describe these radiative charm decays [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
The two most comprehensive studies [5, 9] predict very
similar amplitudes for the dominant diagrams shown in
Fig. 1. The first paper bases predictions on Vector Me-
son Dominance (VMD) calculations, while the second
paper uses Heavy-Quark E!ective Theory in conjunc-
tion with Chiral-Lagrangians. Though each approach
arrives at similar estimates for the magnitudes of the
individual decay amplitudes, Ref. [5] predicts that the
pole diagrams, shown in Figs. 1 (c) and (d), interfere
destructively and cancel nearly completely. Ref. [9]
makes no such predictions. Precise measurements of
B(D0 ! V ", V = K̄"0, #) may provide insight into the

Mode Experimental Theoretical[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
B.F. ("10!5) B.F. ("10!5)

D0
! #" (2.43+0.66

!0.57(stat.)+0.12
!0.14(sys.) [10] 0.1 # 3.4

D0
! K̄"0" < 76 (90% C.L.) [11] 7# 80

D0
! $0" < 24 (90% C.L.) [11] 0.1 # 6.3

D0
! %" < 24 (90% C.L.) [11] 0.1 # 0.9

TABLE I: The current experimental status and theoretical
predictions for the branching fractions (B.F.) of radiative
charm decays with vector mesons.

amount of interference between pole diagrams.
The first observation of a radiative, but color-

suppressed, D0 decay process was made by the Belle
collaboration with a measurement of B(D0 ! #") =
(2.43+0.66

!0.57(stat.)+0.12
!0.14(sys.)) " 10!5 [10]. CLEO II con-

ducted searches for other radiative decays and established
the current upper limit of B(D0 ! K̄"0") < 7.6 " 10!4

at 90% confidence level (C.L.), as well as upper limits on
B(D0 ! !0") and B(D0 ! $") [11]. Table I summarizes
theoretical predictions and current experimental results.

In this paper we present the first observation of the
Cabibbo-favored radiative decay D0 ! K̄"0", as well as
an improved branching fraction measurement of the pre-
viously observed decay D0 ! #". The analysis is based
on 387.1 fb!1 of data recorded by the BABAR detector at
the PEP-II e+e! asymmetric-energy collider operating
at center-of-mass (CM) energies of

#
s = 10.58 GeV and

10.54 GeV, and uses approximately 5 " 108 e+e! ! cc
events.

The BABAR detector is described in detail else-
where [12]. Charged particle momenta are measured with
a 5-layer double-sided silicon vertex tracker and a 40-
layer drift chamber. Charged hadron identification is pro-
vided by measurements of the specific ionization energy
loss, dE/dx, in the tracking system and of the Cherenkov
angle obtained from a ring-imaging Cherenkov detec-
tor. An electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of 6580
CsI(Tl) crystals measures shower energy and position for
electrons and photons. These detector elements are lo-
cated inside, and coaxial with, the cryostat of a supercon-
ducting solenoidal magnet, which provides a 1.5 T mag-
netic field. The instrumented flux return of the magnet
allows discrimination between muons and pions.

A detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of the BABAR

detector based on GEANT 4 [13] is used to validate the
analysis and determine the reconstruction e"ciencies.

This table: BaBar, Phys. Rev. D 78, 071101 (2008)

[3] B. Bajc, S. Fajfer, and R. J. Oakes, Phys. Rev. D51,  2230 (1995).
[4] B. Bajc, S. Fajfer, and R. J. Oakes, Phys. Rev. D54, 5883 (1996). 
[5] G. Burdman, E. Golowich, J. L. Hewett, and S. Pakvasa, Phys. Rev. D52, 6383 (1995). 
[6] H.-Y. Cheng et al., Phys. Rev. D51, 1199 (1995). 
[7] S. Fajfer, A. Prapotnik, S. Prelovsek, P. Singer, and J. Zupan, Nucl. Phys. Proc. Suppl. 115, 93 (2003). 
[8] S. Fajfer and P. Singer, Phys. Rev. D56, 4302 (1997). 
[9] S. Fajfer, S. Prelovsek, and P. Singer, Eur. Phys. J. C6, 471 (1999). 

[10] K. Abe et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 92, 101803 (2004), the published result has been rescaled using 07 PDG [15].
[11] D. M. Asner et al., Phys. Rev. D58, 092001 (1998)
[15] W.-M. Yao et al. (Particle Data Group), J. Phys. G33, 1 (2006), and 2007 partial update for the 2008 edition
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(a) The !" invariant mass distribution.
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FIG. 2: Invariant mass and cos!H distributions for data
(points) and simulated events (histograms). The curves show
the fit results and the individual signal and background con-
tributions. BG refers to the combinatoric background.

N(D0 ! K̄!0!).
We quantify the di!erence in particle identifica-

Systematic "(D0
! #$) (%) "(D0

! K̄!0$) (%)
Tracking, vertexing 1.2 1.0
Particle ID 2.9 1.1
$ reconstruction 1.8 1.8
%0 veto 1.8 1.8
PDF parameter 5.9 4.4
Correcting PD0"V ! 3.0 4.3
and PD0"V "0

Ref. mode e!ciency 1.5 1.5
Selection criteria 5.4 4.5
Total systematic e"ect 9.6 8.3

TABLE II: Summary of all systematic errors for each D0 de-
cay mode. The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by
adding the individual systematic estimates in quadrature.

tion (PID) e"ciency between data and simulation by
means of a high-purity control sample of D!+ ! D0"+,
D0 ! K""+ events, which we divide into intervals of po-
lar angle and momentum. The change in yield when PID
selection criteria are applied is computed separately for
data and for simulated events and the di!erence is taken
as a correction factor for that interval. We then weight
the correction factors according to the expected momen-
tum and polar-angle distributions of the D0 ! K̄!0! sig-
nal. While a portion of the PID systematic uncertainty
for our signal modes is canceled when measuring the
branching fractions in ratio to D0 ! K""+, the residual
uncertainty is found to be 2.88% for D0 ! #! and 1.10%
for D0 ! K̄!0!. By measuring B(D0 ! K̄!0!) and
B(D0 ! #!) with respect to D0 ! K""+, first-order
e!ects from charged particle tracking also cancel, leaving
only a second order systematic uncertainty of 1.00% for
D0 ! K̄!0! events and 1.20% for D0 ! #!. We sum-
marize all systematic uncertainties in Table II.

In this paper, we report our observation of the
Cabibbo-favored, but color-suppressed, radiative decay
D0 ! K̄!0!. We also present confirmation of the pre-
vious measurement of the Cabibbo-suppressed radiative
decay B(D0 ! #!), but with reduced statistical uncer-
tainities. The measured branching ratios are

B(D0 ! #!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (7.15 ± 0.78 ± 0.69)" 10"4

B(D0 ! K̄!0!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (8.43 ± 0.51 ± 0.70)" 10"3

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the sec-
ond is systematic. Using the current world average
of B(D0 ! K""+) = (3.82 ± 0.07)% [15] we obtain the
following absolute branching fractions:

B(D0 ! #!) = (2.73 ± 0.30 ± 0.26)" 10"5

B(D0 ! K̄!0!) = (3.22 ± 0.20 ± 0.27)" 10"4.
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FIG. 2: Invariant mass and cos!H distributions for data
(points) and simulated events (histograms). The curves show
the fit results and the individual signal and background con-
tributions. BG refers to the combinatoric background.

N(D0 ! K̄!0!).
We quantify the di!erence in particle identifica-

Systematic "(D0
! #$) (%) "(D0

! K̄!0$) (%)
Tracking, vertexing 1.2 1.0
Particle ID 2.9 1.1
$ reconstruction 1.8 1.8
%0 veto 1.8 1.8
PDF parameter 5.9 4.4
Correcting PD0"V ! 3.0 4.3
and PD0"V "0

Ref. mode e!ciency 1.5 1.5
Selection criteria 5.4 4.5
Total systematic e"ect 9.6 8.3

TABLE II: Summary of all systematic errors for each D0 de-
cay mode. The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by
adding the individual systematic estimates in quadrature.

tion (PID) e"ciency between data and simulation by
means of a high-purity control sample of D!+ ! D0"+,
D0 ! K""+ events, which we divide into intervals of po-
lar angle and momentum. The change in yield when PID
selection criteria are applied is computed separately for
data and for simulated events and the di!erence is taken
as a correction factor for that interval. We then weight
the correction factors according to the expected momen-
tum and polar-angle distributions of the D0 ! K̄!0! sig-
nal. While a portion of the PID systematic uncertainty
for our signal modes is canceled when measuring the
branching fractions in ratio to D0 ! K""+, the residual
uncertainty is found to be 2.88% for D0 ! #! and 1.10%
for D0 ! K̄!0!. By measuring B(D0 ! K̄!0!) and
B(D0 ! #!) with respect to D0 ! K""+, first-order
e!ects from charged particle tracking also cancel, leaving
only a second order systematic uncertainty of 1.00% for
D0 ! K̄!0! events and 1.20% for D0 ! #!. We sum-
marize all systematic uncertainties in Table II.

In this paper, we report our observation of the
Cabibbo-favored, but color-suppressed, radiative decay
D0 ! K̄!0!. We also present confirmation of the pre-
vious measurement of the Cabibbo-suppressed radiative
decay B(D0 ! #!), but with reduced statistical uncer-
tainities. The measured branching ratios are

B(D0 ! #!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (7.15 ± 0.78 ± 0.69)" 10"4

B(D0 ! K̄!0!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (8.43 ± 0.51 ± 0.70)" 10"3

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the sec-
ond is systematic. Using the current world average
of B(D0 ! K""+) = (3.82 ± 0.07)% [15] we obtain the
following absolute branching fractions:

B(D0 ! #!) = (2.73 ± 0.30 ± 0.26)" 10"5

B(D0 ! K̄!0!) = (3.22 ± 0.20 ± 0.27)" 10"4.
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FIG. 2: Invariant mass and cos!H distributions for data
(points) and simulated events (histograms). The curves show
the fit results and the individual signal and background con-
tributions. BG refers to the combinatoric background.
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and PD0"V "0

Ref. mode e!ciency 1.5 1.5
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TABLE II: Summary of all systematic errors for each D0 de-
cay mode. The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by
adding the individual systematic estimates in quadrature.
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means of a high-purity control sample of D!+ ! D0"+,
D0 ! K""+ events, which we divide into intervals of po-
lar angle and momentum. The change in yield when PID
selection criteria are applied is computed separately for
data and for simulated events and the di!erence is taken
as a correction factor for that interval. We then weight
the correction factors according to the expected momen-
tum and polar-angle distributions of the D0 ! K̄!0! sig-
nal. While a portion of the PID systematic uncertainty
for our signal modes is canceled when measuring the
branching fractions in ratio to D0 ! K""+, the residual
uncertainty is found to be 2.88% for D0 ! #! and 1.10%
for D0 ! K̄!0!. By measuring B(D0 ! K̄!0!) and
B(D0 ! #!) with respect to D0 ! K""+, first-order
e!ects from charged particle tracking also cancel, leaving
only a second order systematic uncertainty of 1.00% for
D0 ! K̄!0! events and 1.20% for D0 ! #!. We sum-
marize all systematic uncertainties in Table II.

In this paper, we report our observation of the
Cabibbo-favored, but color-suppressed, radiative decay
D0 ! K̄!0!. We also present confirmation of the pre-
vious measurement of the Cabibbo-suppressed radiative
decay B(D0 ! #!), but with reduced statistical uncer-
tainities. The measured branching ratios are

B(D0 ! #!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (7.15 ± 0.78 ± 0.69)" 10"4

B(D0 ! K̄!0!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (8.43 ± 0.51 ± 0.70)" 10"3

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the sec-
ond is systematic. Using the current world average
of B(D0 ! K""+) = (3.82 ± 0.07)% [15] we obtain the
following absolute branching fractions:

B(D0 ! #!) = (2.73 ± 0.30 ± 0.26)" 10"5

B(D0 ! K̄!0!) = (3.22 ± 0.20 ± 0.27)" 10"4.
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FIG. 2: Invariant mass and cos!H distributions for data
(points) and simulated events (histograms). The curves show
the fit results and the individual signal and background con-
tributions. BG refers to the combinatoric background.
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Tracking, vertexing 1.2 1.0
Particle ID 2.9 1.1
$ reconstruction 1.8 1.8
%0 veto 1.8 1.8
PDF parameter 5.9 4.4
Correcting PD0"V ! 3.0 4.3
and PD0"V "0

Ref. mode e!ciency 1.5 1.5
Selection criteria 5.4 4.5
Total systematic e"ect 9.6 8.3

TABLE II: Summary of all systematic errors for each D0 de-
cay mode. The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by
adding the individual systematic estimates in quadrature.

tion (PID) e"ciency between data and simulation by
means of a high-purity control sample of D!+ ! D0"+,
D0 ! K""+ events, which we divide into intervals of po-
lar angle and momentum. The change in yield when PID
selection criteria are applied is computed separately for
data and for simulated events and the di!erence is taken
as a correction factor for that interval. We then weight
the correction factors according to the expected momen-
tum and polar-angle distributions of the D0 ! K̄!0! sig-
nal. While a portion of the PID systematic uncertainty
for our signal modes is canceled when measuring the
branching fractions in ratio to D0 ! K""+, the residual
uncertainty is found to be 2.88% for D0 ! #! and 1.10%
for D0 ! K̄!0!. By measuring B(D0 ! K̄!0!) and
B(D0 ! #!) with respect to D0 ! K""+, first-order
e!ects from charged particle tracking also cancel, leaving
only a second order systematic uncertainty of 1.00% for
D0 ! K̄!0! events and 1.20% for D0 ! #!. We sum-
marize all systematic uncertainties in Table II.

In this paper, we report our observation of the
Cabibbo-favored, but color-suppressed, radiative decay
D0 ! K̄!0!. We also present confirmation of the pre-
vious measurement of the Cabibbo-suppressed radiative
decay B(D0 ! #!), but with reduced statistical uncer-
tainities. The measured branching ratios are

B(D0 ! #!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (7.15 ± 0.78 ± 0.69)" 10"4

B(D0 ! K̄!0!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (8.43 ± 0.51 ± 0.70)" 10"3

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the sec-
ond is systematic. Using the current world average
of B(D0 ! K""+) = (3.82 ± 0.07)% [15] we obtain the
following absolute branching fractions:

B(D0 ! #!) = (2.73 ± 0.30 ± 0.26)" 10"5

B(D0 ! K̄!0!) = (3.22 ± 0.20 ± 0.27)" 10"4.
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FIG. 2: Invariant mass and cos!H distributions for data
(points) and simulated events (histograms). The curves show
the fit results and the individual signal and background con-
tributions. BG refers to the combinatoric background.
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We quantify the di!erence in particle identifica-

Systematic "(D0
! #$) (%) "(D0

! K̄!0$) (%)
Tracking, vertexing 1.2 1.0
Particle ID 2.9 1.1
$ reconstruction 1.8 1.8
%0 veto 1.8 1.8
PDF parameter 5.9 4.4
Correcting PD0"V ! 3.0 4.3
and PD0"V "0

Ref. mode e!ciency 1.5 1.5
Selection criteria 5.4 4.5
Total systematic e"ect 9.6 8.3

TABLE II: Summary of all systematic errors for each D0 de-
cay mode. The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by
adding the individual systematic estimates in quadrature.

tion (PID) e"ciency between data and simulation by
means of a high-purity control sample of D!+ ! D0"+,
D0 ! K""+ events, which we divide into intervals of po-
lar angle and momentum. The change in yield when PID
selection criteria are applied is computed separately for
data and for simulated events and the di!erence is taken
as a correction factor for that interval. We then weight
the correction factors according to the expected momen-
tum and polar-angle distributions of the D0 ! K̄!0! sig-
nal. While a portion of the PID systematic uncertainty
for our signal modes is canceled when measuring the
branching fractions in ratio to D0 ! K""+, the residual
uncertainty is found to be 2.88% for D0 ! #! and 1.10%
for D0 ! K̄!0!. By measuring B(D0 ! K̄!0!) and
B(D0 ! #!) with respect to D0 ! K""+, first-order
e!ects from charged particle tracking also cancel, leaving
only a second order systematic uncertainty of 1.00% for
D0 ! K̄!0! events and 1.20% for D0 ! #!. We sum-
marize all systematic uncertainties in Table II.

In this paper, we report our observation of the
Cabibbo-favored, but color-suppressed, radiative decay
D0 ! K̄!0!. We also present confirmation of the pre-
vious measurement of the Cabibbo-suppressed radiative
decay B(D0 ! #!), but with reduced statistical uncer-
tainities. The measured branching ratios are

B(D0 ! #!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (7.15 ± 0.78 ± 0.69)" 10"4

B(D0 ! K̄!0!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (8.43 ± 0.51 ± 0.70)" 10"3

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the sec-
ond is systematic. Using the current world average
of B(D0 ! K""+) = (3.82 ± 0.07)% [15] we obtain the
following absolute branching fractions:

B(D0 ! #!) = (2.73 ± 0.30 ± 0.26)" 10"5

B(D0 ! K̄!0!) = (3.22 ± 0.20 ± 0.27)" 10"4.
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FIG. 2: Invariant mass and cos!H distributions for data
(points) and simulated events (histograms). The curves show
the fit results and the individual signal and background con-
tributions. BG refers to the combinatoric background.

N(D0 ! K̄!0!).
We quantify the di!erence in particle identifica-

Systematic "(D0
! #$) (%) "(D0

! K̄!0$) (%)
Tracking, vertexing 1.2 1.0
Particle ID 2.9 1.1
$ reconstruction 1.8 1.8
%0 veto 1.8 1.8
PDF parameter 5.9 4.4
Correcting PD0"V ! 3.0 4.3
and PD0"V "0

Ref. mode e!ciency 1.5 1.5
Selection criteria 5.4 4.5
Total systematic e"ect 9.6 8.3

TABLE II: Summary of all systematic errors for each D0 de-
cay mode. The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by
adding the individual systematic estimates in quadrature.

tion (PID) e"ciency between data and simulation by
means of a high-purity control sample of D!+ ! D0"+,
D0 ! K""+ events, which we divide into intervals of po-
lar angle and momentum. The change in yield when PID
selection criteria are applied is computed separately for
data and for simulated events and the di!erence is taken
as a correction factor for that interval. We then weight
the correction factors according to the expected momen-
tum and polar-angle distributions of the D0 ! K̄!0! sig-
nal. While a portion of the PID systematic uncertainty
for our signal modes is canceled when measuring the
branching fractions in ratio to D0 ! K""+, the residual
uncertainty is found to be 2.88% for D0 ! #! and 1.10%
for D0 ! K̄!0!. By measuring B(D0 ! K̄!0!) and
B(D0 ! #!) with respect to D0 ! K""+, first-order
e!ects from charged particle tracking also cancel, leaving
only a second order systematic uncertainty of 1.00% for
D0 ! K̄!0! events and 1.20% for D0 ! #!. We sum-
marize all systematic uncertainties in Table II.

In this paper, we report our observation of the
Cabibbo-favored, but color-suppressed, radiative decay
D0 ! K̄!0!. We also present confirmation of the pre-
vious measurement of the Cabibbo-suppressed radiative
decay B(D0 ! #!), but with reduced statistical uncer-
tainities. The measured branching ratios are

B(D0 ! #!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (7.15 ± 0.78 ± 0.69)" 10"4

B(D0 ! K̄!0!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (8.43 ± 0.51 ± 0.70)" 10"3

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the sec-
ond is systematic. Using the current world average
of B(D0 ! K""+) = (3.82 ± 0.07)% [15] we obtain the
following absolute branching fractions:

B(D0 ! #!) = (2.73 ± 0.30 ± 0.26)" 10"5

B(D0 ! K̄!0!) = (3.22 ± 0.20 ± 0.27)" 10"4.
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FIG. 2: Invariant mass and cos!H distributions for data
(points) and simulated events (histograms). The curves show
the fit results and the individual signal and background con-
tributions. BG refers to the combinatoric background.

N(D0 ! K̄!0!).
We quantify the di!erence in particle identifica-

Systematic "(D0
! #$) (%) "(D0

! K̄!0$) (%)
Tracking, vertexing 1.2 1.0
Particle ID 2.9 1.1
$ reconstruction 1.8 1.8
%0 veto 1.8 1.8
PDF parameter 5.9 4.4
Correcting PD0"V ! 3.0 4.3
and PD0"V "0

Ref. mode e!ciency 1.5 1.5
Selection criteria 5.4 4.5
Total systematic e"ect 9.6 8.3

TABLE II: Summary of all systematic errors for each D0 de-
cay mode. The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by
adding the individual systematic estimates in quadrature.

tion (PID) e"ciency between data and simulation by
means of a high-purity control sample of D!+ ! D0"+,
D0 ! K""+ events, which we divide into intervals of po-
lar angle and momentum. The change in yield when PID
selection criteria are applied is computed separately for
data and for simulated events and the di!erence is taken
as a correction factor for that interval. We then weight
the correction factors according to the expected momen-
tum and polar-angle distributions of the D0 ! K̄!0! sig-
nal. While a portion of the PID systematic uncertainty
for our signal modes is canceled when measuring the
branching fractions in ratio to D0 ! K""+, the residual
uncertainty is found to be 2.88% for D0 ! #! and 1.10%
for D0 ! K̄!0!. By measuring B(D0 ! K̄!0!) and
B(D0 ! #!) with respect to D0 ! K""+, first-order
e!ects from charged particle tracking also cancel, leaving
only a second order systematic uncertainty of 1.00% for
D0 ! K̄!0! events and 1.20% for D0 ! #!. We sum-
marize all systematic uncertainties in Table II.

In this paper, we report our observation of the
Cabibbo-favored, but color-suppressed, radiative decay
D0 ! K̄!0!. We also present confirmation of the pre-
vious measurement of the Cabibbo-suppressed radiative
decay B(D0 ! #!), but with reduced statistical uncer-
tainities. The measured branching ratios are

B(D0 ! #!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (7.15 ± 0.78 ± 0.69)" 10"4

B(D0 ! K̄!0!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (8.43 ± 0.51 ± 0.70)" 10"3

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the sec-
ond is systematic. Using the current world average
of B(D0 ! K""+) = (3.82 ± 0.07)% [15] we obtain the
following absolute branching fractions:

B(D0 ! #!) = (2.73 ± 0.30 ± 0.26)" 10"5

B(D0 ! K̄!0!) = (3.22 ± 0.20 ± 0.27)" 10"4.
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FIG. 2: Invariant mass and cos!H distributions for data
(points) and simulated events (histograms). The curves show
the fit results and the individual signal and background con-
tributions. BG refers to the combinatoric background.
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We quantify the di!erence in particle identifica-

Systematic "(D0
! #$) (%) "(D0

! K̄!0$) (%)
Tracking, vertexing 1.2 1.0
Particle ID 2.9 1.1
$ reconstruction 1.8 1.8
%0 veto 1.8 1.8
PDF parameter 5.9 4.4
Correcting PD0"V ! 3.0 4.3
and PD0"V "0

Ref. mode e!ciency 1.5 1.5
Selection criteria 5.4 4.5
Total systematic e"ect 9.6 8.3

TABLE II: Summary of all systematic errors for each D0 de-
cay mode. The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by
adding the individual systematic estimates in quadrature.

tion (PID) e"ciency between data and simulation by
means of a high-purity control sample of D!+ ! D0"+,
D0 ! K""+ events, which we divide into intervals of po-
lar angle and momentum. The change in yield when PID
selection criteria are applied is computed separately for
data and for simulated events and the di!erence is taken
as a correction factor for that interval. We then weight
the correction factors according to the expected momen-
tum and polar-angle distributions of the D0 ! K̄!0! sig-
nal. While a portion of the PID systematic uncertainty
for our signal modes is canceled when measuring the
branching fractions in ratio to D0 ! K""+, the residual
uncertainty is found to be 2.88% for D0 ! #! and 1.10%
for D0 ! K̄!0!. By measuring B(D0 ! K̄!0!) and
B(D0 ! #!) with respect to D0 ! K""+, first-order
e!ects from charged particle tracking also cancel, leaving
only a second order systematic uncertainty of 1.00% for
D0 ! K̄!0! events and 1.20% for D0 ! #!. We sum-
marize all systematic uncertainties in Table II.

In this paper, we report our observation of the
Cabibbo-favored, but color-suppressed, radiative decay
D0 ! K̄!0!. We also present confirmation of the pre-
vious measurement of the Cabibbo-suppressed radiative
decay B(D0 ! #!), but with reduced statistical uncer-
tainities. The measured branching ratios are

B(D0 ! #!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (7.15 ± 0.78 ± 0.69)" 10"4

B(D0 ! K̄!0!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (8.43 ± 0.51 ± 0.70)" 10"3

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the sec-
ond is systematic. Using the current world average
of B(D0 ! K""+) = (3.82 ± 0.07)% [15] we obtain the
following absolute branching fractions:

B(D0 ! #!) = (2.73 ± 0.30 ± 0.26)" 10"5

B(D0 ! K̄!0!) = (3.22 ± 0.20 ± 0.27)" 10"4.
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FIG. 2: Invariant mass and cos!H distributions for data
(points) and simulated events (histograms). The curves show
the fit results and the individual signal and background con-
tributions. BG refers to the combinatoric background.
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Systematic "(D0
! #$) (%) "(D0

! K̄!0$) (%)
Tracking, vertexing 1.2 1.0
Particle ID 2.9 1.1
$ reconstruction 1.8 1.8
%0 veto 1.8 1.8
PDF parameter 5.9 4.4
Correcting PD0"V ! 3.0 4.3
and PD0"V "0

Ref. mode e!ciency 1.5 1.5
Selection criteria 5.4 4.5
Total systematic e"ect 9.6 8.3

TABLE II: Summary of all systematic errors for each D0 de-
cay mode. The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by
adding the individual systematic estimates in quadrature.

tion (PID) e"ciency between data and simulation by
means of a high-purity control sample of D!+ ! D0"+,
D0 ! K""+ events, which we divide into intervals of po-
lar angle and momentum. The change in yield when PID
selection criteria are applied is computed separately for
data and for simulated events and the di!erence is taken
as a correction factor for that interval. We then weight
the correction factors according to the expected momen-
tum and polar-angle distributions of the D0 ! K̄!0! sig-
nal. While a portion of the PID systematic uncertainty
for our signal modes is canceled when measuring the
branching fractions in ratio to D0 ! K""+, the residual
uncertainty is found to be 2.88% for D0 ! #! and 1.10%
for D0 ! K̄!0!. By measuring B(D0 ! K̄!0!) and
B(D0 ! #!) with respect to D0 ! K""+, first-order
e!ects from charged particle tracking also cancel, leaving
only a second order systematic uncertainty of 1.00% for
D0 ! K̄!0! events and 1.20% for D0 ! #!. We sum-
marize all systematic uncertainties in Table II.

In this paper, we report our observation of the
Cabibbo-favored, but color-suppressed, radiative decay
D0 ! K̄!0!. We also present confirmation of the pre-
vious measurement of the Cabibbo-suppressed radiative
decay B(D0 ! #!), but with reduced statistical uncer-
tainities. The measured branching ratios are

B(D0 ! #!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (7.15 ± 0.78 ± 0.69)" 10"4

B(D0 ! K̄!0!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (8.43 ± 0.51 ± 0.70)" 10"3

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the sec-
ond is systematic. Using the current world average
of B(D0 ! K""+) = (3.82 ± 0.07)% [15] we obtain the
following absolute branching fractions:

B(D0 ! #!) = (2.73 ± 0.30 ± 0.26)" 10"5

B(D0 ! K̄!0!) = (3.22 ± 0.20 ± 0.27)" 10"4.
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FIG. 2: Invariant mass and cos!H distributions for data
(points) and simulated events (histograms). The curves show
the fit results and the individual signal and background con-
tributions. BG refers to the combinatoric background.

N(D0 ! K̄!0!).
We quantify the di!erence in particle identifica-

Systematic "(D0
! #$) (%) "(D0

! K̄!0$) (%)
Tracking, vertexing 1.2 1.0
Particle ID 2.9 1.1
$ reconstruction 1.8 1.8
%0 veto 1.8 1.8
PDF parameter 5.9 4.4
Correcting PD0"V ! 3.0 4.3
and PD0"V "0

Ref. mode e!ciency 1.5 1.5
Selection criteria 5.4 4.5
Total systematic e"ect 9.6 8.3

TABLE II: Summary of all systematic errors for each D0 de-
cay mode. The total systematic uncertainty is obtained by
adding the individual systematic estimates in quadrature.

tion (PID) e"ciency between data and simulation by
means of a high-purity control sample of D!+ ! D0"+,
D0 ! K""+ events, which we divide into intervals of po-
lar angle and momentum. The change in yield when PID
selection criteria are applied is computed separately for
data and for simulated events and the di!erence is taken
as a correction factor for that interval. We then weight
the correction factors according to the expected momen-
tum and polar-angle distributions of the D0 ! K̄!0! sig-
nal. While a portion of the PID systematic uncertainty
for our signal modes is canceled when measuring the
branching fractions in ratio to D0 ! K""+, the residual
uncertainty is found to be 2.88% for D0 ! #! and 1.10%
for D0 ! K̄!0!. By measuring B(D0 ! K̄!0!) and
B(D0 ! #!) with respect to D0 ! K""+, first-order
e!ects from charged particle tracking also cancel, leaving
only a second order systematic uncertainty of 1.00% for
D0 ! K̄!0! events and 1.20% for D0 ! #!. We sum-
marize all systematic uncertainties in Table II.

In this paper, we report our observation of the
Cabibbo-favored, but color-suppressed, radiative decay
D0 ! K̄!0!. We also present confirmation of the pre-
vious measurement of the Cabibbo-suppressed radiative
decay B(D0 ! #!), but with reduced statistical uncer-
tainities. The measured branching ratios are

B(D0 ! #!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (7.15 ± 0.78 ± 0.69)" 10"4

B(D0 ! K̄!0!)

B(D0 ! K""+)
= (8.43 ± 0.51 ± 0.70)" 10"3

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the sec-
ond is systematic. Using the current world average
of B(D0 ! K""+) = (3.82 ± 0.07)% [15] we obtain the
following absolute branching fractions:

B(D0 ! #!) = (2.73 ± 0.30 ± 0.26)" 10"5

B(D0 ! K̄!0!) = (3.22 ± 0.20 ± 0.27)" 10"4.

ca 1/2 the stat error, 2× sys error 
relative to 2004 BELLE measurement

BaBar, Phys. Rev. D 78, 071101 (2008)
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These results are consistent with the theoretical expec-
tations of Table I.

In the context of the vector dominance model the
largest contribution to radiative D0 decays is expected
to come from a virtual !0 coupling directly to a sin-
gle photon, leading to the prediction that the branch-
ing ratios B(D0 ! "#)/B(D0 ! K̄!0#) and B(D0 !
"!0)/B(D0 ! K̄!0!0) should be equal [5]. Comparing
our measurements of the radiative D0 decays with the
current world averages [15] we find

B(D0 ! "#)

B(D0 ! K̄!0#)
= (6.27 ± 0.71 ± 0.79)" 10"2

B(D0 ! "!0)

B(D0 ! K̄!0!0)
= (6.7 ± 1.6)" 10"2

in agreement with this prediction.
If we assume all contributions are from VMD type pro-

cesses and under the assumption that the !0 meson is
transversely polarized, as has been confirmed experimen-
tally for D0 ! K̄!0!0 [15], we expect B(D0 ! V #) #
$EMB(D0 ! V !0) [5], where $EM = 1/137 is the fine
structure constant. Using our results we find

B(D0 ! K̄!0#) = (0.021 ± 0.005) B(D0 ! K̄!0!0)

B(D0 ! "#) = (0.020 ± 0.003) B(D0 ! "!0)

which in both cases is about a factor of three larger than
the VMD prediction. This indicates that we are seeing
enhancements from processes other than VMD, which
might be explained by incomplete cancellation between
pole diagrams.
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i.e. B(Dº→Vγ)  ≈ 6 (e/fρ)2 B(Dº→Vρº)

• Suggests other processes might be important.

• VMD:  A(Dº→Mγ) ≈ (e/fρ) A(D→Mρº) [1]

• Using (e/fρ) = 0.06 [2], expect:

• Find

B
!
D0 ! V!

"
" 0.0036 · B

!
D0 ! V"0

"
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First Observation of Ds+→pn
• Only baryonic state 

kinematically accessible 
to Dº D+ Ds+

• Virtually background-
free reconstruction at 
CLEO-c

• First observation of 
meson → 2 baryons plus 
nothing else.
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3.779 and 3.976 GeV2. This is a loose requirement, with
most of the loss in efficiency due to initial state radiation of
the beam, which smears the MM2 to artificially high
values. According to the fit, the yield of D!

s !D"
s candi-

dates in this range is 16 955 above a background of 63 170.
This yield will be the denominator in our final branching
fraction calculation.

We next select our proton candidate. Monte Carlo simu-
lation shows that all protons from this decay mode will
have momenta in the range 150–550 MeV=c. This is below
the momentum range for the RICH detector to identify
protons, but well suited to identification by dE=dx. We
require that this measurement be within 3" of that ex-
pected for a proton, and greater than 3" from that expected
for a kaon or a pion. The overall proton efficiency is
determined by Monte Carlo simulation to be 75%, with
the efficiency lowest at the lower proton momenta.

We may now calculate the missing 4-momentum in the
event, equal to the expression pbeam ! p#D!

s $ ! p#!$ !
pproton, and can thus calculate the missing mass of the
event. However, we have further kinematic constraints
we can impose which allow us to improve the missing-
mass resolution and reject combinatorial background. We
do not know a priori if the photon is due to the transition
D%!

s ! D!
s #tag$!, or D%"

s ! D"
s #signal$!. We perform

kinematic fits with each assumption, and choose between
the two based on the #2 values of the two fits. First, we add
the photon to the D!

s tag to form a D%!
s candidate, and

constrain the momentum of this D%!
s candidate to that

calculated from the two-body production e"e! !
D%!

s D"
s . We then constrain the mass difference M#D%!

s $ !
M#D!

s $ to its nominal value. Alternatively, we constrain
the D!

s tag itself to the momentum calculated assuming the
two-body production e"e! ! D!

s D%"
s , then combine the

proton with the missing mass of the event to make a Ds
signal candidate, add the photon, and constrain the
M#D%"

s !D"
s $ mass difference. We choose the scheme

with the lowest total #2 value; in Monte Carlo simulation
we find that we assign the photon to the correct Ds greater
than 95% of the time. The kinematic constraints on the
detected particles improve the resolution in missing mass
by around a factor of 2, whichever Ds the photon is
combined with. Furthermore, we can place cuts on the #2

of the kinematic constraints to reject combinatorial back-
ground. In the case of the momentum constraint we require
#2 < 9, and in the case of the mass-difference constraint
we require #2 < 4; with each constraint there is 1 degree of
freedom. The requirement is looser for the momentum
constraint because initial state radiation produces a tail in
the momentum distribution.

The transition photon in the event has an energy in the
laboratory of 110–180 MeV. In this energy range there is
the possibility of background clusters passing all the re-
quirements for being a photon. Such background photons
are particularly prevalent in events which contain antibary-

ons as they frequently interact with the detector and give
‘‘split-off’’ clusters, often far from the impact point of the
particle in the CsI calorimeter. Occasionally an event may
survive all the above requirements while having more than
one photon candidate. If so, we select the photon candidate
that produces the lowest combined #2 in the kinematic fit.
Background photons also influence the signal shape which
we determine using Monte Carlo simulation. This shape is
well described by a core Gaussian function of " & 4 MeV
centered at the neutron mass, together with a second, off-
set, Gaussian of width " & 38 MeV and containing
& 12% of the signal. This second Gaussian is due to events
where we have used an incorrect photon candidate.

Figure 3 shows the missing-mass distribution for the
events after all requirements and kinematic fitting, and
contains 13 events. These are the only events in the
missing-mass range 600–1100 MeV. The plot is well fit
using a likelihood fit to the signal shape described above,
so we take our signal yield to be the 13:0' 3:6 events
observed. Repeating the analysis using sidebands to the
D!

s as described above, gives three events in the missing-
mass range 600–1100 MeV, none of which are in the signal
region of 900–980 MeV. We divide this yield of 13 by the
number of D"

s decays we have detected, and correct for the
efficiencies of requirements placed on the fit #2 and proton
reconstruction and identification. This gives a branching
fraction of #1:30' 0:36$ ( 10!3, where the error shown is
the statistical error in the signal yield only.

We have performed many checks to ensure that our
analysis is not biased towards obtaining events only in

FIG. 3. The missing mass in the event after all requirements
and kinematic fitting has been performed. The fit is described in
the text.
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Using e!e" ! D#"
s D!

s data collected near the peak Ds production energy, Ecm $ 4170 MeV, with the
CLEO-c detector, we present the first observation of the decay D!

s ! p !n. We measure a branching
fraction B%D!

s ! p !n& $ %1:30' 0:36!0:12
"0:16& ( 10"3. This is the first observation of a charmed meson

decaying into a baryon-antibaryon final state.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.181802 PACS numbers: 13.25.Ft

Of the three ground-state charmed mesons, only the D!
s

is massive enough to decay to a baryon-antibaryon pair.
Even before the discovery of the D!

s , a search for the decay
D!

s ! p !n was suggested [1] as a ‘‘smoking gun’’ for
decays proceeding via annihilation through a virtual W!,
and a prediction was made that the branching fraction
would be ) 1% if the annihilation mechanism dominated

D!
s decays. In the intervening period it has become clear

that the annihilation diagram contributes to, but does not
dominate, D!

s decays, and has been studied in purely
leptonic decays such as D!

s ! !" [2] and D!
s ! #" [3].

However, although the theoretical study of D!
s ! p !n is

complicated by final state interactions, it still has a unique
role to play in the understanding of charmed meson decays.
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Theory of Ds+→pn
• Short Distance:
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s ! pn̄.

The chiral suppression factor of m2
!/m2

Ds
follows from the PCAC relation, as it should.

There is not much information on the form factor gpn̄
1 at q2 = m2

Ds
. At q2 = 0 we have

gpn̄
1 (0) = "1.27. At large q2, we can reply on pQCD to consider its asymptotic behavior [6]
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where Gp,n
M are the nucleon’s magnetic form factors. A phenomenological fit to the experimental

data of nucleon’s electromagnetic form factors is available in [7] using the following parametrization:
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where Q0 = !QCD and ! = 2 + 4
3# = 2.148 . Following the best fit obtained in [7], we find

gpn̄
1 (m2

Ds
) # "0.22. Since the relation (7) holds in the t ! $ limit, we will allow gpn̄

1 (m2
Ds

) to be

varied by a factor of 2.
For the general baryonic decay amplitude given by

M(D ! B1B2) = ū1(A + B!5)v2, (9)

with A and B corresponding to p-wave parity-violating and s-wave parity-conserving amplitudes,
respectively, the decay rate reads

"(D ! B1(1/2
+)B̄2(1/2

+)) =
pc

4"m2
D

%

|A|2
&

m2
D " (m2 + m1)

2
'

+ |B|2
&

m2
D " (m2 " m1)

2
'(

, (10)

where pc is the c.m. momentum and mi is the mass of the baryon Bi. Putting everything together,
we obtain

B(D+
s ! pn̄)SD = (0.4+1.1

!0.3) % 10!6, (11)

where use of fDs
= 282 MeV has been made. The theoretical error is due to the uncertainty in the

form factor gpn̄
1 (m2

Ds
).

3. Although the short-distance weak annihilation contributions, namely, W -exchange and W -
annihilation, are small and negligible based on the helicity suppression argument, it was realized
in 1980s that the long-distance contribution to weak annihilation in charm decays can be sizable.
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FIG. 2: Long-distance contributions to D+
s " pn̄ via final-state rescattering of (a) the W -emission

amplitude of D+
s " !+"(!) and (b) the color-suppressed amplitude of D+

s " K+K̄0. Both diagrams
have the same topology as W -annihilation.

Although we understand qualitatively the enhancement of W -annihilation via final-state rescat-
tering, it is di!cult to make a quantitative statement about FSI e"ects in Fig. 2. 4 Nevertheless, it

is plausible to assume that the enhancement of W -annihilation in the baryonic D decay is similar
to that in the mesonic decay D+

s " !+"q; that is,

A(D+
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where "q and "s are defined as
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in analog to the wave functions of # and $ in ideal mixing. The wave functions of the " and "! are
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In terms of the topological diagrams,
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Contrary to D+
s " pn̄, only the vector current will contribute to the !"q matrix element in the

decay D+
s " !+"q. Since the short-distance W -annihilation vanishes in the chiral limit, the form

factor F
"!q

0 (q2) is expected to be of order m"#QCD/q2 . The masses of "q and "s read [21]
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4 In principle, final-state rescattering e"ects can be phenomenologically modeled as one-particle-exchange

processes at the hadron level (see e.g. [18]). However, this task will be much more di!cult for the baryonic

decays.
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processes at the hadron level (see e.g. [18]). However, this task will be much more di!cult for the baryonic
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5

• Long Distance

where fq, fs are the decay constants of !q and !s, respectively, and contributions to their masses
from the gluonic anomaly have been included. We shall use the parameters extracted from a

phenomenological fit [21]: " = (39.3 ± 1.0)! and

a2 !
1"
2fq

#0|
#s

4$
GG̃|!q$ = 0.265 ± 0.010,

y !
"

2#0|!s

4"GG̃|!s$
#0|!s

4" GG̃|!q$
=

fq

fs
= 0.81 ± 0.03 . (19)

Since a fit to the data (12) cannot fix the magnitude of T and A and their relative phase

simultaneously, we can reply on either the factorization calculation for T using FDs#s

0 (0) = 0.78
[22] or the diagrammatic amplitudes inferred from a global fit to Cabibbo-allowed D % PP data

in conjunction with SU(3) symmetry. The former leads to T & 2.6' 10"6 GeV, which is very close
to T & 2.7 ' 10"6 GeV obtained in [19]. For convenience we take the tree amplitude T to be real.
We find that a fit to the data of D+

s % $! and $!# yields Aexp & 0.68 exp((i55!) ' 10"6 GeV,

where the sign of the phase is fixed by the D+
s % K+K̄0 rate.5 Putting this back to Eq. (13) leads

to

B(D+
s % pn̄) &

!

0.8+2.4
"0.6

"

' 10"3, (20)

where use of !QCD & 250 MeV has been made and only the theoretical uncertainties due to the
form factor gpn̄

1 (m2
Ds

) have been taken into account. The result is consistent with the CLEO

measurement B(D+
s % pn̄) = (1.30 ± 0.36+0.12

"0.16) ' 10"3 [4]. Therefore, the above crude estimate
su"ces to demonstrate that the branching fraction of D+ % pn̄ can be easily enhanced to the 0.1%
level by the long-distance enhancement to W -annihilation.

4. In short, the decay D+
s % pn̄ proceeds solely through the W -annihilation topology and is

the only baryonic D decay that is physically allowed. Hence, a recent observation of this mode by

CLEO will shed light on the dynamics of W -annihilation. At the short-distance level, its branching
ratio is very small, of order 10"6, owing to chiral suppression. It receives long-distance contributions
through final-state scattering of the leading tree and color-suppressed amplitudes. Assuming that

the long-distance enhancement of W -annihilation in the baryonic D decay is similar to that in
the mesonic D+

s decay, where the latter can be obtained from the analysis of the diagrammatic
approach, we find that D+

s % pn̄ becomes visible. The observation of this baryonic D decay implies

the dynamical enhancement of the W -annihilation topology in the D+
s decay.

Finally, we would like to remark that the baryonic decay D+
s % pn̄ should be readily accessible

to BESIII. Therefore, a confirmation of this unique mode by BESIII will be highly desirable.

5 Our result di#ers slightly from the one Aexp = (0.54 ± 0.37) exp[(i(64+32
! 8)"] ' 10!6 GeV quoted in [23]

since we use the realistic angle & 39.3" for the ! ( !# mixing rather than the “magic” one " = 35.2" as

employed in [23]. Note that Eq. (15) is simplified to ! = (
"

2!q ( !s)/
"

3 and !# = (!q +
"

2!s)/
"

3 for

the latter mixing angle.
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Using e!e" ! D#"
s D!

s data collected near the peak Ds production energy, Ecm $ 4170 MeV, with the
CLEO-c detector, we present the first observation of the decay D!

s ! p !n. We measure a branching
fraction B%D!

s ! p !n& $ %1:30' 0:36!0:12
"0:16& ( 10"3. This is the first observation of a charmed meson

decaying into a baryon-antibaryon final state.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.181802 PACS numbers: 13.25.Ft

Of the three ground-state charmed mesons, only the D!
s

is massive enough to decay to a baryon-antibaryon pair.
Even before the discovery of the D!

s , a search for the decay
D!

s ! p !n was suggested [1] as a ‘‘smoking gun’’ for
decays proceeding via annihilation through a virtual W!,
and a prediction was made that the branching fraction
would be ) 1% if the annihilation mechanism dominated

D!
s decays. In the intervening period it has become clear

that the annihilation diagram contributes to, but does not
dominate, D!

s decays, and has been studied in purely
leptonic decays such as D!

s ! !" [2] and D!
s ! #" [3].

However, although the theoretical study of D!
s ! p !n is

complicated by final state interactions, it still has a unique
role to play in the understanding of charmed meson decays.
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• Important normalising modes:
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• BaBar: partial reconstruction of D*→Dπ, using only 
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• BELLE: 

• CLEO-c: 
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where B(D(!)) is the product of D! branching fraction and those of sub-decays. Separate

calculations for the D!0K" and D!"K0
S channels yield B(D+

s ! K+K"!+) of (4.01 ±

0.47(stat))% and (3.84 ± 0.83(stat))%, respectively.

VI. SUMMARY

In summary, we report a measurement of the D+
s ! K+K"!+ branching fraction using

a new method of double tag partial reconstruction. The branching fraction is measured

separately in two channels e+e" ! D!+
s D"

s1(! D!0K") and e+e" ! D!+
s D"

s1(! D!"K0
S).

The average value is B(D+
s ! K+K"!+) = (4.0 ± 0.4(stat) ± 0.4(sys))%.
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BaBar absolute BF Dº→K–π+

• Because of near-zero momentum of πslow in D* restframe, Dº 
direction ≈  πslow direction.

• Together with beam constraints, enough information to 
reconstruct full decay w/o reconstructing Dº

• This inclusive reconstruction provides normalisation.

40

B̄0 ! D!+(X)!""̄!

D!+ ! D0!slow

!slowunreconstructed Dº

!

• Partial reconstruction of
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BaBar absolute BF Dº→K–π+

• BR(Dº→K–π+) =      (4.007 ± 0.037 ± 0.072)%
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eight different sets, divided by lepton kind and run condi-
tion. The reduced !2s range between 1.1 and 1.4.
Figure 1(a) shows the result of the fit in the M2

" projection.
The number of signal events with M2

" >!2 GeV2=c4 is
Nincl " !2170:64# 3:04$stat% # 18:1$syst%"& 103. The
statistical uncertainty includes the statistical uncertainties
of the off-resonance and of the simulated events.

We then reconstruct for D0 ! K!#' decays in the
inclusive sample. We consider all tracks in the event, aside
from the ‘! and #'

s , with momenta in the direction trans-
verse to the beam axis exceeding 0:2 GeV=c. We combine
pairs of tracks with opposite charge, and compute the
invariant mass MK# assigning the kaon mass to the track
with charge opposite the #s charge. The kaon candidate
must satisfy a loose kaon identification criterion that re-
tains more than 80% of true kaons, while rejecting more
than 95% of pions. We select events in the mass range
1:82<MK# < 1:91 GeV=c2. We combine each D0 candi-
date with the #'

s and compute the mass difference !M "
M$K!#'#'

s % !M$K!#'%. We look for signal in the
range of 142:4<!M< 149:9 MeV=c2.

This exclusive sample consists of signal events and of
the following background sources: continuum, com-
binatorial B "B, uncorrelated peaking D(', and Cabibbo-
suppressed decays. We subtract the continuum background
using rescaled off-resonance events selected with the same
criteria as the on-resonance data. Combinatorial events are
due to any combination of three tracks, in which at least
one does not come from the D('. We determine their
number from simulated B "B events. We normalize the
simulated events to the data in the !M sideband, 153:5<
!M< 162:5 MeV=c2, properly accounting for the small
fraction of signal events (less than 1%) contained in the

sideband. We verify that the background shape is properly
described in the simulation using a sample of D('-depleted
events, obtained as follows. We use wrong-charge events
where the kaon has the same charge as the #s, selected in
the M2

" sideband. More than 95% of the events so selected
in the !M signal region are combinatorial background,
with a residual peaking component from Cabibbo-
suppressed decays (K'K! and #'#!, see below). After
normalizing the level of the simulated events in the side-
band, the number of events in the signal region is consistent
with the data within the statistical precision of #1:3%.

The background from uncorrelated peaking D(' decays
occurs when the D(' and the ‘! originate from the two
different B mesons. These events exhibit a peak in !M but
behave as combinatorial background in M2

". We compute
their number in the M2

" sideband data and rescale it to the
M2

" signal region using the M2
" distribution of the com-

binatorial simulated events.
Cabibbo-suppressed decays D0 ! K!K' (#!#') con-

tribute to the peaking background, where one of the kaons
(pions) is wrongly identified as a pion (kaon). Simulation
shows that these events peak in !M, while they exhibit a
broad MK# distribution. We subtract this background
source using the simulation prediction. It should be noted
that the contribution from doubly Cabibbo-suppressed de-
cays is negligible. Figure 2 shows the continuum-
subtracted distribution for the data with the simulated B "B
backgrounds overlaid.

The exclusive selection yields Nexcl " $3:381#
0:029% & 104 signal events, where the uncertainty is statis-
tical only. The detailed composition of the inclusive and
exclusive data sets is listed in Table I.

! "
! "

"

FIG. 1. The M2
" distribution of the inclusive sample, for right-

charge (a) and wrong-charge (b) samples. The data are repre-
sented by solid points with uncertainty. The MC fit results are
overlaid to the data, as explained in the figure.
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FIG. 2. Continuum-subtracted !M distribution for data (points
with error bars) and backgrounds overlaid as explained in the
figure.
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Reconstructed ν mass in                          .

wrong sign

right sign

B̄0 ! D!+(X)!""̄!
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Absolute BF at CLEO-c
• CLEO-c produces DD pairs:

• e+e–→ψ(3770)→D+ D–

• e+e–→ψ(3770)→Dº Dº

• e+e–→ψ(4170)→DS+* DS–

• Reconstruct both D mesons. One D (in decays to 
various high-yield modes) normalises the BF of the 
other to a specific final state.

• Some interesting and insightful complications arise for 
ψ(3770)→Dº Dº...
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Exploiting Quantum Correlations at CLEO-c

• e+e–→ψ(3770)→Dº Dº is CP-
odd and flavour neutral

• Quantum correlations allow 
the extraction of phases, 
including the phase δ between 
A(Dº→K–π+),  A(Dº→K+π–) 
needed in D-mixing 
measurements:

43

The Quantum Correlation Analysis
Change basis to !(3770) ! D1D2

CP structure of initial state modifies production rates for double tag
events; factors depend on x , y , ", DCSD decay rate

Use external inputs for weakly-measured parameters

DT rates relative to
uncorrelated decays

PRL 100, 221801

CLEO-c 281 pb!1

Standard fit (external B, RM, RWS only)

95% C.L.: |!| < 75!

Also Extended fit (standard + external mixing)

95% C.L.: !! [!7!,+61!]

x sin !! [0.002,0.014]
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PRL 100, 221801 (2008), PRD 78, 012001 (2008)

!K!
D = 22o+11o+9o

!12o!11o

See Guy Wilkinson’s talk yesterday 
and Paras Naik’s talk earlier today.

http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.221801
http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.221801
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Absolute Ds→KKπ BF at CLEO-c
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Masses of the D!s and D
+
s candidates for all

64 DT modes in data. The rectangles show the signal region (center)

and two sideband regions (diagonally o!set). There are 1089 events

in the signal region and 339 events in the combined sideband regions.

ple, in our Monte Carlo the final state K!K+!+ is an incoher-

ent mixture of K
"0
K+ (43%), "!+ (38%), K

"

0(1430)
0K+ (8%),

nonresonant production (7%) and f0(980)!
+ (4%). The recon-

struction e"ciency can depend significantly on which reso-

nances are produced. Knowledge of the relative contributions

of these intermediate states is incomplete. We compare in-

variant mass distributions of pairs of Ds daughters in data and

Monte Carlo, and use the resulting information on resonant

structures to reweight the assumed intermediate state compo-

nents. The resulting excursions in the e"ciency are taken as

systematic uncertainties. Where there is a significant com-

ponent that cannot be explicitly assigned to any intermediate

state, we find the worst-case variations between the dominant

components. As an illustration, for K!K+!+ we find that "!+

and K
"0
K+ have very similar (and lowest) e"ciencies, while

the nonresonant component is 7% higher and the others lie be-

tween these extremes. By selecting on theK!K+ and K!!+ in-

variant masses we ascribe 90% of reconstructed events to "!+

or K
"0
K+; varying the assumed e"ciency for the remaining

events within the limits above changes the inferred average

e"ciency, leading to a systematic uncertainty of 1.5%. The

uncertainties assigned vary from zero for the two-body final

states to 6% for K!K+!+!0 (where there is a large e"ciency

di!erence between "#+ and K
"0
K"+). We also include uncer-

tainties in the PDG 2007 fit values for B($# %%) (0.7%) and

B($$ # !+!!$) (3.1%), and correct for the di!erence between

the PDG fit for B(K0
S
# !+!!) and the value used in geant.

Systematic uncertainties for the simulation of track, K0
S
,

!0, and $ reconstruction and PID e"ciencies are determined

using partial versus full reconstruction of events in CLEO-c’s

&(2S ) and &(3770) datasets; the methods are shared with the

D0/D+ branching fraction analysis [13]. Tracking e"cien-

cies are verified using &(3770) # DD events for !± and

K±, and using &(2S ) # !+!!J/& for !±. Good agreement

is found, and an uncertainty of 0.3% per track is used, cor-

related among all tracks, with an additional uncertainty of

0.6% per kaon added in quadrature. Systematic e!ects in

the PID e"ciency are studied using &(3770) # DD events;

in general data has slightly lower e"ciency than the simu-

lations and corrections are applied. Because the corrections

are momentum-dependent this is also a!ected by the uncer-

tainty on the intermediate resonant states. The corrections

applied range from (!0.2 ± 0.2)% for !+$ to (!3.7 ± 1.4)%

for K!K+!+!0. Neutral kaon e"ciencies are verified using

DD events and the D+s # K0
S
K+ mode; a systematic uncer-

tainty of 1.9% per K0
S
candidate is used. The !0 e"ciency is

checked with &(2S ) # !0!0J/& decays, and the $ e"ciency

with &(2S )# $J/& events. In both cases there are discrepan-

cies between data and the simulation, and relative corrections

of (!3.9 ± 2.0)% per !0 and (!5.7 ± 4.0)% per $ are applied.

The nominal signal lineshapes used in the ST yield fits are

derived from the simulation, and the backgrounds are either

linear or quadratic. We determine systematic uncertainties in

the yields by relaxing each assumption separately: the mass

resolution is allowed to vary by an overall scale factor, and

the background is parameterized by a second-order polyno-

mial if the nominal fit uses a linear one, or vice versa. The

size of the resulting excursions vary from 0.2% (K!K+!+) to

8.6% (K!K+!+!0) for background shape and 0.1% (K0
S
K+) to

10.3% (!+$) for width.

The e"ciency for a reconstructed DT event to lie in the

signal region depends on the mass resolutions for both candi-

dates. Errors in modeling the resolution will thus cause errors

in the DT e"ciency which are correlated with the ST signal

lineshape uncertainties. To estimate this e!ect we use the best

fit results from the ST width check to determine the changes

expected in the DT e"ciency. The di!erence due to each de-

cay mode is taken as a systematic uncertainty competely cor-

related with the corresponding ST uncertainty. The range of

these e!ects is 0–8%.

In addition, we consider mode-dependent systematic uncer-

tainties arising from our modeling of averageD"sDs event mul-

tiplicity and detector noise (0–3%), the final state radiation

spectrum generated by photos (0.2–1.2%), and our simulation

of initial state radiation (0–0.8%).

Peaking backgrounds in ST events are found to be negli-

gible compared to the size of the background shape uncer-

tainties. Very small crossfeeds (of order 0.5% or less) are

expected between various DT modes and are included in the

fit; peaking DT backgrounds from other sources mostly arise

from D"D" reflections and are again found to be negligible.

Systematic uncertainties are propagated to the final results

by altering fit inputs (e"ciencies and yields) with appropri-

ate correlations and noting the variations in the results. The

analysis was validated on a simulated generic sample of open

Phys.Rev.Lett.100:161804,2008 (arxiv)

298 /pb of CLEO-c data at Ecm = 4.17 GeV

M(Ds–) vs M(Ds+)

check to determine the changes expected in the DT effi-
ciency. The difference due to each decay mode is taken as a
systematic uncertainty completely correlated with the cor-
responding ST uncertainty. The range of these effects is
0%–8%.

In addition, we consider mode-dependent systematic
uncertainties arising from our modeling of average D!

sDs
event multiplicity and detector noise (0%–3%), the final
state radiation spectrum generated by PHOTOS (0.2%–
1.2%), and our simulation of initial state radiation (0%–
0.8%).

Peaking backgrounds in ST events are found to be
negligible compared to the size of the background shape
uncertainties. Very small cross feeds (of order 0.5% or less)
are expected between various DT modes and are included
in the fit; peaking DT backgrounds from other sources
mostly arise from D!D! reflections and are again found
to be negligible.

Systematic uncertainties are propagated to the final re-
sults by altering fit inputs (efficiencies and yields) with
appropriate correlations and noting the variations in the
results. The analysis was validated on a simulated generic
sample of open charm production with 30 times the statis-
tics of the data, and successfully reproduced the input
branching fractions.

We have separate yields and efficiencies for D"
s and D#

s
events, so it is possible to compute asymmetries

 A CP;i $
yi=!i # y!{=!!{
yi=!i " y!{=!!{

;

which are sensitive to direct CP violation in Ds decays
(expected to be very small in the standard model). Most
systematic uncertainties cancel in this ratio; the ones that
remain are due to charge dependence in tracking and PID,
and the dependence of the ST yields on the signal line
shape and background parametrization.

The obtained branching fractions, branching ratios, and
CP asymmetries are shown in Table I. The values we
obtain are consistent with the world averages [8] and
significantly more precise than any previous absolute mea-
surements of Ds branching fractions. This is also the first

result where all eight modes are measured simultaneously;
the PDG fit combines many disparate branching
ratio results. No significant CP asymmetries are observed.
We additionally obtain the number of D!

sDs events
ND!

sDs
$ %2:93& 0:14& 0:06' ( 105, which gives

"D!
sDs

%4:17GeV'$ %0:983&0:046&0:021&0:010' nb; in
order, the uncertainties are statistical, systematic due to
this measurement, and for the cross section, systematic due
to luminosity measurement [13]. The cross section is con-
sistent with earlier CLEO-c results obtained via a scan of
this energy region [7].

TABLE I. Branching fraction results from this analysis, world average branching fractions from the PDG 2007 fit [8], ratios of
branching fractions to B%D"

s ! K#K"#"', and charge asymmetries ACP. Uncertainties on CLEO-c measurements are statistical and
systematic, respectively.

Mode This result B (%) PDG 2007 fit B (%) B=B%K#K"#"' ACP (%)

K0
SK

" 1:49& 0:07& 0:05 2:2& 0:4 0:270& 0:009& 0:008 "4:9& 2:1& 0:9
K#K"#" 5:50& 0:23& 0:16 5:3& 0:8 1 "0:3& 1:1& 0:8
K#K"#"#0 5:65& 0:29& 0:40 ) ) ) 1:03& 0:05& 0:08 #5:9& 4:2& 1:2
K0

SK
##"#" 1:64& 0:10& 0:07 2:7& 0:7 0:298& 0:014& 0:011 #0:7& 3:6& 1:1

#"#"## 1:11& 0:07& 0:04 1:24& 0:20 0:202& 0:011& 0:009 "2:0& 4:6& 0:7
#"$ 1:58& 0:11& 0:18 2:16& 0:30 0:288& 0:018& 0:033 #8:2& 5:2& 0:8
#"$0 3:77& 0:25& 0:30 4:8& 0:6 0:69& 0:04& 0:06 #5:5& 3:7& 1:2
K"#"## 0:69& 0:05& 0:03 0:67& 0:13 0:125& 0:009& 0:005 "11:2& 7:0& 0:9

FIG. 3 (color online). Yields of D&
s ! K*K&#& single tag

events versus K#K" invariant mass; no efficiency corrections
have been applied. The ST fit procedure for the full K#K"#"

sample is applied here to the subsample of each bin of
M%K#K"' and the resulting yields plotted, hence backgrounds
have been subtracted and the yields shown are signal. A % peak
is visible above an additional broad signal component. The lines
show the mass window boundaries for the partial branching
fractions in Table II.

PRL 100, 161804 (2008) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
25 APRIL 2008

161804-5

KK pair mass - full phase 
space (not just φ) 

included in analysis

B(Ds → K– K+ π+) = (5.50 ± 0.23 ± 0.16)%

additionally 
the BF was 

calculated for 
various 

subsections of 
phase space 
indicated by 

the lines.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett%2E100%2E161804
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett%2E100%2E161804
http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.0680
http://arxiv.org/abs/0801.0680
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More absolute Ds BF at CLEO-c
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Figure 11: CLEO-c D+
s mass peaks for hadronic single-tag

modes used in the branching fraction analysis.

CLEO-c, the best previous single measurements had
errors larger than 10%. The golden D0 mode is now
determined to about 2% by both CLEO-c and BaBar;
the best previous measurements had errors greater
than 3.6%. Both of these key modes are now sys-
tematics limited.

More recently, CLEO-c reported hadronic branch-
ing fractions for several Ds decays, based on 298 pb!1

of data at Ecm = 4170 MeV [27]. Single-tag mass
peaks for the eight Ds decay studied are shown in
Fig. 11. Their sample of about NDT = 1000 double
tags sets the scale of achievable statistical uncertain-
ties as ! 1/

"
NDT . We point out that the historical

use of D+
s # !"+ as the mode of choice for Ds nor-

malization has some problems. It is di!cult to cleanly
define what “!” means given other nearby resonances
(such as the f0) and interference between various con-
tributions to the K+K!"+ final state. These e"ects
change the angular distributions in the ! mass region,
complicate separation of ! and non-! contributions,
and lead to dependence on experimental resolution.
Thus, CLEO-c quotes a result for the entire phase-
space: B(Ds # K+K!"+) = (5.50 ± 0.23 ± 0.16)%.
They also quote B(Ds # K+K!"+) within various
K+K! mass windows, which are related to some sort
of “!"+” branching ratio. In Fig. 12, we illustrate the
improvements over previous world averages achieved
by these new results. The full data sample will more
than double the statistics.

While we have concentrated here on golden-mode
branching fractions for D0, D+ and Ds, many other
results such as Cabibbo-suppressed final states and
inclusive branching fractions have also been explored
[2].

BF/PDG 2007 fit
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Figure 12: Summary of CLEO-c D+
s branching ratio re-

sults compared to previous world averages.

6. Other Hadronic Results

We start with some of the unique opportunities
available at CLEO-c due to quantum correlations be-
tween the DD̄ pairs produced at the #(3770). This
is used, for example, to measure the strong K" final-
state interaction (FSI) phase with 281 pb!1 [28]. This
is of great interest for interpreting D mixing results
based on the D0 # K!"+ mode, which are contam-
inated by this FSI phase. Results are extracted from
a simultaneous fit to their data on many hadronic
(both flavor and CP eigenstates) and semileptonic
modes, plus external inputs from D mixing measure-
ments. For the experts, these external inputs are
x, y, x", y", r2. They find: cos $ = 1.10 ± 0.35 ± 0.07,
$ = (22+11

!12
+9
!11)

#. Note that the most likley cos $ is in
general not the cosine of the most likely $, due to a
d cos $/d$ factor when changing the abscissa.

CLEO-c has also investigated interference in
KL", KS" final states. D decay diagrams can pro-
duce both K0 and K̄0; these interfere in physical KL,
KS final states, which leads to a KS, KL asymmetry
[29]. For D0 # KS,L"0, we expect an asymmetry of
R(D0) = 2 tan2 %C $ 10%. For the D+ # KS,L"+

case, there are more diagrams to consider and pre-
dictions take more work. CLEO-c results are ob-
tained from 281 pb!1 are [30]; they find R(D0) =
0.108 ± 0.025 ± 0.024, consistent with 2 tan2 %C . For
the D+, they quote R(D+) = 0.022±0.016±0.018. In
this case, D.-N. Gao predicts R(D+) = 0.035 % 0.044
[31], while Bhattacharya and Rosner predict R(D+) =
0.006+0.033

!0.028 ± 0.007 [32].

We close with a novel result; CLEO-c has measured
B(Ds # pn̄) = (1.30 ± 0.36+0.12

!0.16) & 10!3 [33]. Well-
identified protons are combined with D tags to calcu-
late a missing-mass which cleanly peaks at the neutron
mass. This is the first observation of a charmed meson
decaying into a baryon-antibaryon final state.

check to determine the changes expected in the DT effi-
ciency. The difference due to each decay mode is taken as a
systematic uncertainty completely correlated with the cor-
responding ST uncertainty. The range of these effects is
0%–8%.

In addition, we consider mode-dependent systematic
uncertainties arising from our modeling of average D!

sDs
event multiplicity and detector noise (0%–3%), the final
state radiation spectrum generated by PHOTOS (0.2%–
1.2%), and our simulation of initial state radiation (0%–
0.8%).

Peaking backgrounds in ST events are found to be
negligible compared to the size of the background shape
uncertainties. Very small cross feeds (of order 0.5% or less)
are expected between various DT modes and are included
in the fit; peaking DT backgrounds from other sources
mostly arise from D!D! reflections and are again found
to be negligible.

Systematic uncertainties are propagated to the final re-
sults by altering fit inputs (efficiencies and yields) with
appropriate correlations and noting the variations in the
results. The analysis was validated on a simulated generic
sample of open charm production with 30 times the statis-
tics of the data, and successfully reproduced the input
branching fractions.

We have separate yields and efficiencies for D"
s and D#

s
events, so it is possible to compute asymmetries

 A CP;i $
yi=!i # y!{=!!{
yi=!i " y!{=!!{

;

which are sensitive to direct CP violation in Ds decays
(expected to be very small in the standard model). Most
systematic uncertainties cancel in this ratio; the ones that
remain are due to charge dependence in tracking and PID,
and the dependence of the ST yields on the signal line
shape and background parametrization.

The obtained branching fractions, branching ratios, and
CP asymmetries are shown in Table I. The values we
obtain are consistent with the world averages [8] and
significantly more precise than any previous absolute mea-
surements of Ds branching fractions. This is also the first

result where all eight modes are measured simultaneously;
the PDG fit combines many disparate branching
ratio results. No significant CP asymmetries are observed.
We additionally obtain the number of D!

sDs events
ND!

sDs
$ %2:93& 0:14& 0:06' ( 105, which gives

"D!
sDs

%4:17GeV'$ %0:983&0:046&0:021&0:010' nb; in
order, the uncertainties are statistical, systematic due to
this measurement, and for the cross section, systematic due
to luminosity measurement [13]. The cross section is con-
sistent with earlier CLEO-c results obtained via a scan of
this energy region [7].

TABLE I. Branching fraction results from this analysis, world average branching fractions from the PDG 2007 fit [8], ratios of
branching fractions to B%D"

s ! K#K"#"', and charge asymmetries ACP. Uncertainties on CLEO-c measurements are statistical and
systematic, respectively.

Mode This result B (%) PDG 2007 fit B (%) B=B%K#K"#"' ACP (%)

K0
SK

" 1:49& 0:07& 0:05 2:2& 0:4 0:270& 0:009& 0:008 "4:9& 2:1& 0:9
K#K"#" 5:50& 0:23& 0:16 5:3& 0:8 1 "0:3& 1:1& 0:8
K#K"#"#0 5:65& 0:29& 0:40 ) ) ) 1:03& 0:05& 0:08 #5:9& 4:2& 1:2
K0

SK
##"#" 1:64& 0:10& 0:07 2:7& 0:7 0:298& 0:014& 0:011 #0:7& 3:6& 1:1

#"#"## 1:11& 0:07& 0:04 1:24& 0:20 0:202& 0:011& 0:009 "2:0& 4:6& 0:7
#"$ 1:58& 0:11& 0:18 2:16& 0:30 0:288& 0:018& 0:033 #8:2& 5:2& 0:8
#"$0 3:77& 0:25& 0:30 4:8& 0:6 0:69& 0:04& 0:06 #5:5& 3:7& 1:2
K"#"## 0:69& 0:05& 0:03 0:67& 0:13 0:125& 0:009& 0:005 "11:2& 7:0& 0:9

FIG. 3 (color online). Yields of D&
s ! K*K&#& single tag

events versus K#K" invariant mass; no efficiency corrections
have been applied. The ST fit procedure for the full K#K"#"

sample is applied here to the subsample of each bin of
M%K#K"' and the resulting yields plotted, hence backgrounds
have been subtracted and the yields shown are signal. A % peak
is visible above an additional broad signal component. The lines
show the mass window boundaries for the partial branching
fractions in Table II.
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• Progress in key 
reference modes

• Important for Ds: 
replace Ds→φπ (with 
uncertainties in 
interference effects etc) 
with Ds→KKπ
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Inclusive Ds BF

• e+e–→ψ(4170)→DS+* DS–

• Fully reconstruct one 
Ds as tag

• Reconstruction of 
desired decay product 
on other side gives 
absolute, inclusive BF.
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CLEO: arXiv:0904.2417 [hep-ex], submitted to PRD

FIG. 3: Invariant mass distributions: (a) D+
s ! !X, (b) D+

s ! !!X, (c) D+
s ! "X, (d) D+

s ! #X.

sum of two Gausssian shapes and the background is fit to a polynomial. We reconstruct !
candidates in ! ! "+"""0 decay and extract the ! signal yields from the "+"""0 invariant
mass distribution. The invariant mass distributions of #, #!, $, and ! candidates, summed
over all momenta, are shown in Fig. 3.

We form f0(980) candidates using "+"" pairs, f0(980) ! "+"". The pions are subject
to the standard pion PID requirements. We find no significant evidence for the decay
D+

s ! f0(980)X. We fit the invariant mass distribution of "+"" pairs to a Gaussian signal
function plus a second-degree polynomial background function and we obtain a yield of 30 ±
47. The 90% confidence level upper limit is B(D+

s ! f0(980)X)B(f0(980) ! "+"") < 1.1%
(statistical uncertainty only). Systematic errors are 6.8% for the e!ciency estimation, 5.6%
for the signal and background shape parameters, and other smaller errors, leading to a
combined relative systematic error of 8.8%. We conservatively increase the upper limit by
1.28 times the combined systematic errors, giving a upper limit, including systematic errors,
of B(D+

s ! f0(980)X)B(f0(980) ! "+"") < 1.3%.
We also measure the inclusive yields of D+

s mesons into two kaons. After a tag is identi-
fied, we search for the best kaon pair, based on particle identification likelihood or K0

S mass,
per mode recoiling against the tag. The kaon pair modes can be any of K0

SK0
S, K0

SK+,
K0

SK", K+K", K+K+ or K"K". For D+
s ! K0

SK+X and D+
s ! K0

SK"X, we apply
the sideband subtraction on K0

S candidate invariant mass distribution to remove the non-
resonant decay background and get the signal yields. The D+

s ! K0
SK0

SX signal yield is
extracted by defining a signal region on the scatter plot for the two K0

S candidate invariant
masses. In order to account for D+

s ! K0
S"+""X and D+

s ! "+"""+""X entering into
the signal region of D+

s ! K0
SK0

SX, we perform a background subtraction which has two
components. For all two charged kaons modes, we count the event numbers where at lease
two charged kaons are found recoiling against the tag. In order to subtract the combinatoric
background, we repeat the same procedure for each mode where the tags are selected from
M(Ds) sidebands. The other possible backgrounds from generic Ds decay are studied using
Monte Carlo and found to be negligible.

The double-tagging technique allows us to measure the inclusive yields for the decay
D+

s ! K0
LX without directly detecting the K0

L. Instead, we reconstruct all particles in the
event except the single K0

L and infer the presence of a K0
L from the missing four-momentum.

Our signal is a peak in the missing mass squared distribution at the K0
L mass squared.

Similar missing-mass-squared techniques are used for D+
s ! K0

LK0
SX, D+

s ! K0
LK+X and

6

FIG. 1: The mass di!erence "M(Ds) ! M(Ds) " mDs
distributions in each tag mode. We fit

the "M(Ds) distribution (open circle) to the sum (solid curve) of signal (double-Gaussian) plus
background (second degree polynomial, dashed curve) functions.

coil mass to be within 55 MeV of the D!
s mass [10]. This loose window allows both primary

and secondary Ds tags to be selected. We also require a photon consistent with coming
from D!

s # !Ds decay, by looking at the mass recoiling against the Ds candidate plus !

system, Mrecoil(Ds!) !
!

(E0 " EDs
" E!)2 " (p0 " pDs

" p!)2. For correct combinations,
this recoil mass peaks at mDs

, regardless of whether the candidate is due to a primary or a
secondary Ds. We require |Mrecoil(Ds!) " mDs

| < 30 MeV.
The invariant mass distributions of Ds tag candidates for each tag mode are shown Fig. 1.

We use the ST invariant mass sidebands to estimate the background in our signal yields
from combinatorial background under the ST mass peaks. The signal region is |!M(Ds)| <
20 MeV, while the sideband region is 35 MeV < |!M(Ds)| < 55 MeV, where !M(Ds) !
M(Ds) " mDs

is the di"erence between the tag mass and the nominal mass. To find the
sideband scaling factor, the !M(Ds) distributions are fit to the sum of double-Gaussian
signal plus second-degree polynomial background functions. We have 18586 ± 163 ST events
that we use for further analysis.

In each event where a tag is identified, we search for our signal inclusive modes recoiling
against the tag. Charged tracks utilized in signal candidates are required to satisfy criteria
based on the track fit quality, have momenta above 50 MeV/c, and angles with respect to the
beam line, ", satisfying | cos "| < 0.80. They must also be consistent with coming from the
interaction point in three dimensions. Pion and kaon candidates are required to have dE/dx
measurements within three standard deviations (3#) of the expected value. For tracks with
momenta greater than 700 MeV/c, RICH information, if available, is combined with dE/dx.
Candidate positrons (and electrons), selected with criteria described in Ref. [12], are required
to have momenta of at least 200 MeV/c.

For D+
s # K+X, D+

s # K"X, D+
s # $+X, and D+

s # $"X modes, we count the
numbers of charged kaons and pions recoiling against the tag where the tags are selected
from both M(Ds) signal and sideband regions. Thus the combinatoric background is sub-
tracted by using M(Ds) sideband events. The particle misidentification backgrounds among
e, $ and K are estimated by using the momentum-dependent particle misidentification rates
determined from Monte Carlo and the e, $ and K yields. Our identification can not distin-
guish between muons and pions. So, we assume the muon yield equals the electron yield,
and subtract accordingly. For D+

s # $+X and D+
s # $"X modes, we treat $± from K0

S

4

reconstructed Ds mass minus PDG Ds mass

Tag:

Inclusive reconstruction:

http://arxiv.org/abs/0904.2417
http://arxiv.org/abs/0904.2417
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[1] Prediction: Gronau, Rosner , arXiv:0903.2287, Mar 2009, Submitted to Phys.Rev.D 

TABLE I: Ds inclusive yield results. Uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively. The

inclusive K0
L results are only used as a check for K0

S . The D+
s ! K0

LX yield requires a correction
before comparing with the D+

s ! K0
SX yield, as explained in the text. PDG [10] averages are

shown in the last column, when available.

Mode Yield(%) K0
L Mode Yield(%) B(PDG)(%)

D+
s !!+X 119.3 ± 1.2 ± 0.7

D+
s !!!X 43.2 ± 0.9 ± 0.3

D+
s !!0X 123.4 ± 3.8 ± 5.3

D+
s !K+X 28.9 ± 0.6 ± 0.3 20 +

!
18
14

D+
s !K!X 18.7 ± 0.5 ± 0.2 13 +

!
14
12

D+
s !"X 29.9 ± 2.2 ± 1.7

D+
s !""X 11.7 ± 1.7 ± 0.7

D+
s !#X 15.7 ± 0.8 ± 0.6

D+
s !$X 6.1 ± 1.4 ± 0.3

D+
s !f0(980)X, f0(980) ! !+!! < 1.3% (90% CL)

D+
s !K0

SX 19.0 ± 1.0 ± 0.4 D+
s !K0

LX 15.6 ± 2.0 20 ± 14
D+

s !K0
SK0

SX 1.7 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 D+
s !K0

LK0
SX 5.0 ± 1.0

D+
s !K0

SK+X 5.8 ± 0.5 ± 0.1 D+
s !K0

LK+X 5.2 ± 0.7
D+

s !K0
SK!X 1.9 ± 0.4 ± 0.1 D+

s !K0
LK!X 1.9 ± 0.3

D+
s !K+K!X 15.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.3

D+
s !K+K+X < 0.26% (90% CL)

D+
s !K!K!X < 0.06% (90% CL)

D+
s ! K0

LK!X modes by requiring there must be a K0
S, K+ or K! recoiling against the

tag. Note that if the Ds decay contains two or more K0
L’s, we do not find any K0

L. Due to
the low statistics and large systematic uncertainties, we quote the inclusive K0

L results only
as a check for K0

S.
The inclusive yields are listed in Table I. For the K0

S modes, the corresponding K0
L modes

are listed as a comparison. The value of the decay D+
s ! K0

LX is only for D+
s decaying into

a single K0
L. So one should not directly compare the values of D+

s ! K0
SX and D+

s ! K0
LX

in Table I. One can correct the single K0
L inclusive yield by adding two times the inclusive

yield of D+
s ! K0

LK0
LX (assuming B(D+

s ! K0
LK0

LX) = B(D+
s ! K0

SK0
SX)). All the K0

L

modes are consistent with K0
S modes. In the last column of Table I, we show PDG [10]

averages, when available.
We have considered several sources of systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty associated

with the e!ciency for finding a track is 0.3%; an additional 0.6% systematic uncertainty for
each kaon track is added [5]. The relative systematic uncertainties for !0 and K0

S e!ciencies
are 4.2% and 1.8%, respectively. Uncertainties in the charged pion and kaon identification
e!ciencies are 0.3% per pion and 0.3% per kaon [5]. All e!ciencies from Monte Carlo have
been corrected to include several known small di"erences between data and Monte Carlo
simulation.

The quark-level diagrams contributing to D+
s decay are shown in Fig. 4. We classify

“quark-level final states” as ss̄ (as would come from Fig. 4(a)), s̄ (Fig. 4(b)), ss̄s̄ (Fig. 4(c)),
s̄s̄ (Fig. 4(d)), and “no strange quarks” (Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f)). The ss̄ final state is

7

CLEO result: arXiv:0904.2417 [hep-ex], submitted to PRD

125.5 ±11.1

prediction based on 
summing excl. rates [1]

112.5±8.0
46.6±6.8

27.3 ± 1.4
18.4±0.7
32.7 ± 2.9
18.2±2.1
19.2±2.4
0.8±0.1

Kº: 18.4±2.0, Kº  22.7± 2.2
_
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[1] Prediction: Gronau, Rosner , arXiv:0903.2287, Mar 2009, Submitted to Phys.Rev.D 

TABLE I: Ds inclusive yield results. Uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively. The

inclusive K0
L results are only used as a check for K0

S . The D+
s ! K0

LX yield requires a correction
before comparing with the D+

s ! K0
SX yield, as explained in the text. PDG [10] averages are

shown in the last column, when available.

Mode Yield(%) K0
L Mode Yield(%) B(PDG)(%)

D+
s !!+X 119.3 ± 1.2 ± 0.7

D+
s !!!X 43.2 ± 0.9 ± 0.3

D+
s !!0X 123.4 ± 3.8 ± 5.3

D+
s !K+X 28.9 ± 0.6 ± 0.3 20 +

!
18
14

D+
s !K!X 18.7 ± 0.5 ± 0.2 13 +

!
14
12

D+
s !"X 29.9 ± 2.2 ± 1.7

D+
s !""X 11.7 ± 1.7 ± 0.7

D+
s !#X 15.7 ± 0.8 ± 0.6

D+
s !$X 6.1 ± 1.4 ± 0.3

D+
s !f0(980)X, f0(980) ! !+!! < 1.3% (90% CL)

D+
s !K0

SX 19.0 ± 1.0 ± 0.4 D+
s !K0

LX 15.6 ± 2.0 20 ± 14
D+

s !K0
SK0

SX 1.7 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 D+
s !K0

LK0
SX 5.0 ± 1.0

D+
s !K0

SK+X 5.8 ± 0.5 ± 0.1 D+
s !K0

LK+X 5.2 ± 0.7
D+

s !K0
SK!X 1.9 ± 0.4 ± 0.1 D+

s !K0
LK!X 1.9 ± 0.3

D+
s !K+K!X 15.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.3

D+
s !K+K+X < 0.26% (90% CL)

D+
s !K!K!X < 0.06% (90% CL)

D+
s ! K0

LK!X modes by requiring there must be a K0
S, K+ or K! recoiling against the

tag. Note that if the Ds decay contains two or more K0
L’s, we do not find any K0

L. Due to
the low statistics and large systematic uncertainties, we quote the inclusive K0

L results only
as a check for K0

S.
The inclusive yields are listed in Table I. For the K0

S modes, the corresponding K0
L modes

are listed as a comparison. The value of the decay D+
s ! K0

LX is only for D+
s decaying into

a single K0
L. So one should not directly compare the values of D+

s ! K0
SX and D+

s ! K0
LX

in Table I. One can correct the single K0
L inclusive yield by adding two times the inclusive

yield of D+
s ! K0

LK0
LX (assuming B(D+

s ! K0
LK0

LX) = B(D+
s ! K0

SK0
SX)). All the K0

L

modes are consistent with K0
S modes. In the last column of Table I, we show PDG [10]

averages, when available.
We have considered several sources of systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty associated

with the e!ciency for finding a track is 0.3%; an additional 0.6% systematic uncertainty for
each kaon track is added [5]. The relative systematic uncertainties for !0 and K0

S e!ciencies
are 4.2% and 1.8%, respectively. Uncertainties in the charged pion and kaon identification
e!ciencies are 0.3% per pion and 0.3% per kaon [5]. All e!ciencies from Monte Carlo have
been corrected to include several known small di"erences between data and Monte Carlo
simulation.

The quark-level diagrams contributing to D+
s decay are shown in Fig. 4. We classify

“quark-level final states” as ss̄ (as would come from Fig. 4(a)), s̄ (Fig. 4(b)), ss̄s̄ (Fig. 4(c)),
s̄s̄ (Fig. 4(d)), and “no strange quarks” (Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f)). The ss̄ final state is
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inclusive K0
L results are only used as a check for K0

S . The D+
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LX yield requires a correction
before comparing with the D+

s ! K0
SX yield, as explained in the text. PDG [10] averages are

shown in the last column, when available.
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LK!X modes by requiring there must be a K0
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the low statistics and large systematic uncertainties, we quote the inclusive K0

L results only
as a check for K0

S.
The inclusive yields are listed in Table I. For the K0

S modes, the corresponding K0
L modes

are listed as a comparison. The value of the decay D+
s ! K0

LX is only for D+
s decaying into

a single K0
L. So one should not directly compare the values of D+

s ! K0
SX and D+

s ! K0
LX

in Table I. One can correct the single K0
L inclusive yield by adding two times the inclusive

yield of D+
s ! K0

LK0
LX (assuming B(D+

s ! K0
LK0

LX) = B(D+
s ! K0

SK0
SX)). All the K0

L

modes are consistent with K0
S modes. In the last column of Table I, we show PDG [10]

averages, when available.
We have considered several sources of systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty associated

with the e!ciency for finding a track is 0.3%; an additional 0.6% systematic uncertainty for
each kaon track is added [5]. The relative systematic uncertainties for !0 and K0

S e!ciencies
are 4.2% and 1.8%, respectively. Uncertainties in the charged pion and kaon identification
e!ciencies are 0.3% per pion and 0.3% per kaon [5]. All e!ciencies from Monte Carlo have
been corrected to include several known small di"erences between data and Monte Carlo
simulation.

The quark-level diagrams contributing to D+
s decay are shown in Fig. 4. We classify

“quark-level final states” as ss̄ (as would come from Fig. 4(a)), s̄ (Fig. 4(b)), ss̄s̄ (Fig. 4(c)),
s̄s̄ (Fig. 4(d)), and “no strange quarks” (Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f)). The ss̄ final state is
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TABLE I: Ds inclusive yield results. Uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively. The

inclusive K0
L results are only used as a check for K0

S . The D+
s ! K0

LX yield requires a correction
before comparing with the D+

s ! K0
SX yield, as explained in the text. PDG [10] averages are

shown in the last column, when available.
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s !K!K!X < 0.06% (90% CL)

D+
s ! K0

LK!X modes by requiring there must be a K0
S, K+ or K! recoiling against the

tag. Note that if the Ds decay contains two or more K0
L’s, we do not find any K0

L. Due to
the low statistics and large systematic uncertainties, we quote the inclusive K0

L results only
as a check for K0

S.
The inclusive yields are listed in Table I. For the K0

S modes, the corresponding K0
L modes

are listed as a comparison. The value of the decay D+
s ! K0

LX is only for D+
s decaying into

a single K0
L. So one should not directly compare the values of D+

s ! K0
SX and D+

s ! K0
LX

in Table I. One can correct the single K0
L inclusive yield by adding two times the inclusive

yield of D+
s ! K0

LK0
LX (assuming B(D+

s ! K0
LK0

LX) = B(D+
s ! K0

SK0
SX)). All the K0

L

modes are consistent with K0
S modes. In the last column of Table I, we show PDG [10]

averages, when available.
We have considered several sources of systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty associated

with the e!ciency for finding a track is 0.3%; an additional 0.6% systematic uncertainty for
each kaon track is added [5]. The relative systematic uncertainties for !0 and K0

S e!ciencies
are 4.2% and 1.8%, respectively. Uncertainties in the charged pion and kaon identification
e!ciencies are 0.3% per pion and 0.3% per kaon [5]. All e!ciencies from Monte Carlo have
been corrected to include several known small di"erences between data and Monte Carlo
simulation.

The quark-level diagrams contributing to D+
s decay are shown in Fig. 4. We classify

“quark-level final states” as ss̄ (as would come from Fig. 4(a)), s̄ (Fig. 4(b)), ss̄s̄ (Fig. 4(c)),
s̄s̄ (Fig. 4(d)), and “no strange quarks” (Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f)). The ss̄ final state is
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TABLE I: Ds inclusive yield results. Uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively. The

inclusive K0
L results are only used as a check for K0

S . The D+
s ! K0

LX yield requires a correction
before comparing with the D+

s ! K0
SX yield, as explained in the text. PDG [10] averages are

shown in the last column, when available.

Mode Yield(%) K0
L Mode Yield(%) B(PDG)(%)
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s !!+X 119.3 ± 1.2 ± 0.7
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s !!!X 43.2 ± 0.9 ± 0.3

D+
s !!0X 123.4 ± 3.8 ± 5.3
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s !K+X 28.9 ± 0.6 ± 0.3 20 +
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18
14
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s !K!X 18.7 ± 0.5 ± 0.2 13 +
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14
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s !""X 11.7 ± 1.7 ± 0.7
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s !#X 15.7 ± 0.8 ± 0.6
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s !$X 6.1 ± 1.4 ± 0.3
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s !f0(980)X, f0(980) ! !+!! < 1.3% (90% CL)
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s !K0

SX 19.0 ± 1.0 ± 0.4 D+
s !K0

LX 15.6 ± 2.0 20 ± 14
D+

s !K0
SK0

SX 1.7 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 D+
s !K0

LK0
SX 5.0 ± 1.0
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s !K0

SK+X 5.8 ± 0.5 ± 0.1 D+
s !K0

LK+X 5.2 ± 0.7
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SK!X 1.9 ± 0.4 ± 0.1 D+
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LK!X 1.9 ± 0.3
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s !K+K!X 15.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.3

D+
s !K+K+X < 0.26% (90% CL)

D+
s !K!K!X < 0.06% (90% CL)

D+
s ! K0

LK!X modes by requiring there must be a K0
S, K+ or K! recoiling against the

tag. Note that if the Ds decay contains two or more K0
L’s, we do not find any K0

L. Due to
the low statistics and large systematic uncertainties, we quote the inclusive K0

L results only
as a check for K0

S.
The inclusive yields are listed in Table I. For the K0

S modes, the corresponding K0
L modes

are listed as a comparison. The value of the decay D+
s ! K0

LX is only for D+
s decaying into

a single K0
L. So one should not directly compare the values of D+

s ! K0
SX and D+

s ! K0
LX

in Table I. One can correct the single K0
L inclusive yield by adding two times the inclusive

yield of D+
s ! K0

LK0
LX (assuming B(D+

s ! K0
LK0

LX) = B(D+
s ! K0

SK0
SX)). All the K0

L

modes are consistent with K0
S modes. In the last column of Table I, we show PDG [10]

averages, when available.
We have considered several sources of systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty associated

with the e!ciency for finding a track is 0.3%; an additional 0.6% systematic uncertainty for
each kaon track is added [5]. The relative systematic uncertainties for !0 and K0

S e!ciencies
are 4.2% and 1.8%, respectively. Uncertainties in the charged pion and kaon identification
e!ciencies are 0.3% per pion and 0.3% per kaon [5]. All e!ciencies from Monte Carlo have
been corrected to include several known small di"erences between data and Monte Carlo
simulation.

The quark-level diagrams contributing to D+
s decay are shown in Fig. 4. We classify

“quark-level final states” as ss̄ (as would come from Fig. 4(a)), s̄ (Fig. 4(b)), ss̄s̄ (Fig. 4(c)),
s̄s̄ (Fig. 4(d)), and “no strange quarks” (Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f)). The ss̄ final state is
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TABLE I: Ds inclusive yield results. Uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively. The

inclusive K0
L results are only used as a check for K0

S . The D+
s ! K0

LX yield requires a correction
before comparing with the D+

s ! K0
SX yield, as explained in the text. PDG [10] averages are

shown in the last column, when available.

Mode Yield(%) K0
L Mode Yield(%) B(PDG)(%)

D+
s !!+X 119.3 ± 1.2 ± 0.7

D+
s !!!X 43.2 ± 0.9 ± 0.3

D+
s !!0X 123.4 ± 3.8 ± 5.3

D+
s !K+X 28.9 ± 0.6 ± 0.3 20 +

!
18
14

D+
s !K!X 18.7 ± 0.5 ± 0.2 13 +

!
14
12

D+
s !"X 29.9 ± 2.2 ± 1.7

D+
s !""X 11.7 ± 1.7 ± 0.7

D+
s !#X 15.7 ± 0.8 ± 0.6

D+
s !$X 6.1 ± 1.4 ± 0.3

D+
s !f0(980)X, f0(980) ! !+!! < 1.3% (90% CL)

D+
s !K0

SX 19.0 ± 1.0 ± 0.4 D+
s !K0

LX 15.6 ± 2.0 20 ± 14
D+

s !K0
SK0

SX 1.7 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 D+
s !K0

LK0
SX 5.0 ± 1.0

D+
s !K0

SK+X 5.8 ± 0.5 ± 0.1 D+
s !K0

LK+X 5.2 ± 0.7
D+

s !K0
SK!X 1.9 ± 0.4 ± 0.1 D+

s !K0
LK!X 1.9 ± 0.3

D+
s !K+K!X 15.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.3

D+
s !K+K+X < 0.26% (90% CL)

D+
s !K!K!X < 0.06% (90% CL)

D+
s ! K0

LK!X modes by requiring there must be a K0
S, K+ or K! recoiling against the

tag. Note that if the Ds decay contains two or more K0
L’s, we do not find any K0

L. Due to
the low statistics and large systematic uncertainties, we quote the inclusive K0

L results only
as a check for K0

S.
The inclusive yields are listed in Table I. For the K0

S modes, the corresponding K0
L modes

are listed as a comparison. The value of the decay D+
s ! K0

LX is only for D+
s decaying into

a single K0
L. So one should not directly compare the values of D+

s ! K0
SX and D+

s ! K0
LX

in Table I. One can correct the single K0
L inclusive yield by adding two times the inclusive

yield of D+
s ! K0

LK0
LX (assuming B(D+

s ! K0
LK0

LX) = B(D+
s ! K0

SK0
SX)). All the K0

L

modes are consistent with K0
S modes. In the last column of Table I, we show PDG [10]

averages, when available.
We have considered several sources of systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty associated

with the e!ciency for finding a track is 0.3%; an additional 0.6% systematic uncertainty for
each kaon track is added [5]. The relative systematic uncertainties for !0 and K0

S e!ciencies
are 4.2% and 1.8%, respectively. Uncertainties in the charged pion and kaon identification
e!ciencies are 0.3% per pion and 0.3% per kaon [5]. All e!ciencies from Monte Carlo have
been corrected to include several known small di"erences between data and Monte Carlo
simulation.

The quark-level diagrams contributing to D+
s decay are shown in Fig. 4. We classify

“quark-level final states” as ss̄ (as would come from Fig. 4(a)), s̄ (Fig. 4(b)), ss̄s̄ (Fig. 4(c)),
s̄s̄ (Fig. 4(d)), and “no strange quarks” (Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f)). The ss̄ final state is
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TABLE I: Ds inclusive yield results. Uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively. The

inclusive K0
L results are only used as a check for K0

S . The D+
s ! K0

LX yield requires a correction
before comparing with the D+

s ! K0
SX yield, as explained in the text. PDG [10] averages are

shown in the last column, when available.

Mode Yield(%) K0
L Mode Yield(%) B(PDG)(%)
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s !!+X 119.3 ± 1.2 ± 0.7
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s !!!X 43.2 ± 0.9 ± 0.3
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s !!0X 123.4 ± 3.8 ± 5.3
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s !K+X 28.9 ± 0.6 ± 0.3 20 +
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18
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s !K!X 18.7 ± 0.5 ± 0.2 13 +
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s !"X 29.9 ± 2.2 ± 1.7
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s !""X 11.7 ± 1.7 ± 0.7
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s !#X 15.7 ± 0.8 ± 0.6
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s !$X 6.1 ± 1.4 ± 0.3
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s !f0(980)X, f0(980) ! !+!! < 1.3% (90% CL)
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SX 19.0 ± 1.0 ± 0.4 D+
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LX 15.6 ± 2.0 20 ± 14
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s !K0
SK0

SX 1.7 ± 0.3 ± 0.1 D+
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SX 5.0 ± 1.0
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SK+X 5.8 ± 0.5 ± 0.1 D+
s !K0

LK+X 5.2 ± 0.7
D+
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SK!X 1.9 ± 0.4 ± 0.1 D+
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LK!X 1.9 ± 0.3
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s !K+K!X 15.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.3

D+
s !K+K+X < 0.26% (90% CL)

D+
s !K!K!X < 0.06% (90% CL)

D+
s ! K0

LK!X modes by requiring there must be a K0
S, K+ or K! recoiling against the

tag. Note that if the Ds decay contains two or more K0
L’s, we do not find any K0

L. Due to
the low statistics and large systematic uncertainties, we quote the inclusive K0

L results only
as a check for K0

S.
The inclusive yields are listed in Table I. For the K0

S modes, the corresponding K0
L modes

are listed as a comparison. The value of the decay D+
s ! K0

LX is only for D+
s decaying into

a single K0
L. So one should not directly compare the values of D+

s ! K0
SX and D+

s ! K0
LX

in Table I. One can correct the single K0
L inclusive yield by adding two times the inclusive

yield of D+
s ! K0

LK0
LX (assuming B(D+

s ! K0
LK0

LX) = B(D+
s ! K0

SK0
SX)). All the K0

L

modes are consistent with K0
S modes. In the last column of Table I, we show PDG [10]

averages, when available.
We have considered several sources of systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty associated

with the e!ciency for finding a track is 0.3%; an additional 0.6% systematic uncertainty for
each kaon track is added [5]. The relative systematic uncertainties for !0 and K0

S e!ciencies
are 4.2% and 1.8%, respectively. Uncertainties in the charged pion and kaon identification
e!ciencies are 0.3% per pion and 0.3% per kaon [5]. All e!ciencies from Monte Carlo have
been corrected to include several known small di"erences between data and Monte Carlo
simulation.

The quark-level diagrams contributing to D+
s decay are shown in Fig. 4. We classify

“quark-level final states” as ss̄ (as would come from Fig. 4(a)), s̄ (Fig. 4(b)), ss̄s̄ (Fig. 4(c)),
s̄s̄ (Fig. 4(d)), and “no strange quarks” (Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f)). The ss̄ final state is
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TABLE I: Ds inclusive yield results. Uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively. The

inclusive K0
L results are only used as a check for K0

S . The D+
s ! K0

LX yield requires a correction
before comparing with the D+

s ! K0
SX yield, as explained in the text. PDG [10] averages are

shown in the last column, when available.
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LK!X modes by requiring there must be a K0
S, K+ or K! recoiling against the

tag. Note that if the Ds decay contains two or more K0
L’s, we do not find any K0

L. Due to
the low statistics and large systematic uncertainties, we quote the inclusive K0

L results only
as a check for K0

S.
The inclusive yields are listed in Table I. For the K0

S modes, the corresponding K0
L modes

are listed as a comparison. The value of the decay D+
s ! K0

LX is only for D+
s decaying into

a single K0
L. So one should not directly compare the values of D+

s ! K0
SX and D+

s ! K0
LX

in Table I. One can correct the single K0
L inclusive yield by adding two times the inclusive

yield of D+
s ! K0

LK0
LX (assuming B(D+

s ! K0
LK0

LX) = B(D+
s ! K0

SK0
SX)). All the K0

L

modes are consistent with K0
S modes. In the last column of Table I, we show PDG [10]

averages, when available.
We have considered several sources of systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty associated

with the e!ciency for finding a track is 0.3%; an additional 0.6% systematic uncertainty for
each kaon track is added [5]. The relative systematic uncertainties for !0 and K0

S e!ciencies
are 4.2% and 1.8%, respectively. Uncertainties in the charged pion and kaon identification
e!ciencies are 0.3% per pion and 0.3% per kaon [5]. All e!ciencies from Monte Carlo have
been corrected to include several known small di"erences between data and Monte Carlo
simulation.

The quark-level diagrams contributing to D+
s decay are shown in Fig. 4. We classify

“quark-level final states” as ss̄ (as would come from Fig. 4(a)), s̄ (Fig. 4(b)), ss̄s̄ (Fig. 4(c)),
s̄s̄ (Fig. 4(d)), and “no strange quarks” (Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f)). The ss̄ final state is
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before comparing with the D+

s ! K0
SX yield, as explained in the text. PDG [10] averages are
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D+
s !K+K+X < 0.26% (90% CL)

D+
s !K!K!X < 0.06% (90% CL)

D+
s ! K0

LK!X modes by requiring there must be a K0
S, K+ or K! recoiling against the

tag. Note that if the Ds decay contains two or more K0
L’s, we do not find any K0

L. Due to
the low statistics and large systematic uncertainties, we quote the inclusive K0

L results only
as a check for K0

S.
The inclusive yields are listed in Table I. For the K0

S modes, the corresponding K0
L modes

are listed as a comparison. The value of the decay D+
s ! K0

LX is only for D+
s decaying into

a single K0
L. So one should not directly compare the values of D+

s ! K0
SX and D+

s ! K0
LX

in Table I. One can correct the single K0
L inclusive yield by adding two times the inclusive

yield of D+
s ! K0

LK0
LX (assuming B(D+

s ! K0
LK0

LX) = B(D+
s ! K0

SK0
SX)). All the K0

L

modes are consistent with K0
S modes. In the last column of Table I, we show PDG [10]

averages, when available.
We have considered several sources of systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty associated

with the e!ciency for finding a track is 0.3%; an additional 0.6% systematic uncertainty for
each kaon track is added [5]. The relative systematic uncertainties for !0 and K0

S e!ciencies
are 4.2% and 1.8%, respectively. Uncertainties in the charged pion and kaon identification
e!ciencies are 0.3% per pion and 0.3% per kaon [5]. All e!ciencies from Monte Carlo have
been corrected to include several known small di"erences between data and Monte Carlo
simulation.

The quark-level diagrams contributing to D+
s decay are shown in Fig. 4. We classify

“quark-level final states” as ss̄ (as would come from Fig. 4(a)), s̄ (Fig. 4(b)), ss̄s̄ (Fig. 4(c)),
s̄s̄ (Fig. 4(d)), and “no strange quarks” (Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f)). The ss̄ final state is

7

125.5 ±11.1

prediction based on 
summing excl. rates [1]

112.5±8.0

46.6±6.8

27.3 ± 1.4

18.4±0.7

32.7 ± 2.9

18.2±2.1

19.2±2.4

0.8±0.1

Kº: 18.4±2.0, Kº  22.7± 2.2

_

prediction based on 
summing excl. rates [1]

http://www-spires.dur.ac.uk/spires/find/hep/www?eprint=arXiv:0903.2287
http://www-spires.dur.ac.uk/spires/find/hep/www?eprint=arXiv:0903.2287
http://arxiv.org/abs/0904.2417
http://arxiv.org/abs/0904.2417
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Direct CP Violation 
• CP violation in charm provides one of the most 

powerful tests of the SM. See earlier sessions today

• Main focus there: time-dependent studies

• Here: compare time-integrated decay rates:

• Not hopeless, but in 2-body modes “probably need to 
aim for accuracy of 10–3” (Ikaros Bigi this morning).
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ACP =
!(D! f)" !

!
D̄! f̄

"

!(D! f) + !
!
D̄! f̄

"
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Direct CPV in Dº, D+

• Plenty of results from 
BaBar, BELLE, CDF, 
CLEO, E791, FOCUS, 
averaged by HFAG

• Table shows averages for 
those results that received 
updates in 2007 or 2008.

• Plenty more modes

• Reaching per-mil 
precision.
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Mode ACP(%)
Charm09

ACP(%)
Charm07

Dº

K+K– -0.16±0.23 1.36±1.2
π+π– 0.22 ± 0.37 1.27±1.25
π+π–πº -0.23±0.42 1.0±9.0
K–π+πº 0.16±0.89 3.1±8.6
K–K+πº 0.16 ± 0.89 -

D+

K–K+π+ 0.39 ± 0.61 0.7±0.8
KSπ+ -0.86 ± 0.90 -1.6±1.7

KSπ+πº 0.3 ± 0.9 ± 0.3 -
K–π+π+πº 1.0 ± 0.9 ± 0.9 -
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Direct CPV in Ds
• CLEO-c’s Ds data 

allowed for the first 
time a precise test of 
direct CP in the Ds 
system

• Plenty of modes, all 
results new since 
Charm 2007

• Many results at the 
few % level.
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Mode ACP(%)
π+η -8.2 ± 5.2 ± 0.8
π+η’ -5.5 ± 3.7 ± 1.2 
KSπ+ 27 ± 11 
KSπº 2 ± 29
K+η -20 ± 18 
K+η’ -17 ± 37
K+KS 4.9 ± 2.1 ± 0.9 
π+π–π+ 2.0 ± 4.6 ± 0.7 
K+π+π– 11.2 ± 7.0 ± 0.9 

KSK–π+π+ -0.7 ± 3.6 ± 1.1
K+K–π+π0 -5.9 ± 4.2 ± 1.2
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Prospects for direct CPV
• Example: Dº→K+K–

• BaBar 2008:  +0.0000 ± 0.0034 ± 0.0013 

• BELLE 2008: -0.0043 ± 0.0030 ± 0.0011 

• World average (HFAG): +0.0022 ± 0.0037 

• CDF has obtained its result of +0.020 ± 0.012 ± 0.006  with 
only 2% of its current data set. CDF could beat world stat 
precision now.

• LHCb, due to start this year, expects stat precision of 0.004% 
in 10/fb (ca 5 years, using charm from B decays, including 
prompt charm will improve this further).
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Summary
• Lots of new precise D branching fractions - inclusive, 

exclusive, relative and absolute. A lot of new Ds results.

• SU(3)F topological approach describes data reasonably 
well except, it seems, when η(‘) or ω are involved. Why?

• Dº→KSπº ≠ Dº→KLπº, asymmetry as expected by U-spin.

• Do we understand Dº→Vγ, Dº→Vρº (ratio too large)?

• New modes incl. Dº→φη, Dº→ωη, with surprising BF’s, 
and the first meson→2 baryon decay: Ds+→pn

• Increase in direct CPV sensitivity from percent to permil 
since Charm 2007 
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Backup
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Inclusive BF prediction from exclusive rates
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Table XV: Ds branching fractions to leptonic and semileptonic modes [7, 14, 15]. Only modes
contributing to inclusive hadron production are shown. Modes with B < 10!3 are omitted.
Each Ds ! X!+"! represents the assumed sum of Xe+" and Xµ+" modes and is doubled
from the value quoted in Ref. [7].

Mode f B(Ds ! f) (%) Remarks
#+"" 6.6±0.6 See Table VII for #+ hadronic decays
$!+"! 5.8±1.2 See Table VIII for $ hadronic decays
$"!+"! 2.04±0.66 See Table IX for $" hadronic decays
%!+"! 4.72±0.52 See Table X for % hadronic decays
Total 19.16±1.58

of this number and many estimated numbers with observed ones will be possible given the
excellent particle identification and electromagnetic calorimetry of the CLEO-c detector. We
do not extrapolate to other 6& modes from 3&+2&!&0, preferring to wait until it is better-
measured.

The last 11 entries in Table XVI sum to a branching fraction of (4.41±0.78)% for hadronic
Cabibbo-suppressed decays of Ds, consistent with a fraction |Vcd/Vcs|2 of the Cabibbo-favored
hadronic decays which amounts to (4.24 ± 0.27)%.

VI. PREDICTED INCLUSIVE BRANCHING FRACTIONS

With the branching fractions in Tables XV and XVI, it now becomes possible to calculate
inclusive particle yields. These are summarized for pions in Table XVII, for kaons in Table
XVIII, and for $, $", %, and ' in Table XIX. Errors in &+ and &! inclusive branching
ratios can be reduced considerably by improving the branching fraction measurement for
Ds ! 3&+2&!&0.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the inclusive branching fractions of Ds mesons to several species,
using the fact that the observed branching fractions, together with modest assumptions about
unseen charge states, account for all the Ds decays to an accuracy of about 5%. Calculations
of branching ratios for unseen modes, based mostly on a statistical isospin model, involve
small systematic theoretical uncertainties estimated by comparison with a model using quark-
antiquark pair production. While many aspects of this analysis bear some resemblance to an
itemized tax return, several notable features have emerged.

• The greatest errors on extracting inclusive branching fractions from exclusive modes are
due to a few final states, notably 3&+2&!&0, $(+, and $"(+. Improvement of information
on these modes would be very helpful.

• The large predicted values for the inclusive branching ratios B($) and B($") may be
helpful in determining whether, as suspected in SU(3) fits (see, e.g., Ref. [6]) and in
factorization calculations or modifications [17, 18] based on the observed semileptonic
decays Ds ! $(")!", the branching fractions for Ds ! $(+ and particularly $"(+ are too
high. It could be possible that part of the large “signals” for Ds ! $(")(+ come from
misidentified kinematic reflections from other final states.

12

Gronau, Rosner, “Ds Inclusive Decays” arXiv:0903.2287, Mar 2009, 
Submitted to Phys.Rev.D 
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LHC/Super B factory synergy discussion 
on US TV comedy

CBS, “Big Bang Theory” averages 9 
million viewers per episode.
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Absolute Ds BR

61

Phys.Rev.Lett.100:161804,2008 (arxiv)

Using 298 /pb , Ecm = 4.17 GeV, B(D_s -> K- K
+ pi+) = (5.50 +- 0.23 +- 0.16)%

Heavy Quarks and Leptons, Melbourne, 2008 7

Figure 11: CLEO-c D+
s mass peaks for hadronic single-tag

modes used in the branching fraction analysis.

CLEO-c, the best previous single measurements had
errors larger than 10%. The golden D0 mode is now
determined to about 2% by both CLEO-c and BaBar;
the best previous measurements had errors greater
than 3.6%. Both of these key modes are now sys-
tematics limited.

More recently, CLEO-c reported hadronic branch-
ing fractions for several Ds decays, based on 298 pb!1

of data at Ecm = 4170 MeV [27]. Single-tag mass
peaks for the eight Ds decay studied are shown in
Fig. 11. Their sample of about NDT = 1000 double
tags sets the scale of achievable statistical uncertain-
ties as ! 1/

"
NDT . We point out that the historical

use of D+
s # !"+ as the mode of choice for Ds nor-

malization has some problems. It is di!cult to cleanly
define what “!” means given other nearby resonances
(such as the f0) and interference between various con-
tributions to the K+K!"+ final state. These e"ects
change the angular distributions in the ! mass region,
complicate separation of ! and non-! contributions,
and lead to dependence on experimental resolution.
Thus, CLEO-c quotes a result for the entire phase-
space: B(Ds # K+K!"+) = (5.50 ± 0.23 ± 0.16)%.
They also quote B(Ds # K+K!"+) within various
K+K! mass windows, which are related to some sort
of “!"+” branching ratio. In Fig. 12, we illustrate the
improvements over previous world averages achieved
by these new results. The full data sample will more
than double the statistics.

While we have concentrated here on golden-mode
branching fractions for D0, D+ and Ds, many other
results such as Cabibbo-suppressed final states and
inclusive branching fractions have also been explored
[2].

BF/PDG 2007 fit
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Figure 12: Summary of CLEO-c D+
s branching ratio re-

sults compared to previous world averages.

6. Other Hadronic Results

We start with some of the unique opportunities
available at CLEO-c due to quantum correlations be-
tween the DD̄ pairs produced at the #(3770). This
is used, for example, to measure the strong K" final-
state interaction (FSI) phase with 281 pb!1 [28]. This
is of great interest for interpreting D mixing results
based on the D0 # K!"+ mode, which are contam-
inated by this FSI phase. Results are extracted from
a simultaneous fit to their data on many hadronic
(both flavor and CP eigenstates) and semileptonic
modes, plus external inputs from D mixing measure-
ments. For the experts, these external inputs are
x, y, x", y", r2. They find: cos $ = 1.10 ± 0.35 ± 0.07,
$ = (22+11

!12
+9
!11)

#. Note that the most likley cos $ is in
general not the cosine of the most likely $, due to a
d cos $/d$ factor when changing the abscissa.

CLEO-c has also investigated interference in
KL", KS" final states. D decay diagrams can pro-
duce both K0 and K̄0; these interfere in physical KL,
KS final states, which leads to a KS, KL asymmetry
[29]. For D0 # KS,L"0, we expect an asymmetry of
R(D0) = 2 tan2 %C $ 10%. For the D+ # KS,L"+

case, there are more diagrams to consider and pre-
dictions take more work. CLEO-c results are ob-
tained from 281 pb!1 are [30]; they find R(D0) =
0.108 ± 0.025 ± 0.024, consistent with 2 tan2 %C . For
the D+, they quote R(D+) = 0.022±0.016±0.018. In
this case, D.-N. Gao predicts R(D+) = 0.035 % 0.044
[31], while Bhattacharya and Rosner predict R(D+) =
0.006+0.033

!0.028 ± 0.007 [32].

We close with a novel result; CLEO-c has measured
B(Ds # pn̄) = (1.30 ± 0.36+0.12

!0.16) & 10!3 [33]. Well-
identified protons are combined with D tags to calcu-
late a missing-mass which cleanly peaks at the neutron
mass. This is the first observation of a charmed meson
decaying into a baryon-antibaryon final state.

check to determine the changes expected in the DT effi-
ciency. The difference due to each decay mode is taken as a
systematic uncertainty completely correlated with the cor-
responding ST uncertainty. The range of these effects is
0%–8%.

In addition, we consider mode-dependent systematic
uncertainties arising from our modeling of average D!

sDs
event multiplicity and detector noise (0%–3%), the final
state radiation spectrum generated by PHOTOS (0.2%–
1.2%), and our simulation of initial state radiation (0%–
0.8%).

Peaking backgrounds in ST events are found to be
negligible compared to the size of the background shape
uncertainties. Very small cross feeds (of order 0.5% or less)
are expected between various DT modes and are included
in the fit; peaking DT backgrounds from other sources
mostly arise from D!D! reflections and are again found
to be negligible.

Systematic uncertainties are propagated to the final re-
sults by altering fit inputs (efficiencies and yields) with
appropriate correlations and noting the variations in the
results. The analysis was validated on a simulated generic
sample of open charm production with 30 times the statis-
tics of the data, and successfully reproduced the input
branching fractions.

We have separate yields and efficiencies for D"
s and D#

s
events, so it is possible to compute asymmetries

 A CP;i $
yi=!i # y!{=!!{
yi=!i " y!{=!!{

;

which are sensitive to direct CP violation in Ds decays
(expected to be very small in the standard model). Most
systematic uncertainties cancel in this ratio; the ones that
remain are due to charge dependence in tracking and PID,
and the dependence of the ST yields on the signal line
shape and background parametrization.

The obtained branching fractions, branching ratios, and
CP asymmetries are shown in Table I. The values we
obtain are consistent with the world averages [8] and
significantly more precise than any previous absolute mea-
surements of Ds branching fractions. This is also the first

result where all eight modes are measured simultaneously;
the PDG fit combines many disparate branching
ratio results. No significant CP asymmetries are observed.
We additionally obtain the number of D!

sDs events
ND!

sDs
$ %2:93& 0:14& 0:06' ( 105, which gives

"D!
sDs

%4:17GeV'$ %0:983&0:046&0:021&0:010' nb; in
order, the uncertainties are statistical, systematic due to
this measurement, and for the cross section, systematic due
to luminosity measurement [13]. The cross section is con-
sistent with earlier CLEO-c results obtained via a scan of
this energy region [7].

TABLE I. Branching fraction results from this analysis, world average branching fractions from the PDG 2007 fit [8], ratios of
branching fractions to B%D"

s ! K#K"#"', and charge asymmetries ACP. Uncertainties on CLEO-c measurements are statistical and
systematic, respectively.

Mode This result B (%) PDG 2007 fit B (%) B=B%K#K"#"' ACP (%)

K0
SK

" 1:49& 0:07& 0:05 2:2& 0:4 0:270& 0:009& 0:008 "4:9& 2:1& 0:9
K#K"#" 5:50& 0:23& 0:16 5:3& 0:8 1 "0:3& 1:1& 0:8
K#K"#"#0 5:65& 0:29& 0:40 ) ) ) 1:03& 0:05& 0:08 #5:9& 4:2& 1:2
K0

SK
##"#" 1:64& 0:10& 0:07 2:7& 0:7 0:298& 0:014& 0:011 #0:7& 3:6& 1:1

#"#"## 1:11& 0:07& 0:04 1:24& 0:20 0:202& 0:011& 0:009 "2:0& 4:6& 0:7
#"$ 1:58& 0:11& 0:18 2:16& 0:30 0:288& 0:018& 0:033 #8:2& 5:2& 0:8
#"$0 3:77& 0:25& 0:30 4:8& 0:6 0:69& 0:04& 0:06 #5:5& 3:7& 1:2
K"#"## 0:69& 0:05& 0:03 0:67& 0:13 0:125& 0:009& 0:005 "11:2& 7:0& 0:9

FIG. 3 (color online). Yields of D&
s ! K*K&#& single tag

events versus K#K" invariant mass; no efficiency corrections
have been applied. The ST fit procedure for the full K#K"#"

sample is applied here to the subsample of each bin of
M%K#K"' and the resulting yields plotted, hence backgrounds
have been subtracted and the yields shown are signal. A % peak
is visible above an additional broad signal component. The lines
show the mass window boundaries for the partial branching
fractions in Table II.
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Fig. 1. Invariant mass distributions for (a) K0
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S!!!+!+ is included), both the D+ and D+

s
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D+ contribution), (c) K0
S!!!+!+ (with the invariant mass only plotted above the

D+ mass). The mass distribution is fit with a Gaussian with the width fixed from
Monte Carlo for the D+

s signal and a first degree polynomial for the background.

decays for both channels. We test for dependency on cut selection in both
modes by individually varying each cut. In Figure 2 we present the ratio of
branching fractions for D+

s ! K0
S!!!+!+ relative to D+

s ! K0
SK!!+!+ as
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decays for both channels. We test for dependency on cut selection in both
modes by individually varying each cut. In Figure 2 we present the ratio of
branching fractions for D+

s ! K0
S!!!+!+ relative to D+

s ! K0
SK!!+!+ as
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float, and fitting only above the D+ mass peak. The variation in the D+
s !

K0
S!+ yield, again weighted by the uncertainty squared, gives the systematic

uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty on the yield from the fit variations is
9.0 events which corresponds to a relative uncertainty of 8.0% and translates
into a systematic uncertainty on the branching ratio of "fit

sys = 0.008. Adding
the cut and fit systematic uncertainties in quadrature gives a total systematic
uncertainty on the branching ratio of 0.013.

V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

In conclusion we have presented the first evidence of the Cabibbo suppressed
decay mode D+

s ! K0
S!!!+!+ and measured the relative branching ratio of

!(D+
s "K0

S
!!!+!+)

!(D+
s "K0

S
K!!+!+)

= 0.18± 0.04± 0.05. A naive expectation for this branching

ratio is tan2#C = 0.054. Compared with this expectation the branching ratio
is more than 3 times larger. One contributing factor is there is more phase
space available in the D+

s ! K0
S!!!+!+ decay than in the D+

s ! K0
SK!!+!+

decay. Another factor is that the K0
S in the denominator of the ratio comes

from a K0. In the numerator the K0
S may be the result of either a K0 or

a K0 decay. Perhaps a better understanding of this ratio would result from

reporting the ratio
!(D+

s "K0
S
!!!+!+)

!(D+
s "K0

S
K!!+!+)+!(D+

s "K0
S
K+!+!!)

. Using the branching

ratio reported in reference [11] for
!(D+

s "K0
S
K+!+!!)

!(D+
s "K0

S
K!!+!+)

= 0.586 ± 0.052 ± 0.043

we find
!(D+

s "K0
S
!!!+!+)

!(D+
s "K0

S
K!!+!+)+!(D+

s "K0
S
K+!+!!)

" 0.11.

We also present evidence for D+
s ! K0

S!+ and measure its branching fraction

relative to D+
s ! K0

SK+:
!(D+

s "K0
S
!+)

!(D+
s "K0

S
K+)

= 0.104±0.024±0.013. This branching

ratio is also larger than tan2 #C , but is slightly smaller than predictions [4,5,6]
which range from 14% to 17%. The results are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
Branching ratios, event yields, and e!ciency ratios for modes involving a K0

S . All
branching ratios are inclusive of subresonant modes.

Decay Mode Ratio of Events E!ciency Ratio Branching Ratio

!(D+
s"K0

S
!!!+!+)

!(D+
s "K0

S
K!!+!+)

179±36
763±32 1.34 0.18 ± 0.04 ± 0.05

!(D+
s "K0

S
!+)

!(D+
s"K0

S
K+)

113±26
777±36 1.39 0.104 ± 0.024 ± 0.013
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ACP in Dº→π+π–

• [Γ(Dº→π+π–) – Γ(Dº→π+π–)] / [Γ(Dº→π+π–) + Γ(Dº→π+π–)]

• BaBar 2008:  -0.0024 ± 0.0052 ± 0.0022 

• BELLE 2008: +0.0043 ± 0.0052 ± 0.0012 

• World average (HFAG): +0.0022 ± 0.0037 

• Hadron machines: CDF has obtained its result of +0.010 ± 
0.013 ± 0.006 with only 2% of its current data set.
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T-odd moments
• Form triple vector products that are odd under T (v 

could be a momentum or spin):

• Form the asymmetry of these triple products

in this expression, it turns out that strong phases can 
produce a non-zero AT in the absence of T violation.

• Form the difference of CP-conjugate AT asymmetries - 
truly T violating: 

64

!v1 ·(!v2! !v3), where each !vi is a spin or momentum, are odd under time reversal
(T ). By the CPT theorem, a nonzero value for these correlations would also
be a signal of CP violation. A nonzero triple-product correlation is evidenced
by a nonzero value of the asymmetry [1]

AT "
!(!v1 · (!v2 ! !v3) > 0) # !(!v1 · (!v2 ! !v3) < 0)

!(!v1 · (!v2 ! !v3) > 0) + !(!v1 · (!v2 ! !v3) < 0)
(1)

where ! is the decay rate for the process. There is a well-known technical
complication: strong phases can produce a nonzero value of AT , even if the
weak phases are zero, that is CP and T violation are not necessarily present.
Thus, strictly speaking, the asymmetry AT is not in fact a T -violating e"ect.
Nevertheless, one can still obtain a true T -violating signal by measuring a
nonzero value of

ATviol "
1

2
(AT # AT ) (2)

where AT is the T -odd asymmetry measured in the CP -conjugate decay pro-
cess [2].

This study was inspired by a paper of Ikaros Bigi [3]. In this paper Bigi
suggested a search for T violation by looking at the triple-product corre-
lation (using the momenta of the final state particles) in the decay mode
D0

$ K!K+"!"+. Such a correlation must necessarily involve at least four
final-state particles. This can be understood by considering the rest frame of
the decaying particle and invoking momentum conservation. The number of
independent three-momenta is one less than the number of final-state parti-
cles, so a triple product composed entirely of momenta requires four particles
in the final state [4].

We calculate ATviol for the decay modes D0 $ K!K+"!"+ and D+
(s) $

K0
SK+"!"+ using data from the FOCUS experiment.

FOCUS is a charm photoproduction experiment [5] which collected data dur-
ing the 1996–97 fixed target run at Fermilab. Electron and positron beams
(with typically 300 GeV endpoint energy) obtained from the 800 GeV Teva-
tron proton beam produce, by means of bremsstrahlung, a photon beam which
interacts with a segmented BeO target. The mean photon energy for triggered
events is % 180 GeV. A system of three multicell threshold Čerenkov coun-
ters performs the charged particle identification, separating kaons from pions
up to 60 GeV/c of momentum. Two systems of silicon microvertex detectors
are used to track particles: the first system consists of 4 planes of microstrips
interleaved with the experimental target [6] and the second system consists
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T-odd moments at FOCUS
• Analyse Dº→K+K–π+π– and 

base analysis on the 
following T-odd product:

• Result
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chain D!+(") ! D0(D0)!+(") is used to identify the neutral D as either a D0

or a D0. We require that the mass di!erence between the D0 and the D! mass
be within 4 MeV/c2 of the nominal mass di!erence [9].

Using the set of selection cuts just described, we obtain the invariant mass
distributions for K"K+!"!+ shown in Fig. 1, where the first plot is the total
sample and the other two plots show the D0 and D0 samples separately.

The mass plots are fit with a function that includes two Gaussians with the
same mean but di!erent sigmas to take into account di!erent momentum res-
olutions in our spectrometer [5] and a second-order polynomial for the combi-
natorial background. A log-likelihood fit gives a signal of 828±46 K"K+!"!+

events for the total sample, 362± 31 D0 events, and 472± 34 D0 events. The
fitted D0 masses are in good agreement with the world average [9] and the
widths are in good agreement with those of our Monte Carlo simulation.

From the D0 sample we can form a T -odd correlation with the momenta:

CT " "pK+ · ("p!+ # "p!!) (3)

and from the D0 sample we form:

CT " "pK! · ("p!! # "p!+). (4)

As we have seen in the introduction, finding a distribution of CT di!erent from
$CT establishes CP violation [3].

Fig. 2 shows D0(D0) signals separated by the sign of CT (CT ). A log-likelihood
fit, with the same fit function described previously, gives the yields summarized
in Table 1.

Table 1
D0 (D0) yields split by CT (CT ) sign.

Decay mode Request Events

D0 ! K"K+!"!+ CT > 0 174 ± 21

D0 ! K"K+!"!+ CT < 0 190 ± 24

D0 ! K"K+!"!+ CT > 0 255 ± 24

D0 ! K"K+!"!+ CT < 0 220 ± 25

Before forming the asymmetry AT (AT ) we have to correct for detection ef-
ficiencies, accounting for possible di!erences in spectrometer acceptance and
Čerenkov identification e"ciency for positive/negative kaons and pions. 2 This

2 It is well-known that in fixed-target experiments there are production asymme-

5

is, however, a small e!ect. From the e"ciency corrected yields we compute the
asymmetry:

AT =
#(CT > 0) ! #(CT < 0)

#(CT > 0) + #(CT < 0)
(5)

and

AT =
#(!CT > 0) ! #(!CT < 0)

#(!CT > 0) + #(!CT < 0)
. (6)

The resulting T -violation asymmetry ATviol is:

ATviol =
1

2
(AT ! AT ) = 0.010 ± 0.057. (7)

Without the e"ciency correction it would have been ATviol = 0.014 ± 0.057.

This determination has been tested by modifying each of the vertex and
Čerenkov cuts individually. Although the statistics is limited, the T -violation
asymmetry is stable versus several sets of cuts as shown in Fig. 3. All the
measurements are consistent with 0 for the T -violation asymmetry.

3. Search for T violation in the decay mode D ! K0
S
K+!!!+

The decay channel D+ " K0
SK+!!!+ is Cabibbo-suppressed and like D0 "

K!K+!!!+, it may be produced as a non-resonant final state or via two-
body and three-body intermediate resonant states. Its relative branching ratio
#(D+ " K0

SK+!!!+)/#(D+ " K0
S!!!+!+) has been measured [10]. D+

s "

K0
SK+!!!+ is observed in the same histogram as D+ " K0

SK+!!!+ and we
fit for both signals.

The final states are selected using a candidate driven vertex algorithm as de-
scribed in the previous section. The K0

S is reconstructed using techniques
described elsewhere [11]. The K0

S and the charged tracks are used to form a
D candidate which is used as a seed track to intersect the other reconstructed
tracks and to search for a primary vertex. The confidence levels of both ver-
tices must be greater than 1%. We also use L /"L > 6 and Iso2 < 1% and
require the primary vertex to be composed of at least two reconstructed tracks
in addition to the D seed.

tries between charm and anticharm particles. As a result the D0 momentum distri-
bution is di!erent from the D0 distribution.

6
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CT=

Dº, CT>0 Dº, CT<0
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U-spin symmetry and D→K0π0, K0π0 
interference

• D→Kºπº                                  D→Kºπº

• A(D→KSπº) = ACF – ADCS,   A(D→KLπº) = ACF + ADCS

•  

66
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!tan2!CT, ~C " !tan2!CC, ~E " !tan2!CE, and ~A "
!tan2!CA.

With tan!C # 0:2317 one predicts jA$D0 !
K%"!&j # 1:35' 10!7 GeV and jA(D% !
K%$"0;#;#0&) # $0:98; 0:86; 0:83& ' 10!7 GeV. The ex-
perimental amplitudes for D0 ! K%"! and D% ! K%"0

are, respectively, 14% and $26* 8&% above the flavor-SU
(3) predictions. Reference [15] has demonstrated the fea-
sibility of testing the predictions forD% ! K%$#;#0&with
the full CLEO-c data sample.

A. D0 ! $K0!0; !K0!0& interference
The decays D0 ! K0"0 and D0 ! !K0"0 are related to

one another by the U-spin interchange s $ d, and SU(3)
symmetry breaking is expected to be extremely small in
this relation [16]. Graphs contributing to these processes
are shown in Fig. 4.

The CLEO Collaboration [17] has reported the asym-
metry

R$D0& " "$D0 ! KS"
0& ! "$D0 ! KL"

0&
"$D0 ! KS"

0& % "$D0 ! KL"
0& (14)

to have the value R$D0& # 0:108* 0:025* 0:024, consis-
tent with the expected value [16,18] R$D0& # 2tan2!C ’
0:107. One expects the same R$D0& if "0 is replaced by #
or #0 [16].

B. D% ! $K0!%; !K0!%& interference
In contrast to the case of D0 ! $K0"0; !K0"0&, the de-

cays D% ! $K0"%; !K0"%& are not related to one another

by a simple U-spin transformation. Amplitudes contribut-
ing to these processes are shown in Fig. 5. Although both
processes receive color-suppressed (C or ~C) contributions,
the Cabibbo-favored process receives a color-favored tree
(T) contribution, while the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed
(DCS) process receives an annihilation ( ~A) contribution.
In order to calculate the asymmetry between KS and KL

production in these decays due to interference between CF
and DCS amplitudes, one can use the determination of the
CF amplitudes discussed previously and the relation be-
tween them and DCS amplitudes. Thus, we define

R$D%& " "$D% ! KS"
%& ! "$D% ! KL"

%&
"$D% ! KS"

%& % "$D% ! KL"
%& (15)

and predict

R$D%& # !2Re
~C% ~A

T % C
# 2tan2!C Re

C% A

T % C

# !0:006%0:033
!0:028; (16)

where the error is assumed to be dominated by its dominant
source, the uncertainty in jAj (see Fig. 2). This is consistent
with the observed value R$D%& # 0:022* 0:016* 0:018
[17]. The relative phase of C% A and T % C is nearly 90+,
as can be seen from Fig. 2. The real part of their ratio hence
is small. If one uses instead amplitudes based on fitting all
CF decays except D%

s ! !K0K%, as in Ref. [10], one pre-
dicts instead R$D%& # 0:013* 0:035.
A similar exercise can be applied to the decays D%

s !
K%K0 and D%

s ! K% !K0, which are related by U-spin to
the D% decays discussed here. The corresponding ratio

R$D%
s & "

"$D%
s ! KSK

%& ! "$D%
s ! KLK

%&
"$D%

s ! KSK
%& % "$D%

s ! KLK
%& (17)

is predicted to be

TABLE V. Branching ratios, amplitudes, and representations in terms of reduced amplitudes for doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decays.
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With tan!C # 0:2317 one predicts jA$D0 !
K%"!&j # 1:35' 10!7 GeV and jA(D% !
K%$"0;#;#0&) # $0:98; 0:86; 0:83& ' 10!7 GeV. The ex-
perimental amplitudes for D0 ! K%"! and D% ! K%"0

are, respectively, 14% and $26* 8&% above the flavor-SU
(3) predictions. Reference [15] has demonstrated the fea-
sibility of testing the predictions forD% ! K%$#;#0&with
the full CLEO-c data sample.
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36 Ling-Lie (‘hau. Quark mixing in weak interactions

annihilate to make a W-boson which subsequently converts into a q~jpair involving only light quarks.

Diagram (e) is the I~Penguin~~diagram while diagram (~)is the side-ways “Penguin” diagram. In the
diagrams of fig. 2.3 the quark lines are not joined to make specific hadrons. These diagrams give
inclusive total decay amplitudes for heavy quark systems which can decay into many hadronic channels.

For exclusive decays we need to combine q~into specific hadron states. In some graphs quark—
antiquark pairs need to be created. For example in graphs (c )—( f) we need to produce an extra
quark—antiquark pair in order to produce a pair of light mesons in the final state (which we assume to

be taken care of by the strongly interacting gluons). In our discussions here it is assumed that uu, dd and

s~pairs are produced with equal probability from the vacuum, as implied by SU(3) symmetry. The

final state quarks are then allowed to hadronize and arrange themselves in all possible ways. For

pseudoscalar mesons we use the well-known SU(3) particle contents of the various q~system:

uU (1/\/2)ir~~+ (l/\/6)i~ts+ (‘/‘/~)x~

dd: ~(1/\/2)ir0 + (1/\/6)iics + (l/\/3)X°,

s~: —(V2/\/3)m
1+(l/\/3)x, (21)

ud:~, dü:~,

u~:K~, d~:K
15

Sd: K°, sü: K -

Fig. 2.4 gives the six graphs of a meson with heavy quark decaying into two lighter mesons.

We would like to emphasize that these graphs are symbolic and meant to have all the strong
interactions included, i.e. gluon lines are included in all possible ways. Only in specific model

calculations will we specify the strong interaction involved. For example in the leading-order QCD

calculation one gluon exchange will be specifically included. In the following our discussion on the

leading-order QCD calculation will be very qualitative. For more quantitative discussion see the

excellent reviews in refs. [2.8, 2.91.

i:i~ L

/

Fig. 2.3. The six quark diagrams for the inclusive nonleptonic decay of a meson.
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Figure 1: Flavor topologies for describing charm decays. T : color-favored tree; C: color-suppressed tree; E exchange;
A: annihilation.

Table I Branching ratios, amplitudes, and graphical representations for Cabibbo-favored charmed particle decays.

Meson Decay B p! |A| Rep.

mode (%) (MeV) (10"6 GeV)

D0 K"!+ 3.82±0.07 861 2.49±0.03 T + E

K
0
!0 2.26±0.24 860 1.92±0.06 (C ! E)/

"
2

K
0
" 0.76±0.12 772 1.18±0.05 C/

"
3

K
0
"# 1.82±0.28 565 2.13±0.09 !(C + 3E)/

"
6

D+ K
0
!+ 2.94±0.12 863 1.38±0.02 C + T

D+
s

K
0
K+ 4.50±0.80 850 2.60±0.25 C + A

!+" 2.16±0.30 902 1.75±0.14 (T ! 2A)/
"

3

!+"# 4.80±0.60 743 2.88±0.20 2(T + A)/
"

6

The deviations from flavor SU(3) implicit in Ta-
ble II are well known. We shall discuss amplitudes
in units of 10!7 GeV. If one rescales the CF ampli-
tudes by the factor of tan!C , one predicts |A(D0 !
"+"!)| = |A(D0 ! K+K!)| = 5.78, to be com-
pared with a smaller observed value for "+"! and a
larger observed value (by a factor of

"
2) for K+K!.

One can account for some of this discrepancy via the
ratios of decay constants fK/f! = 1.22 and form fac-
tors f+(D ! K)/f+(D ! ") > 1. Furthermore,
one predicts |A(D0 ! "0"0)| = 4.45 (larger than ob-
served) and |A(D+ ! "+"0)| = 2.25 (smaller than
observed), which means that the "" isospin triangle
[associated with the fact that there are two indepen-
dent amplitudes with I = (0, 2) for three decays] has
a di!erent shape from that predicted by rescaling the

CF amplitudes. One predicts |A(D+ ! K+K
0
)| =

|A(Ds ! "+K0)| = 5.79; experimental values are

(11%,1%) higher. The decay D0 ! K0K
0

is for-

bidden by SU(3); the branching ratio of 2B(D0 !
K0

SK0
S) = (2.98± 0.68± 0.30± 0.60)# 10!4 reported

by CLEO [7] is more than a factor of two below that
quoted in Table II (based on the average in Ref. [5])
and so does o!er some evidence for the expected sup-
pression.

4.2. SCS decays involving !, !!

The amplitudes C and E extracted from Cabibbo-
favored charm decays imply values of C" = #C and
E" = #E which may be used in constructing am-
plitudes for singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D0 decays in-
volving $ and $". In Table III we write amplitudes
multiplied by factors so that they involve unit co-
e"cient of an amplitude SE" describing a discon-
nected “singlet” exchange amplitude for D0 decays
[8]. Similarly the decays D+ ! ("+$, "+$") and
D+

s ! (K+$, K+$") may be described in terms of a

2
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